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Hog Rally 2008, Mat-Su Valley
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Forget Me Not Foundation’s Mission Statement
We are passionate in our pursuit of putting an end to drunk driving, preventing underage drinking and
serving victims of this violent crime. We are dedicated to creating and maintaining public awareness.
Where attention goes, energy flows: by focusing our attention in this desired direction, we will keep the
victims’ stories and the negative aspects of drunk driving before the public.
We are the Memory Keepers. By taking measures to prevent drunk driving tragedies from continuing, we
remember those who died or were injured at the hands of a drunk driver.
Our Commitment…
Raising funds for projects and activities to stop impaired and underage drinking by:
•

Increasing public education and awareness

•

Supporting the efforts of law enforcement and our public schools

•

Encouraging public participation through events that capture their interest and present the message of our
mission

Trivia Night 2010, Anchorage

Trivia Night 2010 winning table
(Pineapple Mensa)

Thunder Run Walk ‘N Roll 2009,
Fairbanks

“The life I touch for good or ill will touch another life, and that
in turn another, until who knows where the trembling stops or in
what far place my touch will be felt.” --Frederick Buechner

Forget Me Not Walk/Run 2010,
Anchorage
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Honoring the last wish of the
victims and their loved ones:

“Forget Me Not”
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“All drunk driving crashes are preventable.”
An Introduction
By Royal Bidwell

As you read through the following pages, our hope is that you will experience some strong emotions – shock,
anger, grief, compassion and perhaps others. If you have lost a loved one in a drunk driving crash, the memories
and overwhelming emotions may come rushing back. We offer our sympathy and condolences but the stories
must be told. By keeping alive the memories of these victims, we validate their lives and their right to be among
the living, even though that right has been violated. Drunk driving crashes are killing thousands of people every
year and we read about them in the paper, see them on TV, or hear about them on the radio and maybe we are
disgusted about it for a few minutes, but then we go on and forget about them. They haven’t impacted our lives;
there is nothing one person can do to change it; there will be more tomorrow and forever after that, so we put it
out of our mind.
But wait! They do impact our lives. There is something one person can do about it. There doesn’t need to be more
crashes tomorrow, the next day, or the day after that. All drunk driving crashes are preventable. All it takes is for
each individual to be making responsible choices.
In the pages that follow, you will see the DUI issue from many different perspectives. You will find information
that you may have a difficult time absorbing and believing. That’s the nature of the DUI problem. It impacts the
lives of people in many different ways, none of them good. The statistics are shocking. The costs are unbelievable. The consequences are crushing – and lasting. We hope you become outraged over the simple fact that all of
this carnage was avoidable. We hope you will become proactive in taking steps to stop this insanity. The solutions aren’t the responsibility of law enforcement, or government, or someone else. They are the responsibility
of every citizen; you, me, our friends and neighbors, our children, everyone. We have to come to the place where
we are not willing to put up with this insanity any longer and begin to intervene when we see someone acting in
an irresponsible way, lobby for better laws, support public education and awareness programs, and become better
citizens ourselves.

Now brace yourself and take a look at what is happening on the roads you travel and in the
lives of those with whom you share the very air you breathe.

Copyright 2005-2010 Forget Me Not Foundation
All rights reserved. This publication is the property of
Forget Me Not Foundation
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The pages of this Victim’s Memorial Booklet contain the real life stories of fellow Alaskans whose lives were
changed forever as a result of someone who was driving under the influence of alcohol. Real stories…real
people… real tragedies.
They were compiled to remind all of us that the loss of life from DUI is totally preventable. The message is a
simple one. If you have been drinking, don’t get behind the wheel. Call a friend or a family member, call a
cab, or rely on a designated driver to get you home.
Working together, we can reduce the number of fatalities from DUI to zero. Read the stories in this
memorial booklet, think about them, and then take a stand to never get behind the wheel after drinking.
And don’t let your friends drive drunk either.
Sincerely,x
Lisa Murkowski, United States Senator

I would like to extend my thanks and appreciation to the Forget Me Not Foundation for its continued
focus on preventing drunk driving. Alaskans know far too well the devastation drunk driving causes
to individuals and families across our state. I know readers of this publication will find inspiration and
solace from the stories ahead. As U.S. Senator, I will continue to work, as I always have, for education and
prevention in hopes we can reduce or even end the tragedies caused by drunk driving.
Mark Begich, United States Senator

The DUI laws have two separate areas of concern: a violation of a criminal law and an individual’s driving
behavior and road safety. The two different focuses of the law are the reason a license may be revoked
administratively when a criminal charge has been dropped. The Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) deals
daily with the impact of people who make the poor decision to operate a vehicle while under the influence
of alcohol through the administrative revocation process.
Often, the DMV must revoke an offender’s driver license, which comes with a whole host of consequences.
In addition to jail time, attorney fees, court fines, and impound fees, the offenders the DMV sees for a
first offense must wait 90 days, have an ignition interlock device installed on any vehicle they operate,
maintain SR-22 insurance, go through an alcohol treatment program and pay a reinstatement fee all before
the DMV is able to reinstate the offender’s privilege to drive. These fees add up quickly and the costs
of SR-22 insurance and an ignition interlock device are ongoing. These fees are just a sample of some
of the financial costs associated with DUI. We at the DMV often hear of the financial burden these costs
place on the offenders and their families. More devastating is the loss of current and future employment
to those who make the avoidable decision to drink and drive. It is frustrating and sad to see people make
the $22,000+ choice to operate a vehicle under the influence, while also risking the potential loss of a
priceless life, when a $20 cab ride is an easy alternative.
Whitney Brewster, Director, Division of Motor Vehicles State of Alaska
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Driving under the influence (DUI) means driving or operating
a motorized vehicle with a BAC of .08 or higher, or driving or
operating a vehicle when your ability is impaired,

regardless of your breath alcohol content, by: alcohol, depressant,
hallucinogenic, stimulant, or narcotic drug. You can be charged under
both offenses. (AK State Troopers Public Information Office)
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“ This is not what I imagined
My daughter Shelly was born in Anchorage,
Alaska, on April 3, 1966 and she died in Anchorage,
Alaska, on November 5, 1983.

The Story of...

Shelly was a 17-year-old senior at West
Anchorage High School, on the honor roll and
played the flute in the school band. She was also
a Pink Lady Volunteer at Providence Hospital and
she had an after-school job at 50-Minute Photo.
She also had a summer job with Anchorage Daily
News in the customer service department. She was
a beautiful and happy girl. She had a boyfriend, but
the love of her life was the animals she took care
of. She had several cats and a dog. She loved every
animal she came in contact with and talked about
being a veterinarian since she was four years old!
But…………….

Shelly Reed
April 3, 1966 - November 5, 1983
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She never graduated from high school.
She never became a veterinarian.
She never got married.
She never gave me any grandchildren.

Her life ended the day a 27-year-old man
chose to drink and drive. He had been drinking
all afternoon and into the night. He left a bar at
midnight and drove the wrong way on Minnesota
Drive with his headlights off and hit my daughter’s
car head-on. She was killed instantly.
He not only changed my life, my family’s

The Forget Me Not Foundation was founded in 2005, when Nancy
and Royal Bidwell decided it was time to do something to stop the
insanity of drunk driving in Alaska.

when my daughter was born. ”
life, her grandparent’s lives and all her relatives’
lives, but the lives of all her classmates, her fellow
workers, and her animal friend’s lives as well.
It makes you wonder how my daughter
Shelly would have changed the world. How many
other people’s lives would she have touched? How
many animals would she have loved and saved?

Nancy with her
two children,
Kenny and Shelly.

Imagine having to attend your daughter’s
funeral in November……..and leaving there
without her, knowing you will never see her again.
Imagine enduring the trial in April to
convict the drunk driver.
Imagine attending your daughter’s
graduation at the end of May and seeing an empty
chair with a rose on it.
Imagine her 19-year old brother accepting
her diploma.
Imagine two days after her graduation, the
family gathered again, to bury her, now that the
ground is thawed.
This is not what I imagined when my daughter was
born.
Nancy Bidwell

Shelly with her brother Ken, who accepted Shelly’s
diploma at her graduation ceremony.

Alaska lowered the legal blood-alcohol limit from 0.10 to 0.08 on
September 1, 2001. Governor Tony Knowles signed this into law in
an attempt to crack down on drunk driving crashes.
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“ Everyone smiles in the same
ANGEL-SHINE
By Nancy Bidwell

Shelly’s smile made me laugh; it made me sing...........................
She made my life a very special thing.
With a twinkle in her eye, and a giggle on her face....................
No one will ever take her place.
Her eager zest for life was a true delight.......................................
I cherished her; I loved her with all my might.
Now in God’s loving arms, out of harm,......................................
Her face aglow with angel-shine, she’s the image of eternal charm.

Because of the frozen ground, the
family had to wait over six months
before they could lay Shelly to
rest at Angelus Memorial Park
Cemetery on May 25th, 1984.
Nancy stands by Shelly’s
Highway Fatality Memorial
sign, installed in 2008.
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Driving under the influence doesn’t just affect the person behind
the wheel. It affects the whole community...

language. ” -Shelly Reed

Shelly’s crashed car.
Inside of crashed car that Shelly was driving.

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:
Drunk Driver:
Shelly, with her date,
at her junior prom.

Blood-Alcohol
Level:

Shelly Reed
11-05-1983
Minnesota Dr
& Raspberry,
Anchorage
Steven St.
John
.320

g
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’
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Shell Day

...if you can’t grab hold of this reality, then PLEASE don’t grab
hold of the wheel.
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Anchora ge Police Department
` with bowed head and reluctant gait approaching the
What in life can be more frightening than a police officer
home of parents of an overdue teenager? Confusion and fear race through those parents’ minds until the awful news is broken; “Your son has been killed in a traffic collision. He was hit head-on by a drunk driver, and
all the occupants of your son’s vehicle were killed by the impact.”
This scene is played out thousands of times each year as parents, spouses and children of victims receive the
devastating news that their loved one has perished due to the absolute disregard of another for the law and for
reason. From that moment, lives are so indelibly marred and changed. Emptiness fills the hearts of family
and friends as they live with that overwhelming burden of loss. So the police officers come, day after day they
come. Year after year, to deliver the unbearable news as they see lives shattered by drivers whose senses are
dulled by alcohol and drugs.
The victims of these crimes no longer have a voice and it seems as though they disappear into a statistical
record, or just become faded pages in a newspaper story. So we must speak for them. Forget Me Not Mission
is seeking to bring these victims stories back to life by putting faces on them, their dreams, their joys. Here are
their stories, told by their families. It will keep their memories alive and memorialize them so that others may
know them too.
Lt. Dave Parker, Anchorage Police Department

DRIVE DRUNK--LOSE YOUR CAR

If you drive while under the influence OR let anyone drive your vehicle while under the
influence, you will lose your vehicle.
Police seize vehicles driven by impaired drivers. A vehicle will be impounded for 30 days
for the driver’s first DUI offense. A vehicle will be FORFEITED if the driver has been
convicted of DUI in the past. AMC 10.50.035.B
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Judge John Reese sentenced Morris King, 17, to eight years in prison for
killing Michele Stroud and Kristie Boyd, both 22, while he was driving
drunk on August 17, 1991. King ran a red light at Benson and A street in
Anchorage, hitting the car the women were riding in. (Court View)

Alaska Native Medical Center

Drinking and driving is never, ever worth the risk.

March 8, 2000, Donna Jones was killed when a drunk driver drove through a red light, striking the
driver’s door. The drunk driver had a BAC of .l13 and was convicted of Criminally
Negligent Homicide and DWI. I Street and West 5th Ave, Anchorage (AHSO)
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“ I was 17 when a drunk driver
Left for Dead

The Story of

Photo Courtesy of NASA: www.nasa.gov

William “Billy O” Oefelein
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I didn’t know what hit me. In fact, I didn’t
even know I’d been hit. I woke up cold and confused,
lying on the pavement and unable to move. It was a
wintry night, and I was outside, but apart from that, I
had absolutely no idea what was going on.
It was 1983. I was a 17-year-old growing up
in Anchorage and a senior at West High. I drove a
1967 Chevelle. A red one, which, I was pretty sure,
was somewhere nearby. I racked my brain to recall
the last few moments, but it was no use. My thoughts
were scrambled, and buzzing around in circles through
my head like a swarm of bees. One question repeated
itself louder and louder until I finally recognized it:
What the hell happened? More queries joined that
one, and they screamed through my mind making it
even harder to think. Where am I? How did I get
here? Why can’t I move? I really couldn’t move, not
even to call out for help. The buzzing in my head was
intolerable. If only I could think!
The last thing I remembered was driving home
from a Beach Boys concert, so I latched onto that
memory and let it play out. It had to be after 11:00 pm
on that frigid February night. I had just passed the
intersection of Dimond and Minnesota in Anchorage
when my car stalled. I managed to steer it off the road
before it stopped rolling but decided to push it a little
farther onto the shoulder. The last thing I wanted was
for someone to hit my car.
I put the car in neutral, got out and gave it
a shove. That was it. That was where the memory
stopped…right before a drunk driver ran me down and
left me for dead.
His name was David, and until that night, he
was a man of small consequence, already hell-bent on
feeling sorry for himself for the rest of his life. He had
no job, no friends and a miserable disposition, which on
that evening was more self-loathing than usual. It was

In the ten-year period from 2000 to 2009, 38,009 offenders were arrested two times; 1,842 were
arrested three times; 361 were arrested four times; 44 were arrested five times; ten were arrested
six times; one was arrested seven times; one was arrested eight times. (APD)

ran me over and left me for dead. ”
his birthday the night he almost killed me, and none of
his family had remembered to get him a cake.
So, he angrily grabbed the keys to his truck and
began hopping from bar to bar on an epic, “poor-me”
drinking binge. He’d already been arrested several
times for drunk driving, the punishment for which
wasn’t severe enough to deter him from doing it again.
And again. And on this night, he would add “felony
hit-and-run” to his record of DWIs. But before he did
that, he baited a cab driver.
As he peeled out of a bar’s parking lot, he cut
off a yellow cab and sped away. Angry, the cab driver
followed him and caught up to him just a few blocks
down the road. Then the cabbie watched in horror as
the drunk driver swerved off the road and plowed into
a car, sending the limp body of a teenager in the air.
The motorist sent his own truck careening into a snow
bank.
The cabbie immediately called for an ambulance
on his radio and relayed what he saw. The drunk
got out of his truck and glanced nonchalantly at my
motionless body, now lying in the middle of the road.
He surveyed his truck, which was stuck in the snow,
and put it in four-wheel drive. He then got back behind
the wheel, freed himself from the snow bank and sped
away.
While the cabbie radioed police, another Good
Samaritan stopped to help. Having seen the whole hitand-run unfold, he stayed with the injured teenager
(me), while the cabbie followed the drunk driver to
make sure he didn’t get away.
About a mile down the road, the drunk ran his
truck off the street again, and this time his four-wheel
drive couldn’t free him. The police put him in the
slammer. He wouldn’t be running anyone over again
anytime soon.
“You got hit by a car.” A voice startled me.
Then a man’s face appeared. “We called an ambulance.
Try not to move.”

I wanted to roll my eyes. No problem, I
thought. There I was, incapacitated and bleeding to
death in the middle of the road. Where the hell did he
think I was going?
Somebody threw their coat over me, but I
was still freezing. Hit by a car. The man’s words
rolled through my head, and as their meaning took
hold, the strangest sensation of relief overcame me.
Now I knew. Now, the swarm was quiet, and I could
think. The incredible confusion was gone, and I could
concentrate on a separate, increasingly urgent issue,
which now bullied its way to the front of my mind: I
was hurt. Bad.
I blinked, and when I opened my eyes again, I
was bumbling down the road inside an ambulance, still
freezing cold and shivering violently.
“What hospital do you want to go to, kid?”
“D-D-Doesn’t m-matter,” I answered, teeth
chattering. Then I remembered my dad. “Wait. My
d-dad’s in-n-n the Air F-Force.”
“We’re going to Elmendorf,” he called to the
driver.
I blinked again and was suddenly in the
emergency room. The fluorescent lights blinded me as
doctors and nurses stood by, chattering nonsensically. I
never felt so cold in my life. Just before I froze to death,
a woman appeared with more blankets.
Pile ‘em on, I thought, but to my horror, she
stripped all my covers off. I gasped, but before I could
protest, she had bundled me up in the blankets she’d
brought. I drew in a sharp breath and then sighed as
an enormous warmth bubble enveloped me.
Ahhhhh…warm. It’s difficult to describe
the bone-freezing cold that accompanies blood loss
and shock, but having experienced the subzero
temperatures in both Antarctica and interior Alaska,
I can confidently proclaim that neither holds a candle
to the chill delivered by shock. I don’t remember a lot
of what happened that night, but I do remember those

In 2008, the Department of Motor Vehicles reported 5,888 DUI
“incidents” of which 1841 were repeat offenders, up to seven offenses.
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“ I“I didn’t
didn’t know
knowwho
whohithitme.me. I
blankets. Whoever thought to put blankets in the
dryer and then wrap them, still warm, around a trauma
patient should get a medal. Feeling the warmth of
those fuzzy, just-removed-from-the-dryer, emergency
room blankets was a thin, little slice of heaven on that
night from hell and a feeling of comfort I never forgot.
As I lay there enjoying my warmth bubble, I
thought of my parents. We’d had dinner together at
Skippers that night, after which they reminded me of
my curfew.
“I’ll be home by midnight,” I assured them.
Guess I was wrong.
My mom heard the ambulance sirens as she got
ready for bed that night, not knowing they screamed
for her son. She said a small prayer as she put curlers
in her hair, asking God to stay with whoever was hurt
and hoping they’d be alright. She thought nothing
more of it and went back to curling her hair. Fifteen
minutes later, she crawled into bed. She had just
closed her eyes when the phone rang.
The man on the other end introduced himself
as Sgt. Gonzales from Elmendorf Air Force Base
Hospital, then asked, “Is this Mrs. Oefelein?”
“Yes.”
“Mrs. Oefelein, your son, William, was just
admitted, and you should get down here right away.”
My mother felt the blood drain from her face.
“Why? Wh...what happened?” she managed.
“He was involved in a car accident, and you’d
better get here right away.”
Her heart was pounding. She hung up the
phone, woke up my dad, and they flew out the door.
Their route to the hospital took them past my
crumpled car, where police and witnesses converged.
My mother jumped out of the car and ran over to the
police, demanding to know what happened.
The police officer pulled her aside, gave her a
Cliff ’s Notes version of the hit-and-run, added that
they’d caught the guy, and suggested my
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mother get to the hospital. Quickly. Knowing how
badly I’d been hurt, he gave my parents a police escort,
which only scared my mother more.
As they pulled away, my mother looked back
at my red Chevelle. The driver’s side door was
demolished.
When my parents got to the hospital, the doctor
explained that my injuries were critical, and he couldn’t
assure them that I’d make it through the night. As he
described my head injury and partially severed leg, he
led them to my room.
They tried to hide their anguish as they entered,
but I could tell they were worried. My mom had been
crying, but in typical Oefelein fashion, she tried to
break the tension with a joke. “Geez, Billy,” she chided
me, “if you didn’t want to go to Hawaii tomorrow, all
you had to do was say so.” She chuckled, but I could
tell she was fighting tears.
As they surveyed my leg, I snuggled in my
warm blankets. My Mom looked scared. My Dad
offered some words of encouragement, but his somber
expression reflected the severity of my injury. The
heat from the blankets sunk in, and so did the gravity
of my condition.
I was supposed to go to Hawaii the next
morning, but that was definitely off the schedule. As
was football, hockey, skiing, running, walking, school,
showers and a thousand other things, including flying
for several months…or forever. I didn’t know, and
I needed to find out. So, while my parents worried
whether I’d live through the night, my thoughts were
elsewhere. I took stock of what happened, and decided
to heal. Death never crossed my mind.
I had plans, and those plans required both legs
working at full capacity, so the first chance I got, I
confronted the doctor, who’d just arrived in my room
with four of his buddies. They ushered my parents
into the lobby.
“Doc, will I ever walk again?” I needed to know.
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He hesitated. “Probably.”
Probably. Hot diggity! That meant a better
than 50% chance, and that’s all I needed. I felt
reassured, renewed and ready to start healing! Then I
realized something. These men came here to straighten
out my leg. I cringed. This “healing” was probably
going to hurt.
In fact, having my leg set remains the most
excruciating pain I’ve ever felt, and it was no small
affair. It took five very large men to straighten it out,
but for some reason, absolutely no pain medicine. Some
of the details before and after the straightening are
fuzzy, but this is the gist of how it happened.
There were six major players in this event; my
doctor, who should’ve been nominated for an academy
award that night; another very large doctor; orderly
#1, who looked like he swallowed a wrestler; orderly
#2, who swallowed an even bigger wrestler; orderly
#3, who looked like The Terminator; and finally my
mangled leg.
Sometime during the course of being hit by that
drunk driver, my right leg below the knee twisted itself
around so that my foot now pointed backward when
my knee was pointing forward. Both the tibia and
fibula were broken in half and sticking out of my skin.
My foot was dangling by strands of what I think was
muscle. Though I tried not to look at it, I knew my leg
was trashed and wondered how the doctors would ever
fix it. This, I was about to find out.
“We have to set your leg,” the doctor
proclaimed. “These two…uh…four…gentlemen,”
he motioned to the door, where the four giants stood
waiting, “are going to hold you down while I, uh…
straighten out…your leg.” He paused for a second,
assessing my reaction. Then he rubbed his hands
together, looked at the orderlies and said, “OK!”
Standing at the head of my bed, one orderly
took hold of me under my right shoulder and the

hit. ”
Billy at 2 years old.

Billy at 12 years old.

Billy’s 1983 West High
School graduation
picture.

Billy on his
motorcycle in the
Mohave Dessert,
2009.

In 2009, according to preliminary figures issued by AHSO, there
were 63 reported fatal injury crashes, of which 16 were alcohol
related.
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“ How did I get here ? ”

Billy’s wrecked 1967 red Chevelle.

Billy’s leg injury resulted in a significantly
shortened leg length.

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:

Bill Oefelein

Date:

February 1983

Location:

Minnesota Dr &
Dimond, Anchorage

Injuries:

Broken Leg

Drunk Driver:

David

Previous DUIs:

Arrested
several
other times for DUIs
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other held me under my left. Still another held me
down by my hips while the very large doctor grabbed
my injured leg above the knee. They adjusted their
footing. The fifth man, my doctor, positioned himself
at the foot of my bed and grabbed my dangling foot.
I clenched my teeth and gripped both sides of
the bed, which was my feeble attempt to help in this
procedure…plus it gave me something to concentrate
on. My doctor looked up at the two giants holding my
shoulders then executed an academy award-worthy
move that made Jack Nicholson look like an amateur.
“On three,” he said, and I think I saw him wink.
“One…”
CRACK! He pulled and twisted my foot around
so fast I saw stars. I could only grunt, stunned by the
searing pain.
The doctor set my mangled leg down and
hesitantly put his hand on my good leg, keeping me at
arm’s length and looking as if he were ready to dodge
a jab. “Doing alright?” He was looking at me out of
the corner of his eye.
I stared up at him, teeth clenched, eyes wide
and unable to force air. The orderlies slowly released
my shoulders, and my doctor moved to the side of my
bed.
“You must have a really high tolerance for pain,
son. Most people would have screamed. One guy even
punched me in the nose.” The doctor took a step away
from me.
I could certainly understand the urge to punch
the man, but was already anxious to heal and wanted
him to work on the next step, which turned into a twoto three -hour surgery to stabilize first my life, then
my leg.
My parents waited outside the operating room
for what seemed like an eternity. In those days, the
hospital didn’t allow visitors in the ICU, which is
where I recovered after surgery, so my parents stayed
in that waiting room until 7:00 a.m., until the staff

“I am proud to join The Forget Me Not Foundation in their fundraising and outreach activities, dedicated
to stopping DUI’s, for the victims of drunk drivers whose lives are forever changed, and especially for
those whose loved ones are forever lost...

“ Why can’t I move ? ”
finally assured them that I would live.
With that bit of good news in hand, they
called my older brother, Randy, who was at school in
Colorado. Immediately, he declared he was coming
home to help his little brother. My mother mustered
her brave voice and explained there was nothing
anyone could do but wait and see. She convinced him
to stay at school, which he did, but his mind was always
on his brother. Over the following week, he called
several times a day to check on me.
It was a long, hard road to recovery. I endured
three major surgeries, missed several weeks of school
and had to cancel my out-of-state freshman year in
college. It took sixteen months of agonizing physical
therapy before I was up and running like normal. Well,
almost like normal. My right leg is still about a half
inch shorter than my left.
My mother missed almost two months of work
so she could stay home and help me eat, shower and go
to the bathroom, none of which I could do on my own.
I ended up spending my freshman year at the
University of Alaska in Anchorage where, instead of
playing football, I had a third leg surgery.
A few months after the accident, there was a
trial. The drunk driver was hard pressed to explain to
the court why he left a 17-year-old kid in the middle
of the road to die. He was a habitual drunk driver,
uninsured and out of work. A few days into the
proceedings, he pled guilty to driving drunk and to
felony hit-and-run and asked the court for leniency.
The judge turned to my father. “Sir,” he said,
“What do you think this man’s punishment should be?”
My father, still furious and empathizing with
the pain I was forced to endure, didn’t hesitate. “Break
his leg,” he demanded.
The judge explained that breaking a leg was not
something the court could do. Instead, he sentenced
the man to 11 years, adding that it was the most
punishment the law allowed, and he wished he could

put him away for longer.
Unlike me, the man who ran me over and left
me for dead walked out of the courtroom unassisted.
He served four of his 11-year sentence in prison,
spending the last seven on parole.
After all these years, my Mom still struggles
with what this drunk driver did to her son. When
asked about it, she replies with anguished questions.
“How could someone just leave my son alone in the
middle of the road to die? How could he get out of his
car, see that he’d hit a kid, see that kid bleeding in the
middle of the road, then get back into his car and drive
off ? How could he do that to a kid?“ She explains
that when someone leaves your child to die, cold and
alone and in the middle of the road, it’s hard to forgive
them…hard to turn the other cheek. Though this
event still torments her, she takes comfort in the good
deeds of those who stopped to help. “Thank God for
the cab driver and other Good Samaritans who called
the ambulance and stayed with my son,” she says.
“Ultimately, they saved his life.”
As for me, I’ve filed that accident away
and moved on. Though I still bear the scar of my
encounter with a drunk driver, I rarely think about
the night someone ran me over and left me for dead.
Eerily, I consider myself lucky, because I survived;
I got up; and I walked again. Too many victims of
drunk driving are not as fortunate. Too many pay the
ultimate price, leaving behind grief-stricken families,
who can only mourn, whose loss at the hands of a
drunk driver has left within their hearts an aching void
and an unjust end.
Bill Oefelein and Colleen Shipman

I lend my full, heartfelt endorsement to the good people of the Forget
Me Not Foundation team and their committment to preventing DUI’s.”
-- Billy O
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Bureau of Highway Patrol

Alaska State Troopers Bureau of Highway Patrol

The Bureau is responsible for Highway Law Enforcement. Our primary mission is impaired driving enforcement,
aggressive driving and speeding, occupant protection, collision investigations, and anything that happens on the
highway.
Captain Hans Brinke, Bureau Commander

Report Every Dangerous Driver Immediately
It’s called a REDDI report and it applies not just to alcohol or drug impaired drivers. It applies to every
dangerous driver. This means a behavior or action that creates a substantial unjustifiable risk to others such
as distracted driving, fatigued driving, aggressive driving and speeding, or combinations of dangerous driving
behaviors. Some examples may include; texting while driving, speeding and passing in no passing zones, or
forcing vehicles off the road. Dangerous driving is not just simple violations like driving without headlights
turned on, burned out head- or taillights, speeding, drifting or weaving between or hugging the lines.
To make a REDDI report, dial 9-1-1 and tell the dispatcher you are making a REDDI report. You will need to
give them a description of the dangerous vehicle with the license plate if you have it, a location and direction
of travel, and a description of the dangerous driving behavior. Dangerous driving is serious and will be
treated as such by our law enforcement officers. Law enforcement asks that you be willing to stay involved and
be prepared to go to court if asked.
Traffic Safety is not just the responsibility of law enforcement; rather it is every citizen’s responsibility to
keep our roadways safe. Dial 911 and Report Every Dangerous Driver Immediately.
--Captain Hans Brinke
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There were 1,222 REDDI calls to troopers in the Southcentral area
in 2007, according to B Detachment Commander, Capt. Dennis
Casanovas.

Alaska Law Enforcement
Many people and agencies tend to think of the consequences of DUI in terms of individual victims, individual arrests, and individual costs per incident. The greater tragedy of this 100% preventable problem is that
we add new victims, we make new arrests that complicate many a person’s life, and we add new costs every
year, year after year after year. If you add up the victims nationwide in the last five years, it comes to 76,646
Americans. There were 58,193 Americans killed in all of the VietNam War, which lasted over ten years for
America.
Colonel Audie Holloway, Director, Alaska State Troopers

Photo courtesy of Chris Smith

February 7, 2000, 35-year old Todd Delaruelle was killed when his snow machine
rolled on top of him while he was attempting to make a sharp turn on a steep
embankment. His BAC was .238. Kenai Spur Road, Nikiski (AHSO)
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“ The crash could easily have been
The Story of

Louis Clement
November 10, 1985 - November 5, 2009

November 10th, 2009, was Louis Clement’s
24th birthday and his mother and sister, living in Iowa,
decided to call and wish him happy birthday. They
tried and tried his number but he didn’t answer. They
finally managed to get in touch with a member of his
fiancé’s family and learned that he had been killed by
a drunk driver five days previously. His phone had
been ringing from within a demolished red Toyota in
a police storage facility. Law enforcement personnel
were unable to locate any family members, so the family
didn’t find out about the crash for several days.
Louis and his fiancé, Joyua Stovall, had been out
looking for an apartment to rent when they decided
to drive out by Turnagain Arm around 5:50 p.m. for a
view of the water.
A 55-year old woman with multiple DUI’s
began drinking and decided to get in her car and visit
her hair salon. She was under court order to not drink
or drive and her daughter offered to drive her but she
insisted on making her own way to her appointment.
Employees and customers at the hair salon noticed her
nodding off during her appointment and the stylist
had to hold her head up at times to get the job done.
Several times she went out to her car to get another
drink, all of which was witnessed by those in the salon.
When her appointment was finished, she got in her car
and proceeded down the road. A witness at the hair
salon called the police to report the drunk driver and
they responded within minutes, but her car crossed the
centerline and slammed head-on into the Toyota driven
by Louis before they could locate her. He was killed
at the scene and Joyua sustained life altering injuries,
including broken arms, legs and pelvis. The impaired
driver’s BAC was more than four times the legal limit.
Brenda Clement, Louis’ mother; Mark Clement,
Louis’ father; and Nicole Cleghorn, his sister, traveled
from the lower-48 to be with the family, take care
of funeral arrangements and help provide care for
the children. Their grief was overwhelming and
they were inconsolable. The crash could easily have
been prevented if witnesses had acted and that fact
highlights the insanity of DUI. Louis would still be
alive and making plans with his family if this drunk
driver had been kept from behind the wheel.

Drive sober, or don’t drive at all!!!
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prevented if witnesses had acted... ”
Louis standing
by his Uncle
Jeff Clement’s
motorcycle.

Don’t Cry For Me
In memory of Louis James Clement
Don’t cry for me
for I am safe.
I’ve gone to heaven
to take my place.
I’m with you now
I will never leave.
Don’t cry for me
Please don’t grieve.

Louis’ first grade picture.

I’ll always be there
in thought and mind.
Don’t cry for me
My heart you’ll find.
I feel no pain,
I feel no sorrow.
Things will ease
with each tomorrow.
Remember my name,
remember my face.
Don’t cry for me,
for I am safe.

Louis with his sister
Nichole.

Louis in 2003 with a recently
unwrapped Nintendo
Gamecube.

By Brenda Clement
(mother of victim)
11/17/2009

In 2007 there were 82 fatal crashes in Alaska, of which 43%
were alcohol related.

Louis and Joyua after
the birth of their
daughter, Janiece.
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“ Each day brings new challenges , some of
Letter to the Anchorage Daily News,
November 25, 2009:
On November 5, according to police reports, a drunk
driver crashed head-on into the car driven by Louis
Clement with his fiancé Joyua Stovall on the Seward
Highway, killing Louis and seriously injuring Joyua.
The drunk driver’s blood-alcohol content reportedly
was more than four times the legal limit. According
to a witness, she was drunk when she arrived at a hair
salon and continued drinking there before the crash.
This egregious scene begs the questions: “What can
we do to keep an impaired person from getting into a
vehicle and driving away? What is our responsibility
when we see something like this happening?”
There are no pat answers to the first question. But in
the above situation, the police should have been called
when this DUI offender first walked into the salon, because according to this witness, she already was drunk
when she drove into the salon parking lot.
Call the police with a REDDI report – Report Every
Dangerous Driver Immediately – and let them handle
it. Don’t wait for someone else to take action.
As to the second question, we all have a moral and
community obligation to do what we can without putting ourselves in harm’s way. Check our website at
www.forgetmenotmission.com for more information
about the DUI plague in Alaska and what we are trying
to do about it.
With 5,888 DUI incidents in 2008, our law enforcement agencies are doing a great job of nabbing drunken drivers every day, but it is everyone’s responsibility
to try to keep them from getting behind the wheel.

Instead of the Clements and Stovalls meeting for the first time at the joyous occasion of Louis and Joyua’s wedding, the families met for the first
time for the funeral of Louis.

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:
Drunk Driver:
Blood-Alcohol
Level:
Contributing Factors:

Louis Clement &
Joyua Stovall
11-05-2009
Seward Hwy
Unnamed
4x legal limit
Drunk driver
had been drinking most of the
day and no one
stopped her from
getting
behind the wheel
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Royal Bidwell
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“With about two-thirds of Americans classifying themselves as
drinkers, the United States is unlikely to ever again ban alcohol, and
it shouldn’t. Remember, though, that most Americans are like...

which are harder than others. ”

“There are no words that can truly express what I have gone through during
these last few months. Every day brings new challenges, some of which are
harder than others. Intense physical therapy has helped me begin walking
again, and the doctors are monitoring my progress. Even though it has been
tough, and I am still limited, it is extremely rewarding. I am now able to care
for my daughters, and am so happy they are now staying with me. They truly
are my motivation.
The emotional pain from the accident is still quite fresh, and my sincere
hope is that everyone understands that I am not yet ready to talk about it.
Louis will always hold a very special place in my heart, and his daughter will
grow up knowing how much he loved her.
I would like to thank my family, friends, the Forget Me Not Foundation, and
Victims for Justice for their continued love and support. This difficult time in
my life has been made a little easier by your care, guidance, and efforts, and
I will always be grateful.”
					-Joyua Stovall
						4/20/10

me and drink very little, but we all pay for alcohol-related crashes. These crashes cost
us between $10 and $15 billion per year--a figure that does not include the incalculable
costs of grief and human suffering.” (C. Everett Koop, Former Surgeon General)
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Premera Blue Cross Blue Shield
We’re here.
We’re with you.
Premera Blue Cross Blue Shield
of Alaska is proud to support
the mission of the Forget Me
Not Foundation.

An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association

As a former police chief, I have witnessed the long-term tragic results of serious injury and fatality accidents
caused by driving under the influence of alcohol and drugs. For decades, efforts to make citizens aware of the dangers
have been ongoing and admirable, but the cultural shift toward sober, responsible driving has not yet fully taken hold in
our society.
U.S. arrests go up whenever the resources to ensure targeted enforcement are made available. It is totally logical
that the more officers there are enforcing DUI laws, the more DUI arrests there will be. As a public safety professional
and a parent, I long for the day when the numbers of arrests do not reflect the additional resources invested in DUI
enforcement. Only then will we know we have succeeded in realizing the cultural and social change we have been
laboring to achieve in respect to driving under the influence. Education and awareness are foundational to this desired
outcome.
Those who have been impacted by a DUI tragedy are understandably the most passionate in advancing such
education and awareness. It is for the rest of us, the lucky ones, to take up the slack and ensure DUI continues to be
perceived as socially reprehensible and irresponsible. This should not be motivated by the prospect of punishment
under the law, but because we, as a community, will no longer wink, roll our eyes, or wryly smile when a friend or family
member recounts their luck in getting home without being stopped by a cop.
Robert Heun, US Marshal, District of Alaska
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When drunken driver William Rust crushed 29-year old Gayle Berube mother
of two with his Ford Bronco on January 9, 1995, he was driving even though his
license had been suspended. (Anchorage Daily News: February 13, 2001)

DUI, DWI, OUI & OWI Defined
DUI / DWI / OUI / OWI Words
DEFINITIONS OF LEGAL TERMS ASSOCIATED WITH DRUNK DRIVING
Drunk driving is the most common crime in America. Like all legal matters, certain terminology and
legal definitions can be confusing to non-lawyers. While not comprehensive, this list covers most of
the more commonly used words, terms or phrases of this area of law.
DUI

This generally is interpreted as an abbreviation for driving under the
influence. By far, the most common impairing substance is ALCOHOL.
However, many states also prohibit DUI DRUGS and DUI TOXIC VAPORS
(sniffing or huffing paint fumes, butane, paint thinner and similar chemicals).

DWI

The next most common acronym is DWI. Depending on the state practice,
this can be interpreted as an abbreviation for driving while intoxicated or
driving while impaired. Like DUI, many states proscribe impaired (or
"intoxicated") driving as caused by other impairing substances, drugs, plants
or chemical compounds.

OUI

The next most common acronym for drunk driving is OUI. This stands for
operating under the influence. The word "operating" is actually more
encompassing (and more accurate) than "driving" because almost all states
make it illegal to "operate or be in actual physical control" of a motor
vehicle. This means that you can be sitting in your car, off the side of the
road, with the engine running and the car in park, and asleep, yet still be
charged with OUI (or DUI or DWI, for that matter, in most states). The
states that have OUI as their acronym are Maine, Massachusetts, and Rhode
Island.

OWI

Another acronym for drunk driving is OWI, or operating while intoxicated.
Similar to OUI, the operative word is "operating". Wisconsin is the largest
state using this acronym.

OMVI

OMVI (operating a motor vehicle while intoxicated) is an acronym used in
Ohio from time to time, but they also use DUI.

DUIL

DUIL (driving under the influence of liquor) is used in a few states in case
law.

DUII

Oregon uses DUII (driving under the influence of an intoxicant).

DWAI

In two states, Colorado and New York, the acronym "DWAI" (driving while
ability impaired) is a LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSE to DWI (or DUI). These
"lesser offenses" offer the person less damage to their driver's license, and
have certain benefits over pleading to the standard DUI / DWI offense.

DWUI

One state, Wyoming, uses DWUI (driving while under the influence).

DUBAL

Finally, two other acronyms crop up in cases occasionally. DUBAL or UBAL is
a type of DUI / DWI that signifies driving with an unlawful blood alcohol
level. This applies only to cases in which the person arrested has given a
blood, breath or urine sample. Officers or court cases (or your attorney)
may call this "per se" DUI or "per se" DWI. In short, this means, it is an
offense to merely have driven while having the prohibited amount of alcohol
in your system regardless of whether the police officer gathers any
traditional evidence of "impairment".

UBAL

Same as DUBAL.

"Open
The offense of having an open container inside your passenger compartment.
Container"

On September 12, 2009 Robert McDonald was killed when he lost control of his car while
driving recklessly, slid into a ditch and was ejected. The three passengers in the car
survived although one suffered brain damage. McDonald’s BAC was .141. (AHSO)
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“ I lay sideways in the intersection
LUCKY TO BE ALIVE

The Story of

Prior to the evening of March 16, 2000, I had been a
professional studio and location photographer. For over 15
years I led a very active life and was involved in community
activities and enjoyed my two active grandchildren. All of
that changed the night of the crash, and I never realized
tragedy could strike so quickly.
On that same day, a man willfully spent the day filling
his body with alcohol, knowingly got behind the wheel of his
vehicle without a driver’s license, and drove home from the
Cheechako Bar. This premeditated act forever changed not
just our two lives, but countless other lives. His Chevy Blazer
shot through a stoplight and violently struck my full-sized
van, causing it to roll, flip and be thrown into a light pole on
the opposite corner. What saved my life and kept me safe was
my grandson’s car seat, which had been thrown out of the
window of the van. The van came to rest on top of the car
seat and kept the full weight of the van from crushing me.
The drunk driver’s acknowledgment of this reckless act came
as he stopped after the impact, looked back and then continued
driving home.
It is still hard for me to understand – he drove
home, while I lay sideways in the intersection watching total
strangers attempt to rescue me from the vehicle that HE
struck. A Good Samaritan followed the drunk driver home,
returned to the scene and reported to police officers his
whereabouts. Otherwise, he would have never been arrested.
“You are lucky to be alive.” That is what the firemen,
paramedics and police told me that night. This is what family
and friends say to me when they see the photographs of the
vehicle. However, I did not always feel lucky. This chapter
in my life has lead to physical, economic and emotional
challenges.

Faye Miller
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Physically, I could no longer perform the daily tasks
and challenges needed to maintain the photo studio, which
I built from a hobby to a successful career. This brings us to
the economic impact. Because I could no longer keep up
with the fast pace of the studio, I had to close the doors of
my dream and find a different way to earn a living. Last but
not least, the emotional impact has been the hardest. I was
an independent woman who is no longer independent. I
now rely on my children and friends to assist me in some of
my routine tasks. I am not able to do the activities I was used
to doing with my grandchildren. I no longer like to drive at
night, and to this day, it takes great concentration to drive
through the intersection of Arctic and Benson.

In Alaska, you must carry an SR22 insurance policy for 3 years
after the last day of your revocation.

watching total stra ngers try to rescue me. ”
As a victim of this violent crime, I found the
judicial system very confusing. My friend, Tamara, who is
a paralegal, tried to keep me informed of all my rights as a
victim. This knowledge allowed me to be in the court room
for every hearing. The state doesn’t HAVE to notify victims
of each hearing, BUT victims HAVE THE RIGHT to attend
all hearings. Being at these hearings gave me a sense of
some control over my emotions. They HAD to see ME in the
court room. They saw MY face; he hit ME! He didn’t care
if he left ME for dead. Giving my impact statement gave
me a feeling of relief and empowerment that belongs to
ALL victims. The drunk driver had to hear how his careless,
premeditated act had changed not only my life but the lives
of my family and friends as well. He had two prior DUI’s
in the previous six months, and neither his family nor the
court system had held him accountable for his actions. I felt
compelled to make him take responsibility, once and for all,
for his actions.
Four months later he applied for parole. Once
again, I traveled to Seward to testify. Four months of an
eleven-year sentence and he thought he had paid his debt.
NOT IN MY EYES! I testified again and had brought with me
an army of friends to testify, too. Those who couldn’t attend
the hearing with me had written letters to help the parole
board understand how his crime had affected so many
people. The board saw through his nontruth statements
and upheld his full sentence. Praise the Lord! The streets
were safe for a few more years.
Now, nine years later, I can say “YES, I AM LUCKY
TO BE ALIVE,” because I am here to share my knowledge
of the rights all victims have. To other victims, I say this:
“Empower yourself ! Make your voice heard loud and clear.
Follow the process from arraignment through sentencing
and parole. Take your life back, and you will achieve the
justice the Constitution was meant to give us.”
I now have a new dream that has come to life. I
started pushing for a victim’s rights booklet that helps
victims understand all of their rights and lists the agencies
which are there to help. I am so blessed that this dream
has come to be! Now, police give this booklet to all victims
anytime a police report is filed. Instead of walking away with
confusion, victims walk away with the case number, a list of
their rights as a victim and a list of the agencies available to
help them. It is my hope that fewer victims feel helpless, and
that stories like mine will help others realize their own power
within.

Faye Miller’s overturned vehicle at the intersection of
Arctic and Benson: “To this day, it takes great concen-

tration to drive through the intersection of Arctic and
Benson.”

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:
Drunk Driver:
Previous DUIs:

Faye Miller
03-16-2000
Arctic & Benson,
Anchorage
Unnamed
2

Faye Miller
The State of Alaska will revoke your driving privileges for
refusing to submit to a chemical test following an arrest for
driving under the influence.
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“Rules keep us safe from drunk pilots...”
8 Hours Bottle to Throttle
How much alcohol can a pilot have before flying?
To answer your question correctly you have to know what the FAA rules say. Rules
are what keep us safe from drunk pilots who think they are not.
Title 49, Part 91, Section 91.17: Alcohol or drugs…
(a) No person may act or attempt to act as a crew-member of a civil aircraft -(1) Within 8 hours after the consumption of any alcoholic beverage;
(2) While under the influence of alcohol;
(3) While using any drug that affects the person's faculties in any way
contrary to safety; or
(4) While having an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or greater in a blood or
breath specimen (Alcohol concentration means grams of alcohol per
deciliter of blood or grams of alcohol per 210 liters of breath).
So what does all of the above mean? To put it in simple terms, if you have one drink
within 8-hours prior to flight you have broken the rule.
You can take this to the bank: If alcohol is smelled on your breath the FAA can and will
require you to take a breath test or blood test on the spot using local law enforcement
personnel.
The quickest way to loose your certificate is have alcohol in your blood!
Source: http://www.faa.gov
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A 33-year old Bettles man, Brett Stevens dies in the summer of 2002,
when his drunk friend, driving a pickup truck on the Allakaket airstrip,
tries to soar over a gully at the end of a runway and flips the vehicle,

crushing Brett. (Court View)

DUI: Take your pick...
• Since 1957
• Since 1961
• Since 1997

We can help you through it all:
• Burial Services

• Statewide Casket Sales

• Cremation Services • Burial Insurance
• Bush Services

• Pre-Planning

“Just like family, we’re there for you.”

Owners Debbie Janssen, Scott Janssen and Jordan Eastman

907-279-5477 • toll free 888-268-5477
w w w . J a n s s e n F u n e r a l H o m e s . c o m

January 9, 2000, 45-year-old Regan Drake was killed when he lost control of his
vehicle and ends up in the ditch, while the vehicle rolls several times, trapping
Drake inside. His BAC was .210. Mile 36 Parks Hwy, Wasilla (AHSO)
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“ He va l u ed lea rn i n g, a s ki n g
The Story of

Dr. Roger Edward Gollub, 53, died November
19, 2008. He was killed by a snowmachine during his
much-anticipated first run driving a sled dog team
outside Kotzebue.
Dr. Gollub was born July 31, 1955, in Manhattan,
New York, the second of two sons of Myron and Sheila
Gollub. Raised in St. Louis from 1960 onward, he was
captain of the track team and valedictorian of University
City High School in 1973. He attended Yale University
and received a bachelor’s degree in engineering and
applied science in 1977. An avid runner, he represented
the United States at the Tenth Maccabiah Games in
Israel and held one of the fastest mile times in Yale
history.
In 1981, he received his medical degree from
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, where
he met the love of his life, Diane Abrahams. They were
married September 4, 1983.

Dr. Roger Gollub
July 31, 1955 - November 19, 2008
Ten strong and healthy dogs
finished the Iditarod with the lead
dog, Chinook, wearing a shirt with
a patch with Dr. Gollub’s name
printed on it in honor of his service
to Alaska’s community.
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He completed his residency in pediatrics at Case
Western Reserve University Hospitals in Cleveland.
Joining the Commissioned Corps of the U.S. Public
Health Service, he served as a pediatrician in Gallup,
N.M., from 1984-88. He was a member of the Epidemic
Intelligence Service Program at the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and worked
for the Colorado Department of Health in Denver
from 1988-1990. He was area epidemiologist for the
Albuquerque Area Indian Health Service from 1990 to
2001.
Dr. Gollub was co-chair of the Institutional
Review Board (IRB) for the Albuquerque Area Indian
Health Service (IHS) from 1992-94 and was National
IRB co-chair from 1994 to 2001. In 2001, the Gollub
family moved to Anchorage. He worked at the Alaska
Native Medical Center as the primary care pediatrician
for approximately 1,600 Alaska Native children, many
with complex needs, from 2001-08. He was dedicated
and passionate about Head Start and served as liaison
to the local Head Start program.

National statistics suggest that 10.6% of all fatal collisions involve
alcohol or drug use by the driver at fault.

questions, and sharing knowledge. “
Dr. Gollub retired from the U.S. Public Health
Service in September 2008. Recognized as one of the
best public health physicians in the country, he received
the Secretary’s Award for Distinguished Service in 1996
and the IHS National Director’s Award in 2005.

Roger holding a king salmon.
Roger loved Alaska and
embraced its traditions.

An expert amateur radio operator since age
13, he was known around the world as WBOCMZ.
He mastered Morse Code and was the fastest CW
transmitter many had met. Ham radio was his hobby
and he provided emergency communications for several
disasters.
His family wrote; “Always seeing the beauty in life,
and an accomplished musician, photographer, and eager
outdoorsman, he hiked many mountains with his family
and beloved dog, Sophie. He ran several marathons, and
went on daily long runs with his daughter, Sarah.”
“Roger’s dedication to community and family and
his belief in human dignity was evident in everything
he did,” his family wrote. “He valued learning, asking
questions, and sharing knowledge. He believed that the
pursuit of knowledge was a community endeavor. His
definition of community is unique and is part of his
legacy for all those who were lucky to have discussions
with him. He often discussed with his daughter, Anna,
that community was defined by mutual need and
common goals, in addition to shared interests, location,
culture and values. His definition took into account
different perceptions, changing values and conflicting
goals. Community, to him, “was not just a unit but
something that we build together.”
Dr. Gollub was passionate about communitybased participatory research, an approach to research
that includes the community in the research process.
He had been developing a community health project
designed to study Head Start programs in Alaska. The
Gollub family established a memorial fund for his visions
to be realized.
He is survived by his wife of 25 years, Diane
Abrahams-Gollub; daughters, Anna and Sarah; brother,
David, and mother, Sheila.

Roger and his beloved golden
retriever, Sophie, by the Balto
statue in downtown Anchorage.

Roger and his wife Diane, and
two daughters Anna and Sarah.

This cross was erected at the
crash site by Ed Iten, an Iditarod
musher friend of Roger’s.

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:

Roger E. Gollub

Date:

11-19-2008

Location:

Kotzebue Trails

Drunk Driver:

P.T.

Blood-Alcohol
Level:

.080

Other Impairments:

Cocaine and Marijuana

Drivers with a blood-alcohol level of 0.08 or higher involved in fatal
crashes are eight times more likely to have a prior conviction for driving
while impaired than drivers who had no alcohol in their blood.
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Raise Your Voice

No one ever wakes up in the morning wondering if they will be a victim that day.
Without a doubt, the most difficult duty I ever had as a police officer, was knocking on a door to tell someone
that a loved one will never come home again.
Another tough duty, remaining professional when seeing a DUI defendant quietly sitting, neatly dressed in
court, while recalling the then disheveled DUI suspect spitting, with loud and foul language at the collision
scene.
Why do they test police candidates rigorously? Try looking at the lifeless eyes of a young victim still pinned
inside her crushed car, while the DUI driver who caused it, angrily screams “Look what they did to my car!”
I have met so many “It-won’t-happen-to-me” individuals, I couldn’t count them all. Do you think that driver
swilling that last drink, will start their car believing that they were going to kill someone in a few minutes?
Walt Monegan, 33-year veteran, Anchorage Police Department (retired)
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“Every year teens account for approximately 20% of the fatalities and major injuries that occur
on Alaska’s roads. Nearly half of these deaths can usually be prevented by simply buckling-up
and not drinking and driving. “ (www.dot.state.ak.us/stwdping/highway/teens.shtml)

Fullford Electric

Fairbanks, AK 99701
303 E. Van Horn Road
Phone (907) 456-7356
Fax (907) 456-7288

Serving Alaska Since 1975
Fullford Electric supports the Forget Me Not Foundation
And reminds you –

DON’T DRINK and DRIVE

© 2006 By North American Syndicate, Inc. World rights reserved.

A recent study compared Alaska’s 1995-1999 minor-consuming cases with 1995-2006 DUI court
cases and found that 24.4% of youth with minor consuming arrests go on to have DUI offenses
before their 31st birthday. (www.dot.state.ak.us/stwdping/hwysafety/teens.shtml)
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Every 15 minutes someone is killed
It happens...

The Every 15 Minutes Program offers real-life
experience without the real-life risks. This emotionally
charged program, entitled Every 15 Minutes, is an
event designed to dramatically instill teenagers with
the potentially dangerous consequences of drinking
alcohol. This powerful program will challenge
students to think about drinking, personal safety, and
the responsibility of making mature decisions when
lives are involved.
During the first day’s events the Grim Reaper
calls students, who have been pre-selected, out of class.
One student is removed from class every 15 minutes.
A police officer will immediately enter the classroom
to read an obituary which has been written by the
“dead” student’s parents, explaining the circumstances
of their classmate’s demise and the contributions the
student has made to the school and the community. A
few minutes later, the student will return to class as
the “living dead,” complete with white face make-up, a
coroner’s tag, and a black Every 15 Minutes T-shirt.
From that point on “victims” will not speak or interact
with other students for the remainder of the school
day. Simultaneously, uniformed officers will make mock
death notifications to the parents of these children at
their home, place of employment, or business.

Every 15 Minutes

Later in the day, a simulated traffic collision
will be viewable on the school grounds. Rescue
workers will respond and treat “injured” student
participants. These students will experience first-hand,
the sensations of being involved in a tragic, alcoholrelated collision. The coroner will handle fatalities on
the scene, while the injured students will be extricated
by the Jaws-of-Life manned by firefighters and
paramedics. Police officers will investigate, arrest, and
book the student “drunk driver.” Student participants
will continue their experience by an actual trip to the
morgue, the hospital emergency room, and to the police
department jail for the purpose of being booked for
“drunk driving”.
At the end of the day, those students who
participated in the staged collision, as well as those
who were made-up as the “walking dead,” will be
transported to a local facility for an overnight student
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From ...“Telling the Parents: An Officer’s Story”
I’ve been at the crash scene for over an hour. Rescue personnel have just extricated the last
victim, but my work is far from over...

in an alcohol-related car crash.
retreat. The retreat will simulate the immediate and
sudden separation from friends and family. A support
staff of counselors, adults, and police officers will
facilitate the retreat.

The Grim Reaper
floats down the hall
ready to snatch his
next victim from
the classroom.

During the most powerful portion of the
retreat, the students will write a letter to his or her
parents starting out with . . .
“Dear Mom and Dad, every fifteen minutes someone
in the United States dies from an alcohol-related traffic
collision, and today I died. I never had the chance to tell
you.......”
On the following morning, a memorial service will
be held at the high school. The assembly will include
scenes from the first day with the Grim Reaper and the
staged collision. Speakers may include police officers,
students and parents who will share their personal
reflections on their involvement with this program.
Finally, a guest speaker will share their real life,
personal involvement with an alcohol-related crash.

One of the “victims”
prepares for her
role in the live
crash presentation.

Chugiak High School’s 2009 Every 15 Minutes student
participants.

The wreck is a mangled heap resting against a tall, lone pine. Two of its former occupants lay
silent on the cold, snowy ground. Both were ejected on impact...
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“I felt the pain when I moved or breathed.
“The Death“

The every 15 minutes preparations started
about a month and a half to two months before the
simulation crash on the 21st of April, 2009. There was
a long interviewing process and lots of paperwork. We
were all required to have our parents write our obituaries. Two weeks before the crash we all found out our
actual roles. I just happened to be the driver of the victim’s car and my injury was a punctured lung; I wasn’t
wearing my seat belt. Now on the day of the crash...
7:30 AM: Everyone from the accident was in
Room 62 (Student Gov) and we were getting our makeup ready. Now during the course of the day the Grim
Reaper would go around to class rooms and every 15
minutes would get a student (who went through the
interview process as well) and the kid went to Room
62, put a black shirt on and painted their face white.
While they were gone the police officer would read off
the obituary of the student.

Victoria Lomen

The live crash
presentation is a
shockingly vivid
portrayal of a drunk
driving collision that
leaves a lasting impact
on both the participants
and the audience.
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My make-up included a blue face, because I was
suffocating and a bruise on my chest. There were so
many people in the room it was incredible. It seemed
so busy and happy considering what was about to happen.
All of the victims in the drunk driving simulation were sent out to the cars with about eight minutes
to finish prepping and get bloodied. The make-up artist
poured four gallons of fake blood all over the inside
and outside of the car. With me in the car, in the passenger seat, was Chris; behind him was Shannon and
next to her was Kayla; on the hood of my car, her head
through the windshield was Amanda. In the drunk
driving car was Molly and Vanessa. On Amanda’s
head the make-up guy put fake brains and blood. Now
someone in the car had cracked a joke and we were all
laughing when students started to come out. We were
supposed to wait until Colt came around talking on his
cell phone (he was the one who “reported” the accident). The problem was we never saw Colt. So on the
count of three, it all began.....1.....2......3....
Everyone in the car started up. I somehow ended up being the loudest (so I have heard). The thing
is, I was using less than half my air capacity. But I was
yelling that I couldn’t breath and of course breathing
heavy. Chris was calling for someone to help me. I think
Kayla had once or twice but I don’t really remember

Some boldly ask, “Who are they?” I can’t tell them. Next of kin don’t even know. But I know
who they are. Kids, 16 and 17. Kids who just left a school dance. Kids experimenting...

I was in pain; I was dying, and this was the end.”
being in the car. It’s amazing how into character one
really gets. I don’t remember the Grim Reaper coming
around the car. I just remember my hands tingling and
not being able to feel them and my entire body shaking
because it was so cold and ”I couldn’t breathe.” I just
remember looking at the ceiling of the car and out the
window once the police showed up and started talking
to me. Any time I moved I yelled. When I was in that
car I was there, it became so real. I felt the pain when I
moved or breathed. I was in pain, I was dying, and this
was the end. That’s what was going through my mind.
Well, I also had “How can I make this real for them?”
going through my thoughts.
When the cops showed up, one of them came
to me and of course they were asking me where it hurt,
while I was stating I couldn’t breath. They asked me
my name, what happened, if we had been drinking, but
I couldn’t speak, I couldn’t breathe; I was dying. They
told me it was going to be alright and that I shouldn’t
move. Thing is, whenever a cop or fireman walked by
my door to look in at me I sort of put my head out the
window, yelling as I did so and asking them to help me.
They had to use the Jaws of Life to get me out.
I just remember making a lot of noise when they did
this, because pieces were flying everywhere and I wanted to put my hands up to protect my face. At some
point when they were trying to get Chris out (who had
a bone through his arm), they had him try to put his
legs out but he kept pushing me with his feet. When
the door was finally off, they had someone come up behind me and place their hands around my head to keep
it from moving, then they put a neck brace on. It made
it difficult to breathe. The person holding my head
was doing a poor job; it kept moving. Then someone
and a bunch of other fire fighters came up and started
discussing how they were going to get me out. They
had a stretcher and began to put it under me. Someone
grabbed my belt loops and slid me onto the stretcher.
The entire time I yelled and cried out with every bit
of movement. They finally got the stretcher under me
and began to slide me out. They had to move my head
when I was getting through the door. I was finally
slid completely onto the stretcher. They strapped me
down, very tightly. My hand dangled off the side for a
long time before anyone put it back up. At some point
someone put an oxygen tube into my mouth, (the ones
that are hand pumped). They put it too far back into my

mouth and actually pumped air, and then I was really
gagging and really couldn’t breathe. I tried to move the
tube to the side of my mouth. I went silent. I was dying. I was now perceived to be passed out. I closed my
eyes (I think) and I was put onto the ambulance with
Vanessa.
Once in the ambulance we were told we could
get out of character. Then all of a sudden a photographer and a UAA student who was getting live footage got into the ambulance. We were back in character. It was nice because all of a sudden I saw a face
I recognized, Hailee; she pumped my oxygen for the
duration of my life. This time the air tube was not
far in my mouth and the air was hardly pumped into it
(which really would have been my lungs). The youngest male firefighter named Eric (I think), taped an IV
to my arm (no needle) and started taking my vitals. I
was given a heat pack, which spent the majority of its
time on the floor. Since there were so many people in
the ambulance, Eric had to keep stepping over me and
at one point he stepped on my IV. We did get a little
down time in the ambulance where we got to kind of
talk. I tired to explain, through all my spit and tubes,
what had “actually” happened and how Amanda died.
Amanda, Molly and Vanessa had been drinking. Amanda, obviously intoxicated, decided to surf in the back
of Molly’s truck. When Molly hit “my” little white car
Amanda flew through the air and hit my windshield.
I almost fell asleep on the way to the hospital even
though I was so uncomfortable. We ended up missing
the turn to providence and taking the long way.
When we arrived at the hospital everything
seemed very somber. It was a deathly silence, where at
school it seemed to be more of a chaotic silence, if that
makes any sense? I was dying, and this was the end.
They wheeled me into the emergency room. They cut
off my clothes (except for my underwear and bra), they
stuck heart monitors on me and I was dying. This was
the end. I flat-lined. I can hear the words so clearly in
my head. I could hear them speaking, “She’s not going
to make it, get her parents.” More CPR; another pulse
check; nothing; one more time. “She didn’t make it.”
My world stopped. I was dead.
“Time of death, 10:45 AM.”

The most dreaded task lies ahead. How do I tell them? What do I say? I have done this
before. I hate it. I rehearse, again and again, the technique that I’ll use and the words that I’ll
say...
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“All I knew was that I needed to get into the
“First Responder“

Caleb Pruitt

Police rush to the scene and immediately begin
checking the status of the victims.

Every fifteen minutes, someone is killed in a
drunken driving collision. Every fifteen minutes, a
family member gets a phone call they would never
look forward to. And every fifteen minutes, thousands
of lives are affected by one persons’ poor decision
making.
On April 21st, 2009, I was able to experience
the effects of a drunken driving collision from a very
different viewpoint than most students would ever
have. On that day, I shed my identity as a Chugiak
High School senior and donned the turnouts of a first
responder as a member of the Chugiak Volunteer Fire
Department. As we approached the crash scene at
Chugiak High School in the second command vehicle,
my emotions were racing uncontrollably through my
body. I had no clue who the victims of the collision
might be and no idea the extent of their injuries. All
I knew was that I needed to get into the crash scene
and help pull victims to safety. I guess you could say
the “rescue instinct” kicked in because that’s all I had
done for nearly five months prior at the King Career
Center. Every day we repeated the mock rescue of
someone from a car or laying flat on the floor. Through
the course of my rescue training, I had learned how to
handle many scenarios, but of all of them, this one was
the most real.
Transporting the patients via ambulance to
the hospital gave me a few minutes to cool down and
re-group mentally, emotionally, and physically. I was
also relieved that we had finally gotten away from the
Grim Reaper, a formidable wraith hovering over the
crash scene. I tended the patient under my care, with
the guidance of the medics on our rig. I obtained their
vitals, documented them, and began to radio patient
information to Providence Hospital. The hospital staff
had pre-arranged rooms for our patients, so when we
arrived we knew exactly where to take them. After
we delivered the patients to the emergency room, we
packed up our rig, replaced the linens, and headed
home to Chugiak, just like we had done a dozen times
before; but this time it was different.
I was different.
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A half-mile to go. It will be easy now. I just have to remember my lines. My training has
taught me one thing about these kinds of tasks. When Mom and Dad answer the door, don’t
dilly-dally. They know it’s not good news and you’ve got to get it out...

cra sh scene and help pull victims to safety.”
During the ride home I became the drowsiest
I had ever been. Not only was I already tired from
working successively late nights at my job, but I had
just experienced the adrenaline dump of a lifetime.
Loads of anxiety drained from my body into my
feet as a poison leeching through my soul. I could
only put my head down and think about all that had
just happened; the families that were affected by this
collision, the students and teachers, and what all of the
first responders must be thinking and feeling. If this
had been real, what would have happened? To this day,
several weeks later, I still think about it. But it was just
a simulation! Had two CHS students really died in that
crash, it would have haunted me even more. I can only
pray every night that this doesn’t happen for real. The
sad reality is that it probably will. Somewhere. Because
every 15 minutes someone dies in an alcohol-related
collision in the United States.
People often make choices that are hard to
understand. We, as the human race, have become
adept at coping with disaster. Some are better at
it than others, but in general, we deal with difficult
circumstances fairly well. My goal, as well as the goal
of everyone involved in Every Fifteen Minutes, is to
avoid a real alcohol-related collision, at all costs. If
it means not having “as much fun” because you are
sober, then so be it. A person could almost fear alcohol
after seeing such a realistic demonstration of the
destruction it leaves behind.
Every Fifteen Minutes was a life changing
event for those who experienced it. Those who listened
and watched quietly understand the genuine heartache
the parents and volunteers go through. The person
in the firefighters’ uniform, pulling bloody victims
out of a car and the officer contacting parents to tell
them their son or daughter had been killed or severely
injured in an alcohol-related collision, are real people
with real emotions. They do this on a daily basis. So
the next time you see one of them, listen when they
give you a little piece of advice regarding vehicle safety.
They usually know from experience.

Following the police,
the Chugiak Volunteer
Fire Department arrives
on the scene to begin
assessing and removing
victims for treatment.

Students participating
in the crash are treated
like real victims.

Some students, who
did not survive the
crash, are placed
in bodybags and
removed from the
scene.

The realization that the decision to consume alcohol can
affect many more people than just the one who drinks is
the focus of the memorial assembly. This very emotional
event illustrates to all students the potentially dangerous
consequences of using alcohol and driving or riding in a
vehicle with someone who has been.

I exit my car and walk up the front steps. My heart pounds. I can’t breathe. I take a deep
breath. I take another. I knock on the door. A woman peeks through the front window. She
opens the door with a nervous grin, “Good evening,” she says. “How may I help you?”...
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“ I drank. I drove. I lost everything
Dear Mom and Dad
By Molly Devlin

Dear Mom and Dad,
You think I’m safe with a friend, but really I’m going to a party.
There will be alcohol there--beer, wine and Bacardi.
I’ll drink.
I’ll drive.
I’ll die.
As a response to her
experience in the Every
Fifteen Minutes program,
Molly Devlin wrote this poem
to express her reaction.

Dear Mom and Dad,
I’m driving way too fast.
I’m too drunk to see that my life is about to pass.
I’m drunk.
I’m driving.
I’ll soon be dying.
Dear Mom and Dad,
I just hit another car.
It’s getting dark and I hear crying.
I drank.
I drove.
Why am I not dying?
Dear Mom and Dad,
I killed my best friends and now I’m being arrested.
Thoughts flooding my mind,
Why did I drink?
Why did I drive?
Why didn’t I die?
I watch motionless as my friends’ bodies are identified.
Dear Mom and Dad,
Why were you out driving so late?
You probably wanted to make sure I was safe.
You thought I was at my friends,
Why did we both have to take that midnight bend?
Dear Mom and Dad,
I decided to drink and drive
Now I’ve taken yours and others lives.
I wish I could take back what I’ve done,
Young lives taken, like a song left un-sung.
Dear Mom and Dad,
I drank
I drove.
I lost everything and I have to live with that.
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“Ma’am, is your husband home?” I ask. She calls to her husband and the three of us gather. I
can feel the anxiety building. I begin to convey my message and only stutter. I’ve forgotten
my lines. Struggling to form the words, I finally say, “I have some terrible news.”...

and I have to live with that. ”
On April 14, 2010, South Anchorage High School
experienced every school’s worst nightmare. Over the course
of one school day, we lost 31 of our students in drunk driving
crashes, our best and our brightest, our fellow Wolverines.

Images courtesy of
South Anchorage
High School’s
2010 Every Fifteen
Minutes program.

On April 14, 2010, South Anchorage High School didn’t
actually lose any students, but we did participate in the Every 15
Minutes program, which is meant to demonstrate the catastrophic
effects of drunk driving in the United States. Based on the
national statistic, one of our students “died” every 15 minutes, so
throughout the day, we lost 27 of our students as members of the
“Walking Dead”. A uniformed police officer came to each of their
classes, escorted each student from class, read their obituary, and
the student returned to class painted white as a member of the
walking dead. For the rest of the day, these students could not
speak or interact with anyone in anyway because they were “dead”.
The collision that occurred in our parking lot was also a
mock scenario. Our seven student actors portrayed dead, fatally
injured, paralyzed, and minorly injured patients, as well as our
drunk driver. The scenario was responded to by emergency
responders as if it were real; our students were taken away in
ambulances, police cars, and the medical examiner’s van. After
they were taken off the scene, the crash scene students were
treated at the hospital, examined at the morgue, or tried in court.
Considering the two students that died in the crash scene, and
the paralyzed victim and drunk driver whose lives were forever
changed, South lost a total of 31 students.
On the morning of April 15, we had a mock memorial service for
all the students that we lost the previous day. We had students
and parents read letters they wrote to each other, we had two
guest speakers share their personal connections to drunk driving,
we had an Anchorage Police Department chaplain give an
invocation, and of course, we had caskets for the two students that
died in the crash scene the previous day.
I had the privilege of being the student coordinator for
this wonderful program. When we first began planning in the
spring of 2009, I knew drunk driving was a problem, particularly
in Alaska, but I didn’t fully understand its implications or how
widespread it really is in Alaska. Only by working with our club
and actors did the seriousness of this issue really hit me. During
interviews for our student actors, we had several students tell
stories of their family connections to drunk driving. We had
each end of the spectrum: students whose parents are convicted
drunk drivers, and students who have lost close friends or family
members to drunk driving.
Seeing how passionate each and every student involved
was about the program was the most powerful part of this
experience for me. Our students really took this event to heart,
and their devotion to the message was what really got the rest of
the student body’s attention during the program.

EFM Program
This event includes the
participation of our police and
fire departments, high school
staff, local hospital staff,
video production crew, community
officials, District Attorney’s
Office and a wide cross-section of
the community at-large.
It is our goal to utilize the
strength, talent, and resources of
business and industry to prevent
drunken driving.
Web Sites:
www.every15minutes.com
http://www.dot.state.ak.us/
stwdplng/hwysafety/assets/pdf/
CHS_EFM_MANUAL_2010_ed_FINAL.
pdf
Contact:
Officer Wendi Shackelford
wshackelford@muni.org
907-742-3219

Samantha McNelley, South Anchorage High School

“You’re son has been...” They know the rest. I don’t have to continue, but they need to hear
me say it. She weeps. She collapses...
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Juneau-Douglas High School’s
“Self-Conflict Overcome“

Nick Banaszak
Every 15 minutes someone dies because of someone
driving under the influence. As a result, the Every 15
Minutes program was created. When asked to participate
in this very real, very humbling event, I had my skepticism
as to what dramatizing a “crash scene” entailed. However, I
realized that what I thought mattered little, and that I was a
part of something in a much grander scheme, so I accepted.

graduation, the students of my school were hit with
the horrible reality of drinking and driving. A recently
graduated senior was driving with two of his friends outside
of town. The driver had been under the influence and was
driving at high speeds well above the speed limit. The car
lost control and crashed off the side of the road, down a
steep embankment and into the surrounding trees. The
driver and passenger were both ejected out of the vehicle
and seriously injured. One would later die from his injuries.
A girl who was sitting in the back seat of the vehicle lived
with only minor injuries; she, however, was the only one
wearing a seatbelt. I knew that the students at my school
would not want to be faced with this again, even in the form
of the Every 15 Minutes awareness initiative. This caused
much strife and stress for me. Having been friends with
some of these students who I knew opposed this program
was hard for me. I am not the type of person who tries to
get on anyone’s bad side; in fact, quite the opposite. I am
connected to almost every social “click” in my school in one
way or another, and bringing back these terrible memories
was the last thing I wanted. Again faced with this internal
tug-o-war, I had to look deeper.
I needed to realize that even if I was criticized, mocked,
and even hated, if someone looked back on May 20, 2010,
and decided not to get into a vehicle with someone who
was impaired, it would be worth it. I could face anyone and
overcome anything knowing that someday, I might save a
cherished life, and save that person’s loved ones from the
worst kind of loss someone can feel.

Going into the program, I treated the event just
like any other performance. I thought about the character I
had to portray and what feelings I needed to convey to the
audience. As time progressed however, it dawned on me that
what I was a part of was something much larger, deeper,
and more sincere than just a simple acting job. This wasn’t
something I could just “make-up” or “improv”. The Every
15 Minutes program was something I had to put my heart
and soul into to commit myself completely. As the impaired
driver I had to look deep inside myself to find how I would
actually FEEL if I caused two of my friends’ death and
the other permanent harm because I was driving under the
influence.
There was another aspect of this reenactment that battered
against my personal beliefs. Last year in the days following
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Moments pass and then we talk. I explain. I justify. I apologize. I offer help. I can’t help.
They’ve just lost their son...

2010 Every 15 Minutes Progra m
“JDHS EFM Director“

Michaela Moore
Being led into the vice-principal’s office where
she and two police officers awaited my arrival was
stressful to say the least. But when they discussed
having some of my actors and I help in the national
program, Every 15 Minutes, is when the stress really
began. I knew about this program, having seen it done
in schools in Texas where I had been a teacher, and I
believed in this program. I was glad that it had finally
made its way to Juneau, but I knew the work-load of
putting this program on was a huge endeavor, and the
emotional strain in working right in the middle of it
with the actors was a monumental task. I accepted
the role asked of me with a commitment to see it not
just to its completion, but to bring about the best crash
simulation ever done.
Why? Because I worry and pray daily for my
students. I work closely with students all year long
from morning until late at night. I know things about
them that most teachers do not know. I see and hear
things that I wish I didn’t. My students struggle with
making wise choices with alcohol and marijuana. My
students have ruined their lives in the past, leaving one
dead and one in jail for DUI. This task given me was
vital.

Having my daughter and her boyfriend involved
just made the emotional stress of this endeavor even
more difficult. Nick was to be the drunk driver who
crashes the car causing my daughter’s instant death,
Aaron’s eventual death at the hospital, and Mariel’s
loss of movement from the waist down. Nick would
be arrested and end up in jail for deciding to drive after
having three or four beers. Aaron and Mariel were
two other actors who have been in my plays for several
years. I was close to all these students, and seeing
them in these situations was heart wrenching.
The hardest parts of this journey were the
days we filmed the hospital scene, the jail scene, and
the actual live crash simulation. Everything at the
hospital, jail, and crash site was treated realistically.
My heart was broken having to plan and think about
this every day for months. I knew these kids…I
knew them well…and if this simulated event were
to really happen, I don’t know if I would ever be the
same. It would be the worst possible thing to lose my
daughter, Shanae’a to a DUI, but if I lost her because
her boyfriend, Nick, had decided to drive intoxicated
is almost too much to bear. I care deeply about Nick
too, and having to watch him be shut up in a jail cell
haunted me for days. Mariel’s tears and cries when
she found out that Aaron had just died next to her in
the emergency room still rings in my ears and dreams.
The memory of the police sitting on my couch telling
me that my daughter was never coming home still
raises the hair on my arms.
Sure, it was all only another play and the actors
all walked away smiling and unscathed. But it is a
ghostly image of reality that closes in on me every day.
Just 24 hours after the crash simulation, students
of mine went to a party, played drinking games, but
chose to stay the night and sleep it off this time. This
group of teenagers refused to get into a car impaired that
night. Hearing this rumor has made the long months of
preparation and aggravation worth every moment. I hope
and pray that I never have to come to school again and hear
of another casualty caused by a DUI.
I truly am thankful for my actors who had to
deal with a lot of peer abuse and a lot of emotional
upheaval for being a part of this program. Their
stamina and commitment to this program was an
inspiration.

I don’t like my job tonight.
The full text of Sgt. Wilder’s story can be read on page 91.
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“He wasn’t aware the truck was there until
My wife Gwen is the center, the absolute heart, of our
family. We all revolve around her. When she was hit by
a drunk driver and we feared we would lose her, it was
unimaginable how we would function as a family without
her.

The Story of

The Accident
It was a Friday night, Christmas Eve 2004, and we had
just attended the evening service at our church. Our two
youngest kids, Andrew and Trevor, were in the pageant
play and did a great job. Afterwards, I left in one car
with Trevor, and our daughter Clarissa left in the other
car alone. Each of us thought the other had Gwen and
Andrew.
Gwen called our oldest boy Beau, and he was coming to
pick them up. They were just walking a few blocks up to
the corner to meet him. She remembers walking along,
looking up at the cold starry night and thinking how
great things were going in all our lives. That’s the last
thing she remembers for the next two weeks.
I had been in the house just moments when the police
called. Gwen was in the emergency room at Providence;
she’d been in a hit-and-run. I thought it had to be a
mistake, but the policeman told me he had Andrew with
him and he was hysterical. Andrew was eleven years old.

Gwen Crawford

I rushed to the hospital. Gwen was on the table and they
had several people rushing around getting her ready for
CAT scans and so on. She would come in and out of
focus, asking where she was. She told me that she was
scared, that she hurt. This is when I found out what had
happened.
A pickup with a snowplow attachment hit her. The raised
blade of the plow hit her in the hip, smashing her pelvis
and rupturing her intestine. It flipped her up and over the
truck, where her shoulder and head hit the bed, breaking
her shoulder. That’s how Andrew saw her; lying on the
side of the road with her face cut up, glasses broken, eyes
open, unconscious. He thought she was dead.
Andrew said he wasn’t aware the truck was there until he
saw his mother fly through the air. They were walking
on the right side of the road, thinking people could see
them. The truck missed Andrew by just a few inches.
Across the street, a man was standing on his front porch
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“Why is it legal to drive impaired up to .08 BAC?” This question
was posed by a 16-year-old student at the South Anchorage High
School Every 15 Minutes retreat.

he saw his mother fly through the air. ”
waiting for a friend. Moments later, the friend drove up
and the man sent him to follow the hit and run driver,
then called 911.
The friend followed the driver all the way across town,
while talking to the police. The police caught up to them
around Debarr and Northern Lights and pulled the driver
over. He asked the police, “Did I do something wrong?
Did I do something?”

Surgery and Recovery
For the first three days we legitimately feared we’d lose
her. Gwen kept coming in and out of consciousness; they
didn’t yet know what her internal injuries were. They
took a lot of scans and put her in the ICU.
Over the next day, Christmas, her abdomen started
to swell and she got a higher and higher fever. Our
friend Lorayne, who is an ER nurse, said we have to do
something; this is not the way it should be going. Gwen’s
temperature got up to close to 107. She was on her way
out. I felt helpless and there was nothing I could do.

“When she was hit by a drunk driver and we feared we
would lose her, it was unimaginable how we would function
as a family without her.”

The doctor didn’t want to do anything until Monday,
after the holiday. I didn’t like this first doctor, both for his
judgment and his bedside manner. That first morning,
he walked into the room where she had just fallen asleep,
flipped the light on, and picked up her leg to about 45
degrees. Gwen’s hips were crushed, and this made her
holler. She’s very tough and stoic, but this made her yell.
And it made me mad.

Gwen and Harry met
while working on the
Pipeline.

Later that day a new doctor, Doctor Rai came in. He
examined Gwen and wanted to take her right into
surgery. First, he had to go to the hospital board to
get the admitting doctor to give up the case. Once he
opened her up, he found ruptured intestines, which
were leaking into her peritoneum. This was the source of
the swelling and fever. She could have died within a day.
They repaired her intestine by resectioning the damaged
part. Afterwards, they had to clean out her insides of
all the stuff that had leaked. They put her on heavy
antibiotics. She started to stabilize and her temperature
came down.

“We’re fortunate; my
Gwen got better. But
many people aren’t as
lucky. “

On Monday the bone specialist came in. He said he sees
Where attention goes, energy flows: by focusing our attention
in this direction we will keep the victim’s stories and the negative
aspects of drunk driving before the public. (Nancy Bidwell)
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“ I’ve always considered alcohol
a crushed hip this bad only two or three times a year, but
his colleague at Harborview is a rock star and he sees this
several times a week. So we agreed to medevac her to
Seattle.
The travel was very hard on her; all that jostling and
moving and then another full set of CAT scans. A day
or two after getting to Seattle, they did the hip surgery
which left her with a bunch of stainless steel bolts and
screws. We had to spend two weeks at Harborview; I
stayed in Gwen’s room sleeping on the cot. Within a few
days of the hip surgery, she started coming around and
feeling much better.
The legislative session started during this period. That
November, I had been re-elected to my third term and had
to be there for the swearing in. So I took a day to fly to
Juneau, get sworn in, and then fly back to Seattle.
After she left Harborview we were able to fly home and
they put her in the Mary Conrad Center, where she
stayed for about another two months. Gwen couldn’t put
any weight on her hips at all, which was very frustrating
since she’s a very active person. She couldn’t read
because of her head injury and she couldn’t keep focus.
She was miserable, she couldn’t get comfortable; all she
could do was sit in her bed or a wheelchair. At this point
I had to leave her and go to Juneau to be a legislator, but
was able to fly home almost every weekend through that
session.
From the Mary Conrad Center, they would take her to
visit her doctors and so on, originally in a bed in the
travel van, and then later in a wheelchair. The injury had
demolished her tailbone, and there was a lot of paralysis
early on, we didn’t know if she’d have control of her
bodily functions. Once that came around, we started
worrying about whether she would walk again. It took
her a long time to re-learn how to walk, and then how
to climb stairs. She’s been a success story all around;
she doesn’t have any appreciable paralysis, and has full
mobility. Sometimes she calls things by the wrong name,
but that happens to everyone. She has a little bit of
memory loss. Some stuff from her past, including some
people that she was once close to, was just erased from
the slate. I’m aware of the blank spots, but she doesn’t
know about them and she doesn’t miss them.
I’m an iron worker and I’ve seen my share of workplace
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accidents over the years, and I’ve had a few myself. From
my experience, I told her that the pains would one day
go away. She didn’t believe me. But one day about
a year later she rolled over in bed and thought “Here
comes the pain” and it wasn’t there. She said to herself,
“That’s what my baby was talking about. I’m healed.”

The Driver
The man who hit Gwen was 32 years old. This was his
second DUI in a short period. His blood alcohol was a
staggering 0.35, over four times the legal limit. He was in
no condition to walk, let alone drive.
We went to his trial; it was a quick guilty plea. He was
sentenced to eight years, with more than half suspended.
He got out in a little less than 40 months. They called
Gwen and asked her permission to give him an early
release. That’s when she talked to him for the first time.
The man said this incident saved his life, that his drinking
would have killed him. Last we heard he had stayed sober
and he sure looked a lot healthier. I don’t know how
Gwen managed to forgive him, but that’s just the sort of
woman she is.

The Red Stripe License Bill
When I was in the ER with Gwen, almost all the doctors
and aides that came in asked me if they caught the guy. I
didn’t know and I didn’t care. But right then and there
I had the thought that it was too late, the damage was
done.
Afterwards, I talked to my friend Tom Biss, a longtime legislative staffer, and he told me about a law in
Minnesota, to mark the license plates of convicted drunk
drivers, to make it more likely they would be stopped. We
both realized that the real need was to keep these people
away from alcohol.
During the 2005 session, I introduced the first version of
the bill that put a red stripe on the licenses of people who
a judge has restricted from buying alcohol. The bill made
it all the way to the Senate Rules committee, the absolute
last possible stop, before it died in 2006.
In 2007, I started all over again and by the end of that

The State of Alaska will revoke driving privileges for persons
under the age of 21 that use a false drivers license to obtain
alcohol.

as a privilege, not a right. ”
year it had passed as part of the omnibus crime bill,
HB90. Now in Alaska if you have a felony DUI, the
judge can order you to not buy or consume alcohol, or
enter premises where it is sold. If he does that, you get
the red stripe. If you try to purchase and get caught, it’s
a $1,000 fine that goes to the vendor who caught you.
It’s not a perfect system, because it’s not mandatory for
the store to check everybody’s ID. Basically, if you look
older than 30 or so, you can mostly get away with it. But
it helped.
This session we passed amendments to the law that
broadens the scope where a judge can order you not to
consume, to include people convicted of three alcoholrelated misdemeanors. These people, so-called chronic
inebriates, have proven they have a problem and can’t
handle alcohol. This is a way to make sure they can’t get
it. I’ve always considered alcohol as a privilege, not a
right. This is one of the first times in the country, where
instead of prohibiting something from everyone, we’re
just prohibiting it from those people who have proven
that they can’t handle it. We also now have an agreement
with many of the large package stores that they will
voluntarily check the licenses of all their customers, no
matter their age.
Community involvement is what will make this bill
actually work. People like Stu Grenier at Northeast
Community Council, and Mike Gutierrez at the
Anchorage Assembly, were a huge help in setting up this
new system. I also want to mention the great cooperation
and support I got from the people at the Brown Jug, Ed
O’Neill and O.C. Madden, as well as the folks at CHARR,
Alaska’s beverage association. This couldn’t have
happened without their input and their work. They’ve
shown real responsibility.
We’re fortunate. My Gwen got better. But many people
aren’t as lucky. I’m glad I’ve been able to use my position
to do what I can to keep dangerous drunks away from
alcohol, and hopefully off the roads. If it prevents one
tragedy, it was worth it.
Harry Crawford, Representative, Alaska State Legislature

“I’m glad I’ve
been able to use
my position to do
what I can to keep
dangerous drunks
away from alcohol,
and hopefully off the
roads. If it prevents
one tragedy, it was
worth it.”

Below: An example of
the red stripe required
on the license of a
convicted DUI felon.

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:
Drunk Driver:
Blood-AlcoholLevel
Previous DUIs:

Gwen Crawford
12-24-2004
Anchorage
Unnamed
0.35%
2

The background for these pages is a copy of the first page of House Bill 90 from
the 25th legislative session. The entire Bill can be viewed at the following website:
http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/get_fulltext.asp?session=25&bill=HB90
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“Why does it still happen?
In the time that it took you to grab this book, fill your coffee cup and retreat to a quiet
place to read, chances are at least 2 people have been killed by impaired drivers. At
least another 30 have been injured.
Think about that for a minute.
(And while youʼre doing that, someone else will be seriously injured.)
We all know that drunk driving is a bad thing. We know that people die. We know it
isn't safe. Weʼve seen the pictures, driven by the crashes, even known some victims.
So why is it that we still drive impaired? (And we do. For the last 3 years Anchorage
Police Department has averaged about 2800 DUI arrests each year. National statistics
tell us that each person drives impaired an average of 88 times before being arrested.)
As a prosecutor, that is the most frequent question I hear: why does it still happen? My
answer is that we don't think. We don't think we are impaired. We donʼt think it will
happen to us. We donʼt think it is that big of a deal. The devastation is far enough
removed from our daily lives, that it is difficult to relate or identify with victims. Until it
happens to us - we simply donʼt think.
Part of it is that we truly donʼt understand how alcohol works on our brain, how it affects
our judgment, fine motor skills and divided attention tasks that are needed for safe
driving. We think we arenʼt affected that much, or that we can ʻhold our liquorʼ better
than the next guy. The truth is, we canʼt.
This is a wonderful book.
Some of you will read it because someone you care about was killed. Some of you will
read it because you want to show your support for our friends who have lost someone.
And others will read it merely out of curiosity. What matters most is that if you are
reading this, it means that you are interested in saving lives.
About 2/3 of all first-time DUI offenders do not get another DUI. That means that there
is a good possibility that we could have deterred those people from getting the first
one. How? What can you do? Is there anything that individuals in our community can
do to reduce those numbers, to save lives, to MAKE A DIFFERENCE? Yes.
6 Things You Can Do To Make a Difference in DUI
1) Support organizations like Forget-Me-Not Foundation
So that when devastation occurs there is someone to help families and friends through
the wreckage. They are also a catalyst for change and public awareness.
2) Be Aware and Share
Become educated and informed about impaired driving, trends, statistics and effective
tools for prevention. Share what you know with others.
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Superior Court Judge Karen Hunt sentenced Debra Archey to three years in jail, two years for criminally
negligent homicide and one year for driving drunk, after she killed 3-year old Shannon Wolf. Wolf had been
playing in a driveway when Archey ran over her. Archey’s BAC level was .256. (ADN: October 29, 1993)

We don’t think we’re impaired.”
- Impaired driving isn't just about being over .08. Every 45 minutes a person dies
in a crash over .08, but a person dies every 15 minutes in crashes under .08.
- U.S. is one of 8 countries with .08 as illegal, ALL other countries have limits
lower than .08.
- Impaired driving isnʼt just alcohol, it is also drugs, not just prescription but over
the counter drugs too.
- On weekend nights there are 8 times more drugged drivers than drunk drivers
over .08.
3) Set the Example / Go Virgin
- Drink non-alcohol beverages when you go out
- Don't serve alcohol at BBQ / picnics
- If you drink, use Designated Driver 830- SAFE. For $0 they will take you and
your car home, anywhere in Anchorage.
- Be the safe driver
4) Talk to your kids
- Not just alcohol, talk about drugs, texting, cell phones while driving.
- Make them a deal: if they need a ride or need help, call and you will arrange a
ride, no questions asked.
- Visit underyourinfluence.com for ideas on how to get started.
- Talk to your kidsʼs friends - be the parent they don't have
5) Call 911 if you suspect an Impaired Driver
Don't be afraid, the life you save may be your own. Police would much rather pull
someone over and find out they are just tired or a bad driver than never know and have
an impaired driver hurt someone.
6) Support Smart legislation
- Stay educated
- Ask questions
- Ask about alternatives
- Don't vote for it until it makes sense
As we continue this journey, let us remember those who have had life taken, let us not
forget the victims of the future, and always set the example and be the person we hope
others to be. May God give us strength to extinguish anger, quench sorrow and find
renewed spirit and determination to make a difference.
Jennifer Messick, Traffic Safety Resource Prosectuor/ DUI Prosecutor,
Municipality of Anchorage

On April 30, 2000, 24-year-old Jacob Pulliam died when he lost control of his SUV, on Arctic Valley Road
in Anchorage. His SUV spun 180 degrees before it rolled, pinning him underneath by his head. He later
died at the hospital. Witnesses said they saw Pulliam drink at least two beers. (AHSO)
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“Alaska ns toda y mou rn the
The Story of

Anchorage Police Officer Justin T. Wollam.
Wollam, 28, was killed just before 4:00 a.m. on Monday,
July 9, 2001, in a head-on collision on the Glenn Highway while responding to a call regarding a vehicle driving erratically. The driver of the vehicle that collided
with Wollam’s patrol car, Anchorage resident Robert
Esper, 19, was also killed, as were two of the three
teenaged girls riding with him. They were Makayla P.
Lewis, 16, and Heide Weilbacher, 14. A third girl, Savanah Fielding, 15, was ejected from the Chevy Blazer
and was hospitalized with severe head injuries.
“Alaskans today mourn the loss of a young
police officer, dedicated to public safety, who was killed
in the line of duty while protecting his community and
serving his fellow citizens,” said Alaska Governor Tony
Knowles. “Susan and I join other Alaskans in honor-

Justin Wollam
May 16, 1973 - July 9,2001

ing his commitment and sacrifice, and expressing our
condolences to Officer Wollam’s family and friends.”
Born and raised in Danbury, Texas, Wollam
was described by friends and neighbors as friendly,
outgoing, and a model student. After graduating from
high school, Wollam served in the U.S. Air Force as an
aircraft support technician from 1991 to 1995. Fulfilling his life-long dream of becoming a police officer,
Wollam was hired in 1996 as a volunteer reserve officer
at the Danbury police station and three months later
transferred to the nearby Angleton Police Department.
Wollam moved to Anchorage with his family in 1999.
He secured a job as a patrol officer with the Anchorage

APD’s
Officer Down
Memorial Badge
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Police Department, and earned a reputation as professional and friendly, and a “people’s policeman,” who
“Justin, How will we go on, now that you are gone? You are no longer
with us, so who responds when we ask for back-up? The senseless
way you were taken from us leads me to only one conclusion: God
needs a cover unit, and none better to answer the call...

loss of a young police officer. ”
approached his work with energy and enthusiasm.

At about 3:56 a.m., the Chevy Blazer was north-

Wollam is survived by his wife Kristy and 4-year-old

bound on the Glenn Highway. It crossed the median

daughter Kristin of Anchorage; his parents William

and began driving northbound in the southbound lanes.

and Beverly of Texas; and older brother Russell. A

As the Chevy Blazer approached the S-curves near Fort

memorial service was held on Friday, July 13, at the

Richardson, it collided head-on with Officer Wollam’s

Anchorage Baptist Temple. In recognition of his

patrol car. There was a small fire after the collision that

service to the people of Anchorage and Alaska, Gov.

was immediately extinguished by other officers at the

Tony Knowles ordered all state flags to be lowered to

scene.

half-staff on that day.
The incident that led to the accident began at
about 3:23 a.m. An Anchorage patrol officer spotted the

A few days after the accident, Ronald Frank of
Anchorage was charged with furnishing alcohol to
Robert Esper and the other minors with him.

1985 Chevrolet Blazer driving erratically and suspected
it may be a drunk driver. The patrol officer turned on

Officer Down Memorial Page: www.odmp.org/

overhead lights and attempted unsuccessfully to make a

agency/96-anchorage-police-department-alaska

traffic stop.
The car sped away. A few minutes later it was
spotted driving northbound in the southbound lanes of
O’Malley Road. Police stopped northbound traffic on
Strawberry Road to prevent an accident.
The Chevy Blazer stopped at a dead end near Arctic

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:

Boulevard and Garnet Street. Three people ran from
the Blazer. Police were able to apprehend a boy and girl
who ran from the car. Police are still searching for a
third boy who ran from the car.

Drunk Driver:
Additional Fatalities:

Justin Todd
Wollam
07-09-2001
Glenn Highway,
Anchorage
Robert Esper
Esper and 2 of
his 3
passengers

A few minutes later the Chevy Blazer was
reported driving southbound in the northbound lanes
of Minnesota Boulevard. Then the car was seen driving at a high-rate of speed, northbound on C Street.
Police never pursued the Chevy Blazer. Its movements
were monitored as it traveled throughout the city and
patrol cars followed it at a distance.
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The men and women of the Anchorage Police Department WILL go on, in your honor!
We do this knowing that we have a long, tall, Texas angel on our shoulders. You will
remail in our hearts always.” (Sergeant Rick & Anita Shell, Anchorage Police Dept.)
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The 6 Stages of Drunkenness
Alcohol is a suppressant, as it suppresses the normal functions of your brain.
This suppressing effect on the brain is almost like a wave crashing over your head. First it suppresses the
frontal lobes, then it washes further backwards over the parietal lobes, then to the parietal lobes, the occipital
lobes right at the back, then deeper into the brain to the cerebellum and lastly to the diencephalon and the
mesencephalon (midbrain), and then down to the brainstem and the medulla oblongata.
This process is continuous, but certain functions, for example peripheral vision, may already be affected at an
earlier stage.
First effect: The jovial phase
The frontal lobes house the functions that control, among other things, your inhibitions, self-control,
willpower, ability to judge and attention span. Suppress it, and your self-confidence increases, you start
getting jovial, you become more and more generous, and start talking more. This is why alcohol is seen as a
good social lubricant.
This effect can already be detected with blood alcohol levels as low as 0.01g/100ml - in other words, while
you are within the legal limit of 0.05g/100ml. The problem is that even at this level, which is perfectly legal,
your loss of judgment ability and your changed personality already increase your risk of dying an unnatural
death, for example as a result of being in a fight.
Maybe you are better able to control yourself and your behavior in this phase as a result of good self-control,
or education, and the onslaught of the alcohol might pass by relatively unobtrusively or, maybe not.
Second effect: The slurring phase
The next parts of the brain that come into the firing line, the parietal lobes, are affected at a blood alcohol
level of approximately 0.10 g/100ml.
This is when your motor skills become impaired, you have difficulty speaking, except in a slurred fashion
(which oddly enough, you cannot hear yourself), you start shivering, and complicated actions become very
difficult to execute (I always used to watch alleged drunk drivers trying to fasten their shirt buttons – an
everyday activity that suddenly becomes as difficult as threading a needle). At the same time your sensory
abilities are hampered.
Third effect: The can’t-see-properly phase
The occipital lobe is reached when the alcohol level is usually at about 0.20 g/100ml.
Your visual perception ability becomes limited. You experience increased difficulty with movement and
distance perception. Your depth perception becomes impaired and your peripheral vision decreases. If, at
this stage, you drive at dusk, you will have great difficulty seeing a little boy chasing a ball, or your fellow
drinking buddy, staggering by the roadside.
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April 29, 2000, Glen Hanway was killed after he left the bar, on Chinina Ave. in McGrath, on a bicycle headed for
home. He left the bar approximately ten minutes before another man, named Billy, who was driving a small truck.
Approximately one mile from the bar, on a fairly wide, flat, two-lane gravel road, Billy struck Hanway, killing him.
Both men had been drinking. (AHSO)

and The Mellanby Effect
Fourth effect: The falling-down phase
At about the alcohol level of 0.15 g/100ml the cerebellum becomes affected and maintaining your balance
could become difficult.
With a bit of luck, by this time your friends will have placed you somewhere safe.
Fifth effect: The down-and-out phase
We hope you are lying down in a safe place, because at this stage the wave is crashing at 0.25 g/100ml over
your diencephalon and the mesencephalon (midbrain).
You become tired and very unsteady – you are now probably out for the count. You start shaking and you
vomit. Maybe your reflexes will not be so badly suppressed that you cannot protect your airways, otherwise
you could inhale your own vomit and die. Your consciousness is now suppressed, and you may be comatose.
Sixth effect: In the Valley of the Shadow of Death
Should the alcohol wave wash further, driven by a blood alcohol level of 0.35 to 0.40 g/100ml, and it
reaches your brain stem, including the medulla oblongata, you have life-threatening problems. The centers
controlling your breathing and your blood circulation are suppressed, and you are busy dying.
The chronic drinker
These effects refer to the social drinker. Chronic abuse of alcohol will increase someone’s tolerance, and
would therefore cause these effects to become visible only when a chronic drinker has reached much higher
levels of alcohol in the blood than those mentioned above.
Usually the person would appear to be less under the influence at a specific blood alcohol concentration
(BAC), when the BAC is busy dropping, than when it is busy increasing. This is called the Mellanby Effect,
and is the result of the development of acute tolerance in the brain with regards to alcohol.
Dr. Izak Loftus, Forensic and Anatomical Pathologist, Pathcare-group, Health24

Simple
Math:
May 7, 2000, 65-year-old Simonne Croppi was killed when he drove his Ford Escort into an unnoccupied car roadparked along the edge of Peridot and Badger Rd. in Fairbanks. He had been drinking and had a BAC that was over
the legal limit. (AHSO)
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““ T h e n ext t hi n g I k n e w
The Story of

Racheal Ramage
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The day was April 18th, 1999, two days before
my nineteenth birthday. I was a senior in high school
and working part-time on the weekends at Palmer
McDonalds’ and had to be at work at 5:00 a.m. I was
a weekend breakfast manager. I remember heading
out the door and not wanting to leave the house. I
walked to my car and felt an uneasiness so I went
back in the house to have my mom watch me leave.
She too had an early morning for she worked at 6:00
a.m. that day. As I drove toward work, it felt like any
other early morning. I stopped at the four-way stop
and turned right heading down winding Trunk Road.
Meanwhile, a 20-year-old military man was heading
to a friend’s house after drinking at our local bars and
deciding to get behind the wheel of his truck and
head down the same road I was on. I headed down the
road and saw headlights coming straight for me and
I don’t remember the rest…I vaguely remember the
paramedics calming me down and trying to get me out
while I screamed because of the intense pain.
The next thing I knew I was in the hospital
and all my loved ones were there and I was headed into
surgery. This is what happened and what I still can’t
remember to this day: The drunk driver hit me head
on; he sprained his ankle, my femur bone broke in three
places, my bladder punctured, my face was torn apart
from the windshield, the steering wheel had me pinned
down and the Jaws of Life had to be used to remove the
roof of my car in order for me to get out. But, I was
alive, thankfully! Later I would find out that it is hard
to be a survivor of a crash like that. It is a blessing,
please don’t get me wrong. Every day I thank God for
saving me that morning. It was a challenge to learn
to walk again and deal with the pain that it caused
physically and emotionally. The biggest challenge was
coming to terms with the fact that all of this could
have been avoided if that young man did not drive
while intoxicated. I know that it was a choice he would
take back any day, for his military career was done and
in court proceedings later, after the crash, he is now
a felon for the rest of his life, for what? A night of
fun? With a simple call for a cab or a ride from a sober
friend this could all have been avoided.

Fort Richardson is implementing some alcohol-related crackdowns due to the increase in drunken driving arrests since the
soldiers have returned from Afghanistan...

I wa s i n t h e h ospit a l. ”
Ten years later, I am a happy 29-year-old woman
with everything going for me. I have learned that
things happen for a reason and through our trials in life
we overcome and learn from them. I live with the scars
on my face, my stomach, and the large scar due to my
hip surgery. Sometimes I can even feel the three metal
pins holding my femur bone all together, and it makes
me think I have just won a battle! Just last night I had
a dream about witnessing someone driving drunk and I
took my stand and told my story. Not sure why I dreamed
that and then I was e-mailed to write this story. To this
day I am so thankful for my parents, siblings, and friends
who stood by my side through the healing process.

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:

Racheal Ramage

Date:

04-18-1999

Location:

Trunk Road,
Palmer

Injuries:

Broken Femur,
Punctured
Bladder, Cut
Face, Sprained
Ankle

Racheal Ramage
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Anyone who spots a soldier at risk is asked to call (907) 384-2366.
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Fairbanks F ire Department
How does impaired driving affect me as a fire fighter?
Fire and Emergency Medical personnel respond to the call for help 24/7, 365 a year. I have been a fire fighter for over
37 years now…36 in Alaska. As a fire fighter I have seen the injuries and death of innocent victims and the ruined lives
of loved ones and the emotional stress of my fellow brothers and sisters in emergency services have had to endure
because someone made a poor decision and drove impaired. WHY…..?
So how do we really feel about MVC (motor vehicle crashes) involving impaired drivers…it is an extremely emotional
situation for all of us. Not only the part of dealing with the crash but for a long time afterwards. The thoughts of
how we dealt with the situation, the sad feeling for the victims who never had a chance, the child who was cared for
by one medic while other medics fought to try and save the parents who ultimately perished in the crash. Now this
child is without parents and why…why did this happen? Then…well everyone leaves…the victims go the hospital,
the mangled vehicles are towed and we pick up all of our equipment…and the situation has calmed down…now I have
time to think…now the thoughts run through my head…my wife and children drive this stretch of road. What if this
crash was them? Or thought of why did this have to happen, what could have I done to make a difference…did I do all
I could…and to some extent I am blaming myself…I did not drive impaired…but when I get home late at night after a
bad crash…I hug my wife and kids because it hurts so bad to see the injuries and death that had just occurred. I tried to
sleep but toss & turn for hours…and then I have to go to work.
So why do I feel so bad…why do I not do my best at work….Well it’s because I did not get a good night’s sleep because
someone made a poor choice and drove impaired and as a result injured or killed someone and turned the whole world
upside down for a hell of a lot of people who never planned to have this happen.
Ernie Misewicz, Asst. Chief, Fairbanks Fire Department
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July 12, 2000, two teenagers--15-year-old Kevin Blake and 11-year-old Kenneth Kramer--were killed when a
drunk driver crossed the center line of Portage Glacier Rd., near Girdwood, and crashed into their sedan. The
driver’s side of the sedan was torn from the vehicle, killing Blake and Kramer. Blake was killed instantly, as was
Kramer, who was ejected from the vehicle. (AHSO)

Fatality Mini-Stories
On May 31, 1999, Ray Fine lost control of his truck while fumbling for a dropped cigarette, killing Lyman
Reese Smith, who was riding a motorcycle with his 10-year old grandson at Earth Quake Park. Smith’s
grandson spent three days in the hospital. Fine had consumed at least a six-pack of beer and had a BAC level
of .08. Superior Court Judge Larry Card sentenced Fine, 30, to consecutive terms of five years for negligent
homicide and four years for assault. He also received a one year sentence for drunk driving. (Court View)

“You’re going to jail for a long time,” Judge Beverly Cutler said Friday as she handed down Vickie Pusich’s
18-year sentence. Pusich caused the drunken crash that killed three people on July 4, 1993. Pusich was
drunk when her pickup slammed head-on into a Chevrolet Blazer on the Parks Highway in Wasilla. Killed in
the crash was Mark Langley, his 13 year-old son Brian, and Brian’s best friend, Jamie Farr. Nancy Langley,
Mark’s wife was seriously injured. Mark Langley was the Soccer Coach for his son’s team.
(Anchorage Daily News: June 18, 1994)

Judge Phillip Volland sentenced Paul Evon, 55, to 12 years in prison for running a red light and killing
Martha Grace Brown, 41, in July 2006. The two strangers met at the intersection of Debarr and Lake
Otis. Evon’s blood alcohol level was almost five times the legal limit—high enough to render most people
unconscious and to kill some. Evon’s BAC measured 0.377. Martha Grace Brown, an Athabascan-Aleut, was
born near Dillingham. She moved to Anchorage 20 years ago and worked for the Southcentral Foundation
for 14 years. She left behind three children, Crystal Hamilton, 19, Tatiana Brown, 14, and Randall Brown,
10, and two foster sons. (Anchorage Daily News: July 18, 2006)

What was Daniel James Bushey doing behind the wheel of a car? On that day in March 1994, when he fled
from an Alaska State Trooper and crashed into the rental car of Leigh Ann Barnes and her daughter Lindsey
Hurst, he had five previous drunk driving convictions and nine convictions for driving with a suspended
license. A pathologist estimated Bushey’s BAC level at the time of the crash at .349. He also tested positive
for cocaine. Bushey’s drivers license had been suspended until the year 2025. He also was wanted for
escaping a halfway house two weeks earlier. Leigh Ann and daughter Lindsey had come to Anchorage, from
Cordova, for a Judo meet. (Court View)

An Anchorage man with seven previous drunk driving convictions was driving drunk on Minnesota Drive
again (with a four year old child in the truck with him) and hit a car, then drove over the sidewalk where
Jessie Withrow, 20, was riding her bicycle home from a movie. It was July 3, 2000 when Russell Carlson, 40,
killed the college student Jessie. Carlson had a BAC level of 0.24 and was sentenced to 15 years in prison.
He was charged with: Murder, Driving While Intoxicated, Driving with License revoked, and Child Abuse.
(Court View) (AHSO)

Drinking and driving is never, ever worth the risk.
(Alaska Native Medical Center)
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“ The

years have taken the sharp edge off
The Death and Times of Heather Dowdy

The Story of

Heather Dowdy
June 29, 1983 - September 30, 2000
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June 29, September 30, December 25; the three
hardest days of the year.
June 29th was Heather’s birthday. She would
have been 27 now. A young lady with many promising
possibilities; a people person, someone that people of all
ages were drawn to, that was Heather. I often think of all
the possibilities – so many options open to her!
Heather loved photography. She loved taking
pictures and developing them. We had even created a small
darkroom in what had once been her oldest sister’s bedroom.
Heather also loved to model and have her picture taken.
We used to joke that, unlike the rest of us, Heather never
took a bad picture. Heather had two jobs that last summer.
She worked at River City Bagel and she also worked at the
University Fine Arts Camp. In years past she had been a
student there and loved it. That summer she worked as
the assistant in the photography program at the Fine Arts
Camp. She was so busy that I hardly saw her that summer.
She was staying with her sister Rachelle, as Rachelle also
taught at the Fine Arts Camp. But she was having lots of
fun, gaining great experiences and making many friends.
So many possibilities! So many! I often wonder what she
would have made of herself if she had had the chance to
continue living. How much did we all lose with her death?
September 30, 2000 – that was the day Heather died;
taken from us at only seventeen years, three months, and
one day. She didn’t get the chance to see the millennium,
and she didn’t get a chance to graduate from high school.
Heather was a senior at Lathrop High School and she
planned on finishing school a semester early and then
moving to Portland, Oregon, and living with her older sister
Jennifer and niece Zoe. She was saving her money from her
jobs to make this possible. She didn’t get a chance to do that
either. She didn’t get a chance to do a lot of things.
The night before, a Friday, Heather was working at
River City Bagel and she asked if she could stay out after
work and meet with some friends. I wasn’t sure about the
weather that evening but said it would be okay since she
was driving my four-wheel drive car. After what happened
the next day, I’ve always been glad that I said it would be
okay to meet with friends. That was the last time they had
to be together. At least I don’t have the guilt about making
the wrong decision there. It was the first snow of the year
and had been snowing for several hours by the time Heather
arrived home. You know, that big beautiful snow, the kind
you love to see but don’t necessarily love to drive in. She
was so happy to be home that evening because the roads
weren’t good. She drove down Steel Creek Road hill that
evening and it was slick. She encountered a car stuck off
the side of the road; there was a mother with two young
children stranded. She stopped and picked them up and gave
them a ride home before she finished the last couple of miles
home. She had had a good time with her friends but it had

If, after being arrested for drunk driving (DUI) you refuse
to take a chemical test of your breath, or your breath test
result is .08 or more, your driver’s license, privilege to...

the pain, but they have not erased it. ”
been a long day so she went off to bed right away.
The next day was warm and sunny and the snow
was melting. Heather needed to go into town but she waited
until afternoon until the roads were better. There were also
things that she was involved in at the house. You know, the
usual – clean your room, yada, yada, yada. She wasn’t too
happy about having to spend her precious time cleaning. At
the time, I just didn’t know how precious that time was. But,
not only did she work at cleaning her room; she cleaned her
closet and sorted what things to give to Good Will, what
was trash, and what things to keep. Her last conversation
with her oldest sister Rachelle was, “Do you want to keep
your prom dress?” Later, Rachelle was berating herself
about what a frivolous conversation that was – a prom
dress of all things! Well, at least they had had that last
conversation, just a few hours before there would be no more
conversation.
There’s been so much guilt about having Heather
clean her room. If I hadn’t done so, she would have gone
into town hours before; she would not have been on the Old
Steese Highway heading towards the dumpster because she
wouldn’t have had several bags of trash to get rid of at the
dumpster station. But was it meant to be? Would the drunk
driver just have been on that road hours earlier also? So
many questions! Such anguish! So much pain!
I don’t know if the memory of the hours spent
in the chapel at Fairbanks Memorial Hospital will ever
be erased. I don’t know if I’ll ever get over having to tell
Rachelle that her beloved sister was dead. To see and feel
the pain that Rachelle experienced was almost beyond the
pain of my own grief. To walk into the room where they
had placed Heather and see her lying there with her body as
white as the sheet she was wrapped in because she had been
drained of all her blood; to see the blue of one eye peaking
through the tear in her eyelid; to feel her head where all
of her hair had been shaved off so that they could perform
brain surgery; to hold my dead child in my arms one last
time; to see and feel the grief of the rest of the family
members, as one by one the task of telling the rest of the
family fell upon my shoulders – how can one bear it all?
The years have taken the sharp edge off the pain,
but they have not erased it. I keep seeing her broken body.
At the funeral home, Heather’s right leg had to be braced
because it was broken in so many pieces. When the drunk
driver came around the curve and headed into Heather’s side
of the road, she braked so hard that the brake pedal was
bent to a 90-degree angle. She had tried to avoid him but
to no avail. His truck ran into and over the top of the hood
of my car – now forever known as Heather’s car. She didn’t
have a chance. He, of course, walked away with only minor
injuries. Heather’s tiny body was crushed. And so too was
crushed, our dreams for her and all the future times of joy
and togetherness, getting to know her as an adult, getting to
hold and cherish her future children.

Heather’s sisters, her brother, her father and I, and
all of her friends still have December 25th, Christmas Day,
to celebrate without her. We all loved that holiday so. The
togetherness, the tree, the gifts, the phone calls, the food,
the pure joy and magic of the day can no longer hold the
fullness that was once there. It was several years before I
was able to put up a tree again. Oh, we continue to celebrate
the day and the reason for the season, but one of my reasons
is missing.
She’s gone to Heaven and in that I must take solace,
for she will be there when I pass over and she will be there
to greet me, but oh, how I wish it had been the other way
around. Yes, it should have been the other way around.
Barbara Dowdy-Trabke

drive or your privilege to obtain a license will be revoked.
This will occur even if the criminal charge of DUI or Refusal
is dismissed, or you are found not guilty in court.
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“ Why Heather? Why now? Too many
On September 30, 2000, the death of my
daughter, Heather Angela Dowdy, put many lives on
hold. As a DUI crash victim, her family, friends and
associates had pieces of their lives shattered, plans
destroyed, senses numbed – the list goes on. Each of
us, individually, had to access our deepest beliefs (our
truths) and restart our lives the best we could; for
many, there were many restarts from that day forward.
Although Heather was only seventeen, she had
gained enough experience and savvy to focus on what
she wanted after graduating from Lathrop High School.
She had learned to sew, did a lot of tye-dye work and
had become very active in photography. Her classmates
had received quite a number of gifts from her hobbies.
I was amused, as she wished to be the bouncer at
the school dances knowing she would be one of the
smallest students there. I had the impression she was
handling that position very well. Not to degrade her
image but she had run away a couple of times. This
probably was her worst experience, but to her credit,
she accepted her responsibility and started focusing
on what she wanted for her future. This is when she
started focusing on photography and was becoming
very good. I’m sure many more activities were to
follow, as she was one who would never sit still for
long.
As our worst experiences often develop our
greatest passion, mine became seeking the truth of
man’s existence. It demanded of me to seek what our
very existence is about. Why are we here? What are
we for? Who am I? Why Heather? Why now??? Too
many questions – not enough answers. Her passing
was the focal point that forced me to determine my
greatest goals. In order, they came to be: the security
and well-being of Heather’s spirit, the security and
well-being of my family, what was our existence truly
about, what are we for. I wanted to find God. I wanted
answers.
As I was convinced the spirit continues on as
promoted in our churches, I searched and found her
in my conscious mind. I found her along with Jesus.
Over time and many mind experiences, I was guided to
God and understand His presence in my life. I received
many answers – only now have many more questions.
Life continues.
In my opinion, Heather did not necessarily die
in vain as first appeared. Her death – the loss of love
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we experienced at her passing – has forced many of
us to examine our lives and demanded many of the
priorities in our lives to change. The future for many
of us has forever changed as a direct consequence of
that crash.
Thank you Heather for being a part of my life.
Go in Peace.
				
A proud father,
Asa Dowdy Jr.

Asa Dowdy
Jr. with the
wreckage of his
daughter’s car.

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:

Heather Dowdy

Date:

9-30-2000

Location:

Fairbanks

Drunk Driver:

Kirk Jackson

BAC:

.292
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“We will continue to do what we can to keep our fellow Alaskans
safe from drunk drivers.” (Royal and Nancy Bidwell)

questions, not enough answers. ”

“Death makes angels of us all and gives us wings
where we had shoulders smooth as ravens claws.”
(Jim Morrison)
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“From a Child’s View”
From a Child’s View
By Alberta Simon

Mommie said that Jimmy’s gone
That he’s not coming back
And now our house is full of people
All crying and wearing black.
She told me he did nothing wrong
That he obeyed the traffic rules
He was driving his new car
Giving a friend a ride from school.
Mr. Jones had drunk too many drinks
His vision was impaired
He said he never even realized
That a stop sign was there.
We were supposed to have a party
I turned six years old today
But my big brother’s gone,
there’s no balloons
And things will never be the same
Mommie said that Jimmy’s gone
And he’s never coming back
These people aren’t here for my party
They’re all crying and wearing black.
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“Children are the world’s most valuable resource and
its best hope for the future.” (John Fitzgerald Kennedy,
35th US President, 1961-1963)

Forget Me Not Foundation Supporters

Michelle Pungowiyi was sentenced to 13 years in prison for driving drunk and
causing the crash that killed Chaz Crabb, 17, on July 23, 2002. Pungowiyi ran a
stop sign in Anchorage and struck the vehicle Crabb was riding in. Pungowiyi
had three previous DWI’s. (Court View)
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“I did not choose this life t hat I’ve been left
We Don’t all Die: The Pat Fox Story

The Story of

Pat McCartney Fox
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Victims of drunk drivers don’t all die. They
are also the ones who are injured for life either from
their own injuries or because of a loved one’s pain
and suffering. My story is about how much life can be
changed in just a few seconds.
Before the crash, I was in the prime of life. I was
a mother of two young children, returning to a research
and teaching job at the University and full of happiness
and hope. The two years before the crash, I’d fought a
terrible brain disease that ended with a brain surgery to
remove scarring. In fact, the day before I was hit by the
drunk driver, the doctor gave me the go-ahead to resume
my life without worries. Little did he know that would be
changed in less than twelve hours.
The plan was to give a workshop as the beginning
of my return to a full time job with the University and
Forest Service. I’d driven across Anchorage from the
hotel to set things up for the next day’s work. On the
way back to my room, my life was changed forever. A
19-year-old drunk driver ran three red lights going 60
miles an hour through downtown Anchorage. When
he hit me, witnesses said he didn’t even try to slow
down. He hit my Ford Bronco on the passenger side in
the middle of the intersection, pushing me into a semi
truck coming toward me. My truck folded up with me
inside. Somehow, I was thrown into a small space behind
the driver’s seat. The Bronco’s engine was embedded
in the front seat. Despite having the side of my head
caved in and numerous bruises and some broken bones, I
survived with permanent damage and over forty thousand
dollars of medical bills that were left after the uninsured
motorist coverage only paid for the first night in ICU.
That was in 1983. When I got out of the
hospital, I could not walk straight because of damage
to my balance center, couldn’t see and kept passing out
whenever I bent forward, sneezed, stepped down too
hard, or rode an elevator. I had a bone flap on the side
of my head that was not attached to anything anymore.
When I returned to Fairbanks, I was terminated from my
job, had no income, was still learning to walk and talk
again and facing another brain surgery with 30-percent
odds of waking up. My ex-husband started his new
family and I was living in a shack off the highway trying
to recover basic life skills.
At the same time, the doctors were telling me not
to expect to live long and that there was little hope of
recovering my abilities. I said goodbye to my girls before
my last brain surgery, but I didn’t die.
It is now 2010 and sometimes I can hardly
believe that I’m still here. I live in pain a lot, but I’m
still functioning. The effects of the crash have lived on

“Drunk driving has cost too many lives in Alaska. Changing
this needs to be everyone’s business.”
					-Senator Hollis French

wit h, but it is a gift that I am still alive.”
with me. The loss of a majority of the right side of my
brain and its replacement with a stainless steel mesh
in layers, plagues my every day’s existence. I have to
constantly compensate for the loss of short term and
familiar memory. I cannot fly over 5,000 feet because
what they put in does not have a way to adjust to changes
in pressure like a normal head does. So my head expands
and contracts with changes in barometric pressure. The
part of my brain that is missing is what controls the basic
operations of metabolism, so I gained weight before I
could even eat and have never been able to get down to a
normal size.
Financially, I have had to work every day to
maintain skills that would make me re-employable and
fight hard to get a regular job. However, with occasional
blindness and the memory deficits it’s been hard to
find an employer that will keep me. I am once again
working in my field but at a salary less than I made before
the crash and waiting to see if I make it through the
probationary period.
Socially, I had to fight for the right to see my
children and most people I worked with for more than
ten years moved away from my life. Since whatever and
whomever I’m away from for more than a month is new
to me, it mucks up social interactions and takes a big toll
emotionally. I have learned to cover it up but it is still
very much a problem in my life.
So, no I didn’t die, but one drunk driver deciding
to drive home after a weekend party has taken a neverending toll on me and my children’s lives. It took away
the mother they knew and gave them one they were never
sure would live another day and looked nothing like the
one who had raised them. I did not choose this life that
I’ve been left with, but it is a gift that I am still alive. I
share my story so that maybe it will help someone realize
that a split second decision to drive after drinking could
permanently affect many lives. The drunk driver was
hiding away after the crash and never had to suffer legal
consequences, but he had to change his name and move
away from Alaska to escape the judgment that it took four
years to get against him. I was never able to collect it
and consequently did not receive a permanent fund check
until around 2000, because it all went to pay medical bills
from the crash and brain surgeries. It makes me glad that
today drunk drivers are being stopped and forced to see
the potential consequences of their actions, but we still
have a long way to go. Since being injured, I have lost
more than one friend to death from someone else’s drunk
driving.

“I was a mother of two young
children, returning to a research and teaching job at the
University, and full of happiness and hope.”

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:
Drunk Driver:

Pat Fox
1983
Downtown
Anchorage
19 year-old
male who
changed
identity to hide
from the law

I hope someday people will just say enough is
enough and stop the carnage.

From 2000 through 2009, Alaska has had 48,251 DUI arrests
statewide.
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“ It was the last picture I
The Story of

I’m writing this on Mother’s Day morning,
2009, one month short of the 13th anniversary of my
son’s death in a drunk driving crash. Thirteen years ago
today, my son and his girlfriend of five years came to
tell me that they were officially engaged and planned to
marry the following year, and that they hoped to have
a family before their first anniversary. “I can’t wait to
be a dad! It’ll be so great!” he said. I took pictures of
them and finished off the roll with a snapshot of J-D
and his cat Josie, who lived with me because she needed
medicine twice a day and I was used to giving it to her.
Little did I know as I snapped that picture, that it was
the last picture I would ever take of my son.
My son, John-David, “J-D” Stuart, was born
February 6, 1973. Everyone eagerly awaited his birth;
his older sister and brother, his grandparents and
extended family. He was a very happy baby and little
boy, eager and outgoing, always ready to make friends
with whomever or whatever crossed his path. He loved
animals and was perfectly at ease wherever he was—
whether in a classroom, on a playing field, making music
in front of a large audience, or hiking and camping
outdoors.

J-D Stuart
February 6, 1973 - June 16, 1996

He had more friends than anyone else I ever
knew. I remember during Christmas vacation in 1989;
we went to Dimond Center. I had shopping to do, and he
was going to hang out while I did it. As we went in the
door, I heard someone call his name, “Hey, J-D!” and then
a most amazing thing happened. As we walked into the
mall, young people came from everywhere, streaming
toward us, and I heard a murmur, “J-D’s here! J-D’s here!”
My son was mobbed by young people; so many different
kinds of kids - jocks, stoners, brains, average kids, tough
guys, geeks, musicians, Goths, cheerleaders; everyone
wanted to shake his hand. It was a most amazing thing
to watch him move through that crowd, completely at
ease and happy to see everyone. I have not seen anything
like it before or since.
He seemed to have an almost magical ability to
make things better, just by being there. Since his death,
many of his friends have shared stories with me of
some of their moments with my son, and each of them
speaks almost reverently of how being with J-D made
everything seem better, no matter how bad it was at the
moment. Somehow, him sharing the moment with them
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Anchorage Wellness Felony DUI Court
The mission of DUI Court is to reduce the number of repeat DUI offenders by providing alternative
community-based treatment, thereby increasing both offender productivity and public safety.

would ever take of my son. ”
made it more bearable, whether it was a bad grade in
school, a breakup, or a death in the family, J-D’s kind and
empathetic presence brought comfort.
J-D was a passionate musician. He played bass
guitar and had belonged to a number of different
bands over the years. From the first week we moved to
Anchorage from Adak in 1985, he belonged to at least
one band. The first band was started within days of our
arrival, when he discovered that two of the neighborhood
youth he would be in school with in the fall had a guitar
and a drum set.
At the time of his death, he was the bass player
and a founding member of 36 Crazyfists. The band had
opened for Primus at the Egan Center two nights before
his death, and a promoter who wanted to sign them to
a recording contract had approached them. That was
a Thursday night. J-D called me on Saturday morning
to tell me about the party some of their friends were
throwing for the band that night, and when I reminded
him about not drinking and driving, he assured me that
he and his friends had a designated driver who said she
would pick them up and take them safely home. He told
me not to worry, and said he would call me the next
day. The last thing he said to me was, “I love you Mom,
and I’ll see you tomorrow.” I told him I loved him too,
and said goodbye, never realizing that it was our LAST
goodbye.
The police notified me at 5:30 Sunday morning—
Father’s Day morning, June 16, 1996. My life changed
forever, as did those of my children and their father. I
had to make phone calls to notify my children and other
relatives—the most difficult calls I have ever had to make.
We delayed planning the funeral until everyone could be
there. Two of the other people riding with J-D were
also killed, friends my family knew, and the designated
driver and J-D’s fiancée survived with serious injuries.
According to the police, J-D’s designated driver was
intoxicated*, and the driver of the large pick-up truck
that hit them going at a high rate of speed was also
intoxicated and had a record of alcohol-related traffic
offenses.

J-D with his brothers, Matt
& Andrew, and his sister,
Sara.

J-D and Brandy, 1992.

* J-D’s designated
driver was Chrysti
Brevogle, and her
story can be found
on page 69.

1999 was the first year of the Anchorage Wellness Court...
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“ The grief will NOT go away,
J-D’s high school
graduation.

Planning a funeral for your child is difficult under
any circumstances. Doing so with the knowledge that
your child was murdered makes it almost unbearable.
We all struggled to take in the death, the violence, the
anger at the drivers; so many strong emotions on top
of the agony of losing that beloved, shining, happy
person with the brilliant future—that person who was
loved and admired by everyone who knew him. I and
my family struggled to find the most appropriate way to
create a funeral ceremony that would honor who he was,
what his hopes and dreams were, and how much he was
loved by everyone, and all the while I desperately fought
to stay calm and meet the needs of the rest of the family
and the grieving friends. It was more difficult than I can
express.
To this day, remembering that horrible week is
almost too painful to bear. Everyone in the family was
so wounded by J-D’s death and the manner of his dying
that we still cannot talk openly about it for any length of
time. I’m not certain that we ever will. My ex-husband
celebrates neither Father’s Day nor his birthday, because
it is three days before J-D’s death date. Those are
personal but external indications of the grief and loss
that my family still experiences; the internal feelings are
even more painful. It is something that will NOT go
away, no matter how many years pass. We rejoice for
every day that J-D was part of our lives, and mourn that
his life was cut short because careless and selfish people
chose pleasure and enjoyment for themselves over safety
and responsibility and obeying the law.

J-D and Brandy, 1996.

J-D and his cat, Josie.
This was the last
picture Charlotte
would ever take of
her son.

I struggled for a long time to forgive the drivers,
and finally reached a point where I could do so. THAT
was the second hardest thing I have done, and doing
so preserved my sanity. I know that nobody goes out
and plans to drink and drive and kill someone; still, it
happens, and the aftermath for everyone involved is
devastating and life-altering—not just for those directly
involved, but also for a wide circle of family and friends
of both the victims and the offenders. Ask yourself, “Is
it worth it?”
Please say a prayer for my son and all the other
innocent victims of drunk driving crashes.

Charlotte Phelps
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Alcohol abuse and addiction are complex problems and often viewed as intractable.
All treatment programs or efforts to facilitate desistance are complicated because
alcohol use is legal and firmly embedded in our society and culture...

no matter how many years pass. ”
“He was the bass player and a
founding member of...”
Stuart was a founding member of his last band, 36
Crazyfists, and co-wrote much of the original music. He
was on stage for the well-received performance by his band
on June 13, 1996, when they opened for Primus, and stole
the show. Stuart was killed by a drunk driver on June 16,
1996 as he was riding home from the celebration party some
friends held for the band. He was 23 years old, a graduate of
Dimond High School in Anchorage, Alaska, and a student
at the University of Alaska, Anchorage. He was engaged to
Brandy Smith. A tree was later planted in the Delaney Park
Strip in Anchorage, Alaska in memoriam.
“J-D was a passionate
musician. He played bass
guitar, and had belonged
to a number of different
bands over the years.”

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:

J-D Stuart
06-16-1996
O’Malley Rd. & C
St., Anchorage

Drunk Driver:

Chrysti Brevogle
(J-D’s designated
driver)
& Darren Forth,
driver of the truck
that struck J-D’s
vehicle.
J-D Stuart, George
Crawford, & Carrie
Warriner

Fatalities:
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Partners for Progress has a long and successful history helping to
develop Alaska’s therapeutic courts statewide...
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“ I have been out of prison
My name is Chrysti and I am telling this story
because I believe that I am no different than a lot of other
people, which means that a lot of other people make some
of the same choices that I have made in my life. If you
think like I thought, then you can end up where I ended
up. My hope is that a lot of other people will not need to
face the same consequences that I have faced.

The Story of

Chrysti Brevogle
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My story starts out in the town of Kenai, Alaska.
Kenai is a pretty small town and going to junior high and
high school there, you realize how small it truly is; there
were 84 people in my graduating class. Everyone pretty
much knew everything about everyone else.
Growing up in Kenai, I was a good kid. I did
pretty well in school, never got in trouble at school, and
never had any juvenile record. I was raised to be very
responsible; this was so when I grew up and moved out
on my own, I would be able to take care of myself and
not have to rely on anyone else for basic needs. In a
house with four kids, if I wanted things other than the
usual school clothes, shelter, and food on the table, I had
to work to earn the money myself. I started working
at a young age, first babysitting and then after-school
jobs. The need to work, save money, and still get my
homework done taught me a high level of responsibility.
Growing up, I was always very mature and responsible.
People would compliment my mom on my level of
maturity and responsibility. Somewhere in the back of
my mind, I started to develop an attitude of “I am mature
and responsible so that must make me an adult. If I am
an adult, then I can do whatever I want as long as I don’t
get caught and as long as no one else gets hurt.” This is a
common attitude for young people to have because really,
what’s the big deal? If no one else gets hurt then how am
I going to get caught?
Alcohol was something that I was never really
exposed to when I was growing up. There was no
alcohol or drugs in my house, my parents didn’t drink or
do drugs and the friends I hung out with didn’t drink or
do drugs. I knew the kids that were doing it but it wasn’t
something I was familiar with or comfortable being
around. I tasted my first beer on my graduation night
and I didn’t like the way it tasted or the way it made me
feel. I drank about three-fourths of a beer and then stood
up too fast, which made me dizzy. I decided that drinking
wasn’t for me. I didn’t like it and it didn’t fit in with what
I wanted.

In 1999 Partners for Progress partnered with Judge Jim Wanamaker and
the Municipality of Anchorage to start Alaska’s first therapeutic court
for substance abusing offenders, the Anchorage Wellness Court...

for almost nine years now. ”
After I graduated, I moved up to Anchorage to
go to school at UAA. I was working full time and going
to school full time, doing everything I thought I was
supposed to be doing. I started hanging out with some
people who liked to drink. The main reason I got to
know these particular people is that some of them were
also from Kenai. I am a somewhat shy person and I tend
to cling to what’s comfortable and familiar, which for
me was the people I knew when living in Kenai. I really
liked hanging out with them even when they drank. The
responsible side of me decided that I would do whatever
I could to make sure that nothing happened to them. If
they needed a ride, I would take them. If they needed
a place to stay, they could stay at my place. Whatever
I could do to help them, because I knew that if I didn’t
do something to keep them safe, something bad would
happen to them.
I did that for a while and then my roommate and
I decided that we would take turns; if she wanted to
drink, I would drive and if I wanted to drink, she would
drive. It wasn’t enough for me anymore to just hang out
and watch them drink. I didn’t feel like I was fitting in
enough anymore, or being accepted enough anymore. No
one was pushing anything in front of me. I relate it to
cooking a frog. If you want to cook a frog, you don’t put
him in a pot of boiling water because he will jump out.
Put him in cool water and slowly heat the water. Before
the frog realizes what has happened, the water is hot and
he is cooked. I was around the drinking for so long that
before I knew it, the water was hot and I was joining in.
At this time, I was also 19 years old. My justification
for drinking underage was that I was responsible and
was not like those other people who get caught drinking
underage. I was not sneaking into bars using fake IDs
and I wasn’t drinking and driving. Again, what’s the
big deal; if no one gets hurt, then how am I going to get
caught?
In the summer of 1996, my friends decided to
have a party. The parents of the host were out of town
and there was a big house to have a party in. I went with
four of my friends and I met my ex-boyfriend there.
There were forty to fifty people hanging out, watching
videos, listening to music, and drinking.
At about two in the morning, my four friends
came and asked me if I would take them home. My
thinking was: I haven’t had that much to drink and it
won’t take me that long to run them home and then I can

The car Chrysti, J-D and all their friends were riding in.

The truck that ran into Chrysti and JD’s car.
Both drivers were driving drunk.

Since then they have coordinated with the Court System, legislators and state administrators to assist
developing therapeutic courts in Bethel, Barrow, Juneau, Ketchikan, Palmer and Fairbanks and to expand
and strengthen the therapeutic courts in Anchorage. (Partners for Progress, Anchorage)
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“ I have to live with
come back and continue having fun with the rest of my
friends. At this point I was not thinking about anyone but
myself. At no time did I think “I know this is against the
law,” or “What if something happens to someone else?”
All I thought about was how fast I could come back and
continue having fun with the rest of my friends.
I told them I would take them home. I went and
told my boyfriend that I would come back and get him;
my car only fit five people and there were four of them
and me and I thought I was such a law-abiding citizen
because I was not going to have that extra person in my
car. To review: I am drinking underage, I am about to
drive my friends home after I have been drinking, and
I am thinking I am such a law-abiding citizen? Three
strikes and you’re out...

“I thought that just this once, I
could get away with it; just this once
and I would never do it again.
Well just this once, three people
are dead; just this once, my life and the
lives of many others will never be the
same; and just this once, it will never,
ever be okay.”
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We got in my car and drove about 2 1/2 miles
before coming up to an intersection with red and yellow
flashing lights. I ran through the red flashing light and
was hit in the driver’s side door of my compact car by
a truck that was built in the 60’s (when they used to be
made out of steel). My car spun around 360 degrees and
hit a lamp post. My three friends in the back seat of my
car, the ones that I did not want to see anything happen
to, were thrown from the back seat of my car and killed.
There were seven people involved in that crash (five in my
car and two in the truck). Out of seven people, all seven
had been drinking.
I have absolutely no memory of the crash. A part
of me wishes that I could so I would know exactly what
happened; the other part of me is extremely grateful that
I don’t. I have to live with what I have done, but I don’t
have to live with the memories of exactly what I have
done.
There was an investigation for the next six
months to see who was at fault and for the next six
months, I thought I was the victim. I said things like, “I
hadn’t had that much to drink,” or “He was way drunker
than me,” or “This is like his third DUI. I’ve never
even had a speeding ticket; don’t they know I’m a good
person?” Six months later, they ended up charging me
with killing my three friends. At that point, I went from
“Don’t they know I’m a good person?” to “Oh my God,
I’m a bad person, I’ve killed three people.” It took a very
long time but I don’t believe we are bad people, I believe
we make bad choices. The difference is what we do with
those choices; whether we continue to make the same

“Alaskans know far too well the devastation drunk driving causes to
individuals and families across our state. “ (Senator Mark Begich)

what I have done... ”
choices or learn from them.
I was sentenced to twelve years with five years
suspended. I went to prison and this is something I
would never wish on anyone else. When you go to prison,
you give away any choices that you have. You are told
what time to get up, what time to go to bed, what you can
wear, what you can eat, when you can eat, when you can
talk on the phone, if you can talk on the phone, and who
you can talk on the phone to. The only choice you really
have is how to do your time. I chose to learn everything
that I could from the experience because I never, ever
want to go back there again.
I have been out of prison for almost nine years
now. A lot of things have changed in my life in that time.
Still, to this day, I do not drink. I do not want to take a
chance that I will put myself or anyone else in a situation
like that again. I now have a husband and two small
children and I don’t know what I would do if someone
took one of them away from me the way I took those kids
away from their parents and families. I also talk to a lot
of different groups about my choice to drink and drive
and the consequences that resulted from that choice. If
one person can hear something that I say and let it help
them to not make the choices I made, then I have made a
difference. It also helps me. I am like a pressure cooker,
the pressure from the guilt of my choice can build and
build in my heart and every time I speak about it and
share my story, a little of that pressure is released. If I
didn’t share the knowledge that I have, the pressure of
that guilt would destroy me.
The first thing to go when you take alcohol into
your body is the ability to make good choices and have
good judgment. I am living proof of this. Who are
you comparing yourself to when you are drinking? The
person standing next to you who may not be able to stand
up straight on their own? Drunken driving crashes are
100% preventable. There isn’t much else out there that is
100% preventable. A seemingly small and quick decision
to get behind the wheel of a car while drinking can have
huge, life-changing, and fatal consequences. I thought
that just this once, I could get away with it; just this once
and I would never do it again. Well just this once, three
people are dead; just this once, my life and the lives of
many others will never be the same; and just this once, it
will never, ever be okay.

Brutal Harvest
By Charlotte Phelps

On June 16, 1996, three Lamont’s employees (Chrysti
McIntosh-Brevogle, Brandy Smith, J-D Stuart’s fiancee,
and friend George Crawford) along with J-D Stuart
and Carrie Warriner, were in a drunk driving crash that
killed three of them, leaving only Chrysti and Brandy
as survivors.
Sheila Holloway, a fourth employee of Lamont’s and
friend of the group, had decided not to go with her
three girlfriends because of early morning plans for
the next day. If she had gone with them that night, she
probably would have died then, instead of six months
later. In a tragic twist, Sheila was traveling with two
other Lamont’s employees, (Kori Hornstein-Williams
and Allison Glover) on December 6, 1996, when their
vehicle was struck by a drunk driver. Only Allison
survived.
A seventh employee of Lamont’s, Michelle Byrum,
another member of this group of friends, was killed on
March 18, 1997 when her fiancee lost control of their
car and she was thrown from the vehicle, which then
rolled over her.
“Everyone who knew these young women was
devastated; it wasn’t just the fact that they were all
killed; it was that alcohol was involved, and that it all
happened in such a short time,” said Charlotte Phelps,
mother of J-D Stuart, who was killed in the collision
involving the first three Lamont’s employees.
Of the seven young women working together, Carrie
Warriner, Sheila Holloway, Kori Hornstein-Williams
and Michelle Byrum were killed as a result of drunk
driving, while Allison Glover, Brandy Smith and
Chrysti McIntosh-Brevogle had their lives irreparably
altered.
“I had met most of these young women, and they
were all pretty, smart, talented, ambitious people,
who had great plans for their futures. To know their
lives were taken so brutally and so unnecessarily only
compounded the horror and shock,” added Phelps.
This loss is indeed brutal for everyone who knew these
young women. They will be mourned; they will be
missed; but they will not be forgotten.
By Charlotte Phelps

“Working together we can reduce the number of fatalities from
DUI to zero.” (Senator Lisa Murkowski)
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“ George died as he was
The Story of

Oh, to be born in Germany in the springtime!
The flowers, the sunshine! When George Willard was
born then, on May 16, 1976, it was a fabulous happening!
Of course, his big sister, Afton, felt pretty displaced by
his birth. Actually, she told me later she was not jealous
that George was taking me away from her, but that I took
him away from her. She wanted to be his mommy!
George was the most agreeable baby! He was
very undemanding and content to watch his sister Afton
bounce around. He loved the attention Afton gave him.
He loved when she would “read” him stories. (She knew
all the books by heart, even though she was only two).
He loved when she sang to him, and when she pushed him
on the little truck.
George and his little sister Amy, who came two
years later, played together happily. He made everything
into a train (dishtowels, chairs, piano bench). Amy made
everything into a doll, and rocked it (the eggbeater, a
rock, you name it). He insisted that Amy play trains with
him. Amy and George were good friends until he reached
about ten and then he started kind of tormenting her. He
worshipped Afton all the time (except when they were
fighting). He was my darling boy!

George Crawford
May 16, 1976 - June 16, 1996

George traded his love of trains for airplanes. At
the time of his death at the hands of two drunk drivers
on June 16, 1996, he was an air traffic control student at
UAA and on the Dean’s list. (This was after a couple of
years of his thinking he would be able to “make it” as a
pizza delivery man driving a $500 truck, after his 1993
graduation from Dimond High School.) After his death,
I heard reports of George having befriended several
people by helping them haul things with his truck. His
friends reported that George was the most sensible of his
crowd—always wearing his seatbelt, never driving after
drinking, never riding with someone who’d been drinking.
George had the cutest sense of humor and could get folks
to laugh fairly easily. In other words, George had many
fine qualities.
The Saturday evening of June 15, 1996, George
went to play tennis with his good friend, JD Stuart.
He told me good-bye and that was the last I saw him
alive. Later I learned that after playing tennis, he’d been
picked up, along with JD and two girls, Brandy Smith
and Carrie Warriner, from JD’s mobile home, by Chrysti
McIntosh, a friend. Chrysti had driven them all to a
party at Judge Garcia’s house (the judge wasn’t home).
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“By taking measures to prevent drunk driving tragedies from
continuing, we remember those who died or were injured at the
hands of a drunk driver.” ( Forget Me Not Foundation)

loaded into an a mbulance. ”
There, they all drank alcohol happily, in
celebration of JD’s band’s success the prior Thursday at
Egan Center. (JD is an original founder of the band 36
Crazyfists).
Well, around 2:00 a.m. the next morning, June
16, JD, George, Brandy and Carrie wanted to go home.
They assumed that Chrysti, as their designated driver,
was safe, but since they’d all been drinking, I’m sure that
they didn’t notice, or didn’t think clearly, about the fact
that Chrysti (although underage) had also been drinking.
Chrysti, I understand, was thinking, “I know I’ve been
drinking, but it’s only a little way. I’ve never even had a
parking ticket. Nothing will happen.” The northbound
Plymouth Sundance in which they all rode didn’t even go
one mile before coming to the intersection of O’Malley
Road and C Street. Driven by Chrysti, the car failed to
stop at the flashing red light and without leaving any skid
marks, proceeded right into the intersection.
At that very moment, an eastbound GMC pickup
truck, driven by an also drunk Darren Forth, failed to
slow down at a flashing yellow light and rammed directly
into the side of the Sundance. My son George, Carrie,
and JD were thrown out of the hatchback as the little car
spun. Their three bodies flew through the barrier which
blocked the northbound lane and landed on the pavement
on the north side of the barrier. JD and Carrie were
dead at the scene. George died as he was loaded into an
ambulance. These three young people died in the early
morning hours of Fathers’ Day.

man I know killed his best friend after drinking and can’t
even remember it, even though he’s in prison for life. A
relative is a quadriplegic because he was belligerent with
a cab driver and was thrown out of the cab. Then, while
walking, climbed through a “fence” which was actually a
loading dock, with a 12-foot fall. He damaged his spinal
cord in the fall. I’ve read that 73% of domestic violence
involves alcohol. A drunk walked in front of my car on
Northern Lights Blvd. On the front page of Monday’s
paper is the story of yet more homeless people dying,
all after drinking alcohol. On the same front page is the
story of a teen who broke into a woman’s home and killed
her, after he drank. What a waste! Where’s the sense in
any of this?!
If the reader will permit, I will offer some
personal experience, belief, and hope. I believe that many
people drink alcohol because they want to dull emotional
pain. I believe that none of these persons intends to
harm anyone, yet they persist in doing so, over and
over. I have witnessed folks getting off alcohol, using
the twelve steps of Alcoholics Anonymous. Not only do
they cease using alcohol, but they manage their lives so
that the emotional pain is eased. If the reader does what
he/she does not want to do, I recommend that he/she
seriously look into that program and stop using alcohol.
Do this before something dreadful happens, either behind
the wheel of a vehicle, or somewhere else.
Alice Wright

On May 16, 2010, George would have been
36 years old, but he died at the age of 20. He is still
sorely missed by me, his mother, his father (now my exhusband), and his two sisters. His friends are also still
affected. We all have become aware of the fragility of
life. After George’s death, my ex-husband and I were not
able to feel one another’s pain and our marriage fell apart.
After George’s death, his grandmother died with the
words on her lips, “George shouldn’t have died.” After
his death, my ex-husband, my two daughters and I have
gathered at his graveside annually to sing, to pray, and to
remember George with anecdotal memories.
The message of Alaskans for Better Choices is,
“Don’t drink and drive.” My personal message is, “Don’t
drink. It’s not safe.” I suppose one glass of wine with a
meal per day might be safe enough, but otherwise, social
and/or recreational drinking are just not safe. A young

George with his sisters,
Amy and Afton.

“We are passionate in our pursuit of putting and end to drunk
driving, preventing underage drinking and serving victims of this
violent crime.” (Forget Me Not Foundation)
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“ It is difficult to forget the
A 17-Year-Old’s Equal and Opposite Reaction
By Sean Crafts

Despite my mere 17 years of age, I have sensed the ease at which the years unnoticeably slip by. It is
an interesting and unfortunate thought of how a poignant tragedy in one day gradually changes to an
almost meaningless statistic as time follows its adamant path. Many of us are fortunate enough to escape
the dreadful experience that often follows an irresponsible action such as a DUI. Nevertheless, even I,
Sean Crafts, a future senior and a dedicated scholar at South Anchorage High School, have witnessed and
experienced the vast array of damages that emerge from another’s careless decision to drink and drive.
My DUI experience begins with my father who has suffered with severe anger problems, depression, and
other illnesses for as long as my memory can recall. Although I love him, I must admit that his use of drugs
and alcohol has infuriated and petrified me countless times throughout my life. Even today, regardless of
his strenuous and often successful efforts to change, it is difficult to forget the destruction he caused in our
family; breaking thousands of dollars worth of items, assaulting my mother and I, and driving me multiple
times while severely intoxicated and/or under the influence of drugs. Nevertheless, and on a brighter
note, Newton’s Third Law of Motion has applied to something other than simple matter, for his actions
have created an equal and opposite reaction in me. My father’s frequent abuse with alcohol has forged a
passion in me to ensure I avoid the same detrimental mistakes and to assist groups like the Forget Me Not
Foundation in their righteous goal of lowering the rate of DUI’s. I appreciate the Bidwells for their efforts
with the Forget Me Not Foundation and future support of my Eagle Scout project. Through events such as
the Forget Me Not Walk/Run, my Eagle Scout Project (a trail spreading the word about negative effects of
DUI’s), and of course support from people like you, I am genuinely confident that we can create safer roads
for drivers, students, and ultimately the beautiful country of America.
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Though small amounts of alcohol affect one’s brain and the ability to drive, people
often swear they are “fine”, after several drinks, but in fact, the failure to recognize
alcohol impairment is often a symptom of impairment. (www.stopimpaireddriving.org)

destruction he caused our fa mily. ”
WE REMEMBER THEM
In the rising of the sun and its going down,
We remember them.
In the blowing of the wind and in the chill of winter,
We will remember them.
In the opening buds and in the rebirth of spring,
We remember them.
In the blueness of the sky and in the warmth of summer,
We remember them.
In the rustling of leaves and in the beauty of autumn,
We remember them.
In the beginning of the year and when it ends,
We will remember them.
When we are weary and in need of strength,
We will remember them.
When we are lost and are sick of heart,
We remember them.
When we have Joys we yearn to share,
We remember them.
So long as we live, they too shall live,
For they are now a part of us,
As we remember them.

In 2009, according to preliminary figures issued by The Alaska
Highway Safety Office, there were 63 reported fatal injury
crashes, of which 16 were alcohol-related; All were preventable!
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“ Because of a drunk driver, my life
The Story of

Veronica Pearson
CRASH DETAILS
Victim:

Victoria Pearson

Dates:

1987 & 2006

Locations:

Houston, TX &
Dowling Rd,
Anchorage

Drunk Drivers:

Unnamed & Donald
Ham

DUI History for Donald Ham:

Several previous
DUI citations and
continued to drive
without a license
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My name is Veronica. I am 49 years old and in
1987 my life changed. I didn’t know how badly I was
injured when a drunk driver in Houston, Texas ran a
red light and broadsided the little car I was in. I flew
50 feet and rolled five times. I climbed out of the car
and was very, very angry, as it was a brand new car. I
don’t remember much of the accident but I do know
that I woke up in an ambulance, then in a hospital and
spent almost three weeks in the hospital because of
this MVA. My pancreatic duct was damaged, along
with major contusions and abrasions. Over the years
my condition has deteriorated and I continue to have
exacerbations of pancreatic attacks because of the
damage done.
In 2006 I bought a brand new car, a Chrysler
300, fully loaded. One night I was taking my son to
work when Donald Ham came flying off the Seward
Highway into the Dowling roundabout and rearended us. My car was somewhat driveable and I chased
him as he fled from the scene. My son got his plate
number and we limped home in my now new, busted
up car. We both had to undergo physical therapy and
the flare-ups from the mechanical pancreatitis I have
seemed to increase greatly. I am now on disability, as I
am no longer dependable as a nurse or anything else.
I have to limit the places I go just in case there are no
facilities, or in case I get sick; I need to be able to get
to a hospital quickly or at least to the medications I
need to control the circumstances.
I miss nursing and I miss teaching. Because of
drunk drivers my life will never be as productive and
giving as I strived to be for many years. Sadly the
drunk driver that hit me here in Alaska had several
DUIs and continues to drive. He drives without a
license and doesn’t own a car as far as I know, but
the vehicles he has driven have been the ones given or
sold to him by his family and or friends, such as the old
Lincoln he was driving when he hit me. The plates
said HAMSTR, as it was his dad’s car at one time.
Last time I saw this car, it was sitting in the driveway
of his parents home, the front end still smashed up
from hitting us, and the airbag still deployed as well.
Enablers should be punished along with the drunk
drivers; maybe then they will stop handing over the
keys to someone who is irresponsible and has no
regard for life - anyone’s life.

Out of the 9,701 individuals arrested in Anchorage for DUIs between 2004 and 2009,
a surprising number of them were repeat offenders:
9,107 were arrested 1 time
543 were arrested 2 times...

will never be as productive or giving.”
The Survivor’s Psalm
I have been victimized.
I was in a fight that
was not a fair fight.
I did not ask for the fight. I lost.
There is no shame in losing
such fights, only in winning.
I have reached the stage of
survivor and am no longer
a slave of victim status.
I look back with sadness
rather than hate.
I look forward with hope
rather than despair.
I may never forget, but i need
not constantly remember.
I was a victim.
I am a survivor.

47 were arrested 3 times
3 were arrested 4 times
1 was arrested 5 times
These impaired drivers racked up a total of 10,351 DUI arrests in a 5-year period. (AST)
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“ Losing a life because an impaired person chooses

As Commissioner of Transportation & Public Facilities (DOT&PF), I see the death
notifications caused by traffic crashes, often minutes after the tragedy occurs. Driving under
the influence (DUI) crashes are particularly upsetting because every single one is avoidable.
From 2001-2005, 449 people in Alaska were killed in traffic crashes and over 40 percent
involved alcohol. Alaska’s non-DUI traffic fatalities are declining, from 101 in 2004 to 64 in
2009; but our DUI deaths are remaining consistently high.
Losing a life because an impaired person chooses to get behind the wheel is unacceptable to me.
I expect my employees to do everything possible to prevent, educate, enforce, prosecute and
treat the problem of drunk driving in Alaska. Our department provides funding for officers to
arrest these dangerous drivers. We also fund radio and television ads that educate and warn
the public about the consequences of drunk driving. Our engineers design safer intersections
and corridors by implementing new technology and materials. It’s important that everyone,
including state leaders like myself, participate in the fight against impaired driving. So I
participate in these ads as well as radio talk shows with Joe Masters, the Commissioner for the
Department of Public Safety, and take an active role in the “Every 15 Minutes” mock crash
program at high schools across the state. To fight DUI in the courtroom, we have an intensive
18-month Theraputic Court program and two Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutors.
Too many people still fail to understand that alcohol and driving don’t mix. Drunk driving is
no accident—nor is it a victimless crime. It’s vitally important that we bring this tragic
situation to an end. Please don’t drink and drive, don’t get in a vehicle with a driver who is
impaired, and speak up when you see someone about to drive while impaired.

Leo von Scheben
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Report Every Dangerous Driver Immediately: It’s called a REDDI
Report and it applies to every dangerous driver. Please see
page 15 for details. (AK State Troopers)

to get behind the wheel is unacceptable. ”
DUI Crashes are a Violent Crime.
Victims for Justice assists those who are injured by impaired drivers, and the families
of victims who are killed by impaired drivers.

Serving victims of violent crime and the
survivors of victims of homicide.
Services we offer:
•
•
•
•

Crisis Intervention
Specialized Grief Education & Support
Court Accompaniment
Advocacy, Info, Education, & Referral

•
•
•

Outreach to Rural Alaska
Violent Crime Prevention
Assistance with Violent Crimes Compensation
Application and Victim Impact Statements

1057 West Fireweed Lane, Suite 101
Anchorage, AK 99503
Main Line: 907-278-0977 Toll-free: 888-835-1213
www.victimsforjustice.org

“Without a doubt, the most difficult duty I ever had as a police officer was knocking on a door to tell someone that a loved one will
never come home again.” (Walt Monegan, retired APD officer)
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“ I still expect to see him
The Story of...

Ladd Macaulay
Nov. 22, 1942 - April 19, 2000

Ladd began to develop the idea of building a hatchery in the
Juneau area in the early 70’s. In 1974 salmon runs reached
a record low, so the State of Alaska enacted legislation that
allowed private non-profit hatcheries to “partner” with the State
to enhance salmon resources, at which point Ladd turned his
vision for salmon enhancement into the original DIPAC hatchery
located in the back yard of his family home on Kowee Creek.
The Macaulay Hatchery in Juneau was completed in June of
1989, and in July the first returning hatchery salmon began to
enter the fish ladder.
Douglas Island Pink and
Chum, Inc., remains a shining
example of how one man’s
dream can become a major
influence on the state of
Alaska’s fishing industry,
economy, and way of life.
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I’m 8 1/2 months pregnant with our third child.
My husband, two daughters, my mom and I had dinner
together at our Lena home after a Wednesday workday.
After mom went home, I went to bed exhausted. I
remember being irritated when the phone rang after
9:00 p.m. Even when Officer Hatch identified himself
from the Juneau Police Deptartment and told me to
come to my mother’s house “expeditiously,” I didn’t
get it. I asked if my husband could come help instead,
as I was asleep. Then Officer Hatch used that word
“expeditiously” again, and I woke up to a nightmare that
never ends.
I drove down to Mom’s, and Officer Hatch and
Officer VanSickle stood behind my mom as she explained
through sobs that a drunk driver had killed my dad. I
remember screaming denials for a while, and vomiting.
I didn’t know there was such a physical reaction to
devastating grief. Late that night my sister and I went
to wake our Grandma and tell her the tragic news. In
the morning, my husband and I told our seven- and fouryear-old daughters. Sharing in their young grief was
even more unbearable.
Over the next several days, my two brothers,
sister and I worked through all the jobs that come with
death. We called friends and family before they heard
it on the news. I remember filling out the forms for
the death certificate. We put together scriptures and
hymns for the memorial service. We slept with mom
without ever sleeping. We took calls from different
state agencies to deal with the necessary papers since
the deaths occurred on a work trip. We dealt with how
to get dad’s body back to Juneau, as it was too mangled
to come in a coffin, and too mangled for organ donation.
We wrote his obituary and took calls from the media.
We gave mom the items on Dad at the time of his death
that were returned, including his wedding ring. The
death jobs seemed cruel and endless.
My father was a young 57 years when killed by
drunk driver Michael Glaser on the Seward Highway
April 19, 2000. On a business trip for the State of Alaska,
Dad and co-workers Martin Richard and Steve McGee
had just left Trail Lakes Hatchery in a rental car on their
way to the Anchorage airport heading for home when
Glaser crossed the center line and slammed head-on into
their car. Hours later at the hospital, Glaser registered a
0.258 blood alcohol content. Richard and Dad died at the
scene, and McGee was hospitalized with serious injuries.
With Glaser’s repeated choice to drink and
drive, he took the lives of two amazing men, and greatly
changed a third.

In one year in Alaska, 37 people were killed by the most violent
killer in recent history; those who drive while intoxicated, the
crime is called DWI and the year was 2000.” (AHSO)

walk through the door. ”
My Dad grew up in Juneau, was a science teacher
and ran the school district’s outdoor education camp
before starting Douglas Island Pink and Chum, a nonprofit salmon hatchery that has operated at four sites.
He married his high school sweetheart, and was still in
love forty years later. I remember my dad as a creative
thinker. When we were young, dad built us a barn and
stocked it with sheep, geese, chickens, rabbits, and other
farm animals. He played drums and piano, and helped
found Stroller White Pipes and Drums as a bagpiper. He
dreamed big and anything was possible. He taught us we
could be anything we wanted to be.
I’m fortunate to have had such a loving, close
dad. He stopped by to see me and my family almost
everyday. He played piano duets with me, games of
Cribbage, Scrabble, and Battleship. He loved coaching
baseball, and playing catch with the grandkids. This
was the summer he was going to teach my eldest how
to play softball. I went on a road trip with him and
my two daughters just the summer before, visiting his
birthplace, elementary school, and favorite old family
places like the beach at LaPush, Washington. He taught
us to live each day to the fullest, to let our love be known,
to give our best, and ask for forgiveness. He taught us
from the Scriptures, and encouraged us to follow Christ.
Now, I still expect to see him walk through the
door in his red halibut jacket, boat shoes, and trademark
fedora. I miss his scratchy whisker kisses, the comforting
sound of his voice, his great debates. Dad was artful
at baiting any of us into a good discussion. I miss his
influence on my children. I miss his influence on my
own teaching. I miss his influence on my parenting.
Our family changed the day Dad was killed.
None of us are the same people we were. I’ve moved
through different stages of grief, to circle back around
at different times. Father’s Day is difficult, as is Easter.
Many times something happens in life and I want to
pick up the phone and call to tell him about it, catching
my breath as I realize again he’s not here. I believe he
wouldn’t want to see me wallow in constant sadness; he
would want me to be the role model for my children that
he was for me. I say I live life fully now, but that’s not to
say I don’t still ache for my dad.
The sudden, tragic, needless death caused by
a drunk driver has far rippling effects from immediate
families to extended families to friends to colleagues.
Amy Jo Macaulay-Meiners, Ladd’s Daughter

“My Dad grew up in Juneau,
was a science teacher and
ran the school district’s
outdoor education camp
before starting Douglas
Island Pink and Chum, a
non-profit salmon hatchery
that has operated at four
sites.”

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:
Drunk Driver:
Blood-Alcohol
Level:
Fatalities:

Ladd Macaulay
04-19-2000
Seward Hwy.
Michael Glaser
.258
2
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Hold tight to memories for comfort. Words seem inadequate to
express the sadness that is felt.
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“Responding to these incidents takes
Motor vehicle collisions caused by drivers under the influence of alcohol (as well as many other intoxicants) touch
the lives of countless individuals, directly and indirectly, with devastating and permanent consequences. Not
only are the families who have lost a loved one profoundly affected, but the families of the other people involved
in the event inevitably have to deal with an ever expanding series of consequences. One group of people that
are rarely thought of in these incidents is the emergency responders.
Responding to these incidents takes its toll on the personnel who operate out “in the field”. It is very mentally
and emotionally challenging situation to deal with, regardless of the level of training or experience that each
Paramedic, EMT, or Firefighter brings to the incident. They to have to carry the images, sounds, smells, in
essence the collective memories of every single incident that they respond to throughout their careers.  
These are all skilled and committed individuals that deal with the emergency scene in a highly professional and
proficient manner. This is the case for all “First Response Personnel”, regardless of whether they are paid career
responders or volunteer emergency responders. The effects on responders usually occur after the emergency is
over. It may not occur with every incident but at any given time, an incident could involve people they personally
know or there may be some aspect of a situation/scene that strikes a nerve and causes profound distress for them.
This sort of mental trauma can also build up over years of service. Many professional Firefighters, Paramedics,
EMT’s and Police Officers have left their careers early due to the mental anguish over the senseless loss of life
and the sheer scope of the pointless and unnecessary destruction of countless innocent lives.
The effect on responders also takes its toll on their family, friends and colleagues. It can cause severe depression,
PTSD, and a host of other emotional and psychological issues and sadly, often results in ruined personal
relationships. The loss of these experienced emergency responders has an effect on the community as well. It
takes time to recruit replacements and is costly to get them trained. It also takes time to build experience and
to produce a competent, proficient, highly skilled responder to provide for a community’s emergency needs on a
daily basis.
Before you make the choice to drive while intoxicated, take a moment (take several!) to think about the farreaching, irreversible, and deeply destructive consequences that the actions you are about to take will have on you,
your loved ones, and the entire community.
Richard Etheridge, Fire Chief, Juneau Fire Department
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Dean Allen Cummings, 29, a teacher from Kiana,in Northwest Alaska,
was killed instanlty May 26, 2002 when his motorcycle collided with a car
driven by Kimberly Patchett, 30. Her BAC was 0.32. Her car crossed...

its toll on the personnel in the field.”
Keeping Alaska Waters Safe from Drunk Driving
Currently there is no requirement for anyone that operates a recreational boat to obtain a boating license or take
any boating safety/operators courses.
The problem with boating under the influence that I have seen and heard from most people that we have dealt
with, is the false sense that boating and drinking have always gone hand in hand. Some people do not view boats
and vehicles as the same, they have a belief that there is less of a risk of fatality or injury operating boats vs.
operating vehicles. But if you take a good look at boating operation it is very similar to operating a vehicle. On
the water you have navigational rules you have to follow to avoid collision, and marked channels that you need to
follow keeping you in safe water. If you do not follow these rules and then you put alcohol into boating, now there
is more risk operating a boat than a car. Boats do not have air bags or seat belts and they will sink! When it comes
to safety, boats and vehicles are very different. Most small recreational boats can reach speeds up 40 MPH, unlike
cars you are not required to wear seat belts nor do you have the option. Think about what would happen if you
were involved in a car accident at 40 MPH without seatbelts. Driving a boat is a lot like driving a car on ice; boats
just don’t turn or stop on a dime, they slide (advance and transfer). If you add alcohol to any of the situations
stated above you just added more risk and lowered you reaction time and judgment. If you mix drinking and
boating, eventually you will have an accident, and unlike cars, when you hit something in a boat most of the time
you will find yourself in the unforgiving icy waters of Southeast Alaska. I have seen a lot of boating accidents
that did not involve alcohol, and people were still hurt or killed. Boating is inherently dangerous and you need
to be performing at your highest potentials to be a safe boater. Any time drinking or boating is mixed together I
have almost always seen someone’s life ruined.
Very Respectfully,
BMC Robert Canepa

the center line while rounding a curve. Cummings motorcycle was hit head on. The crash
occured near Burwash Landing, Yukon, on the Alaska Hwy. Patchett and her passenger, retired
guide Edward Johnson, 63, also died in the crash. (ADN: July 9, 2002)
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“ It took eighty minutes and the jaws
The Story of

Darcie salmon

My name is Darcie Salmon. My story begins on
March 19, 1997. I had just closed up shop at about 9:30
that evening and was heading home to get prepared
for a trip to New Orleans the next morning. As I
approached Settler’s Bay Drive, off Knik Road, I began
to slow down to turn in. I had seen a truck coming in
the other lane heading towards Wasilla. As I continued
to slow down the truck crossed the center line and hit
me head-on, at the drivers side, at about 85 miles per
hour. It crushed my Park Avenue around me. My legs
were pinned and the steering wheel was planted in my
chest. It took eighty minutes and the Jaws of Life for
the rescue team to get me out of the vehicle.
I was 44 years old and had never been hurt in
my life, other than a sprain, up to that time. As such, I
had never experienced a concussion either. I mention
this because as a result of this incident I had an
experience that I believe is truly unique to the human
species. As I lay in the car and began to come out of
the shock of concussion, the first thing I experienced
was absolute darkness and no sounds whatsoever.
Essentially all of my senses had shut down. For just
that short moment in time when I could not see or hear
anything, the thought crossed my mind very vividly,
“Hmmm...I wonder if I’m dead.” I would not wish this
sensation on anyone, ever. It was eerie as could be and
all I remember thinking is, “Hmmmm...If I’m dead this
really sucks.” Shortly after that thought crossed my
mind I began to hear the horn blaring and the radio
blasting and lights beginning to twinkle in the corners
of my eyes. My next thought was, “Awesome, I’m not
dead.” It was at that time that true consciousness
returned and I began to take stock of my situation. I
knew I had been hit and I knew it was grim. My arm
was broken in three places and I could not feel my legs.
In fact, the brake pedal had gone through my right
leg at the ankle and essentially severed my foot from
my leg. God bless the paramedics and EMT’s though.
They worked diligently and zealously to get me out,
talking with me and comforting me as best they could
under the circumstances.
After they got me into the ambulance, we
headed for the hospital. The first stop was at Palmer,
but they recognized that this was beyond their
capabilities to deal with and I was reloaded into
the ambulance and taken to the Alaska Hospital and
Medical Center. In case you wonder, it is a 38-minute
drive by ambulance from Palmer to the hospital in
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Governor Tony Knowles signs a bill in July 2001 that established
July 3rd as Drunk Driving Victims Remembrance Day in Alaska...

of life to get me out of the vehicle. ”
Anchorage. Once we had arrived at the hospital, I was
wheeled into emergency where another extraordinary
group of professionals set about keeping me alive and
prepping me for surgery. I was told they lost me twice,
but that my will to live was greater than any they had
ever seen.
I must take their word for it, because by that
time everything was a blur. However, I did know who
I was, where I was, and what day it was, so they knew
I wasn’t in shock. Eventually I was rolled into surgery
where the modern miracle of surgery was performed
on me by the incredible Dr. Brett Mason. He spent
about sixteen hours that first night, essentially reconstructing my entire lower body. The beauty of this incident, if there was one, is that I had no organ damage,
head injuries, or spinal injuries. It was more like someone had taken a sledge hammer to my legs and busted
them into over 300 pieces. A few days later, when I was
able, I was taken back into surgery and another five
hours of surgery was done on my upper body. My left
arm had been broken severely, my collar bone was broken and I had four busted ribs on the left side.
The surgeries went well, but I was confined
to the intensive care unit for a number of days. When
stabilized, I was moved to the progressive care unit,
and finally to the orthopedics unit. Everywhere I was
placed, the care of the professional taking care of me
was extraordinary. I was in the hospital for nearly
sixty days and then moved to the Mary Conrad Center
where I underwent extensive physical therapy and they
had to retrain me to walk again. The care I was given
at Mary Conrad was again, exemplary.
On June 27th I returned home to Settler’s Bay
in a wheelchair. It was another two months though,
before I had the strength to come out of the house and
try to reintegrate myself into the real world. In fact,
I ran for the Mayor of the Mat-Su Borough from the
wheelchair and was elected to a three-year term. It was
very rewarding as it kept my focus off my issues and
on the job of running the borough. I think it was good
therapy, and I think I helped the borough recover somewhat as well.
The end of the story is that I am living happily
ever after. My recovery is more or less complete, and I
am relatively pain free, although I do ache a little at the
end of the day. I do think it is important to the story
though, to mention that the driver that hit me was a

classic in terms of stories such as these. It was his third
DUI, he was three times the legal limit and he had no
driver’s license, nor insurance. He was sentenced to
three to five years in prison. I sincerely hope that he
received treatment and learned a lesson, and that there
will not be a fourth time. As for the worst thing that
happened, as far as I am concerned personally, it is not
the pain nor loss of work and income that this incident
caused me, but rather the pain and anguish that was
wrought upon my family. My wife was a Titan through
the entire episode and continues to be so today, but my
children were at a very critical age where they really
needed their father. They had lost their mother to an
auto accident when they were very young and less than
ten years later they nearly lost their father as well. I
never got to play catch nor wrestle with the boys and
never got to help my daughter become a young lady in
the way that a completely healthy dad would have been
able to. Needless to say, my parents and the rest of my
extended family were devastated, as were my friends at
home and abroad.
There is so much more to tell, but I am going
to leave it at this. I have great faith and a wonderful life
and this accident has gone a long ways in allowing me
to look at every day of my life as a true and wonderful
blessing. Thank you for taking the time to read my
story. I hope in some way you find it beneficial to your
life as well.

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:
Drunk Driver:
Blood-Alcohol
Level:
Previous DUIs:

...The measure was motivated by the death of 20-year-old Jessie
Withrow, who was killed on July 3, 2000, by a drunk driver while
riding her bike in Anchorage.

Darcie Salmon
03-19-1997
Settler’s Bay Dr.
& Knik Goose Bay
Rd., Wasilla
Unnamed
3x legal limit
2
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Juneau Police Department
Juneau Police Department
If you drink and drive,
we’ll find you a room
for the night.

Police work has many challenges, but there are few things tougher than having to tell the family of a DUI
victim, killed violently and needlessly, that their loved one is gone. It is a duty every officer dreads, but
unfortunately, it is usually not long into a typical police career when an officer has to perform this somber
task. This is one thing that motivates us to keep DUI enforcement a top priority. Here at JPD, we will
continue to do all we can to get impaired drivers off the road.
Greg Browning, Chief of Police, Juneau Police Department

“Let’s quit using the term “drunk driver.” You don’t have to be drunk to cause an alcohol related crash.
Impaired drivers well below the .08 limit have had “incidents” and been prosecuted successfully for DUI.
We need to start thinking that if we have a drink, we don’t drive. That’s right – one drink. Alcohol impairs
our reflexes and judgment and it just is not worth the gamble that we will get to our destination without
incident! What is it about our society that we are so focused on alcohol that we have to include it with
virtually everything we do? Help us stop this insanity—go to www.forgetmenotmission.com and see what
we are doing.”
Royal Bidwell, Forget Me Not Foundation
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July 2, 2000: an auto crash near Fairbanks kills six people. a Nissan pick-up with a drunk driver and 3 passengers,
who had all been drinking, crossed the center lane and side-swiped a pick-up then continued eastbound on
Chena Hot Springs Rd. in the oncoming lane and struck another pick-up head on. 21 year-old Christopher
McFadin and 24 year-old Bruno Guglielmi, soldiers at Fort Wainwright, who had not been drinking, were killed...

Death on the Seward Highway
A day before a public meeting was held at the Girdwood Community Center to address a rash of fatal crashes on
the Seward Highway, another fatal collision occurred.
At noon, on Thursday, August 6th at Mile 111.5, a five-vehicle crash resulted in two Soldotna teenagers, 16 and 19
years of age, being killed. An investigation of the crash revealed that the driver of a Dodge truck tried to pass a
line of cars in a passing zone and pulled into oncoming traffic, causing a chain reaction of collisions.
This crash followed two other horrific crashes that occurred less than two weeks earlier.
On July 24, at Mile 76.6, a van carrying seven children from the Kodiak American League Baseball team crossed
the centerline into the northbound lane and crashed into a Subaru station wagon. An 11-year old boy sitting in
the rear passenger’s seat of the Subaru was killed.
And on July 26, there was a head-on collision at Mile 88 when a Ford F150 pickup truck swerved into oncoming
traffic and struck a Ford Escape. The passenger in the Escape, a 59-year old woman from Seward, was killed.
These recent deaths along with so many others on the Seward Highway over the years, prompted Girdwood Fire
Chief Bill Chadwick to call for a special public meeting to discuss the problem and possible solutions.
“We all know there are bad drivers out there,” Chadwick said as he opened the meeting. “We all have had close
calls.”
That sentiment, through short and to the point, seems to be the central problem—reckless and dangerous driving
behavior causing most of the major accidents on Alaska highways. Statistics gathered from 2001 through August
2, 2007, indicate that alcohol and speeding were the leading cause of fatal crashes.
Ken Smith, Turnagain Times

Superior Court Judge Paul Lyle sentenced Jessica Paul, 22, to serve three years in prison after she
drove drunk and hit a 4-year-old boy riding on his Big Wheel. It was August 2008, in Fairbanks,
when Jessica Paul was drinking at a park, got behind the wheel and forever changed the lives of
Phillip Lara’s family. Phillip sustained serious injuries and died about a month later at a Seattle
hospital, a few weeks after his fifth birthday. (Fairbanks News Miner: December 2, 2009)

September 22, 2000, two days after her 16th birthday, Chelsea Foster was killed by a drunk driver.
Chelsea had snuck out of her house to be with her boyfriend who picked her up in his ’93 Chevy;
another friend sat in the back seat. As they were driving back to Chelsea’s house south on Lake
Otis at a high rate of speed, the car struck a curb, spun out of control, hit a guard rail and came to
rest with the passenger side wrapped around a light pole. The driver and back seat passenger
were ejected. Chelsea was pinned inside and killed by the impact. Blood alcohol tests revealed
that the driver had a blood alcohol level of .145. (AHSO)

Their wives, Teri and Krystal, were seriously injured. The four occupants of the Nissan pick-up were all ejected and
killed. The driver, 39 year-old Jacky Moore had a BAC of 0.27. His passengers, Christy Simon, 29, Harvey Grau, 27,
and Kristine Fuit, 47, were also highly intoxicated. (AHSO)
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“The grief can be overwhelming at times
The Story of

“The Juneau Police Department is reporting
that a fatal car accident occurred at about 2:30 a.m.
today that killed a recent Juneau-Douglas High School
graduate.” (Juneau Empire, June 5, 2009)
This is a headline that is repeated far too frequently. This time, the life of Taylor White, described
as a typical teenager, was tragically snuffed out. What
the headline and story don’t describe is the emotional
wreckage created in the lives of those who knew and
loved this young man - his family and friends. The
grief can be overwhelming at times, just knowing they
will never see Taylor again, never speak to him, never
experience anything with him. Anger and sadness are
present too, because he has been cheated out of his
future and all that it meant to him and those who knew
and loved him. To add to the burden of all this emotional trauma is the understanding that it could have
been prevented.

Taylor White
August 24, 1990 - June 5, 2009

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:

Taylor White

Date:

06-05-2009

Location:

Glacier Hwy, Juneau

Drunk Driver:

A friend
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Taylor’s life was extinguished on June 5, 2009,
just days after graduation. He and another friend, a
17-year-old girl, were passengers in a car driven by an
18-year-old male friend. Alcohol was involved and the
car was traveling at a very high rate of speed when
it came to a bend in the road and crashed into some
trees. Taylor White died at the scene. The driver sustained serious injuries and was medevaced to Harborview Medical Center in Seattle. The girl, the only one
wearing a seatbelt, was treated for “minor injuries” at
Bartlett Regional Hospital and released to her parents.
“I think one of the reasons it has had a lot of
impact on the kids is they know they all could have
either been in the driver’s seat or the back seat,” Carol
White said. “And it’s just a stroke of luck or fate that
they weren’t and a stroke of luck or fate that Taylor
was.”

“Driving under the influence (DUI) crashes are particularly
upsetting because every single one is avoidable.”
Leo von Scheben, Commissioner, DOT

just knowing we will never see him again.”
Taylor White Foundation
for Advancing Our Community,
Inc.

Above: Taylor stands
beside his new car.

Carol and Kevin White have established the
Taylor White Foundation for Advancing Our
Community, Inc. in memory of their son. Taylor
was killed in an automobile crash while out with
his friends. In a desire for Taylor’s death to be a
force for good, a foundation has been created that
works toward building a community environment
that better supports Juneau teens in healthy
choices around high risk behaviors (including
drugs and alcohol).

Left: Taylor on a fishing trip with his family.
Below: Taylor’s senior
picture, taken just days
before his death.

The foundation envisions focusing in three areas:
1. Explore proactive measures that support current
efforts to limit access to alcohol and drugs.
2. Use current research on teen brains to support and
create evidence-based education and awareness efforts
that are relevant and meaningful to teens.
3. Develop activities and outlets for teenagers that are
engaging, exciting, and challenging with acceptable risk.

Donations should be made out to the Taylor
White Foundation for Advancing Our
Community, Inc. They may be mailed to the
address below or dropped off at any True North
Federal Credit Union branch, where they will be
deposited into the foundation’s account.

Taylor White Foundation
for Advancing Our Community, Inc.
PO Box 35411
Juneau, AK 99803

“I know of few other social phenomena as pervasive and destructive
as drunk driving.”
Laren J. Zager, Chief, Fairbanks Police Department
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“I sit in my police car and I cry and
Telling the Parents:
An Officer’s Story:

It’s a cold and blustery Friday night in December.
The wind blows and a chill settles into my bones.
I’ve been at the crash scene for over an hour. Rescue
personnel have just extricated the last victim. But my
work is far from over.
The wreck, a family station wagon, is mangled and in a
heap resting against a tall, lone pine. Two of its former
occupants lay silent on the cold, snowy ground. Both
were ejected from the car on impact.
I may seem a little callous right now, because my
mind tells me to ignore the sight of death while I
conduct my investigation of the crash. The medical
examiner has pronounced them dead.
There’s nothing more that can be done. But my
conscience struggles with it. I do my job. I take the
measurements. I take photographs. I look for skid
marks. The bodies lie there covered with white sheets.

Sgt. John Wilder

Spectators gather and gawk. They make
unintelligible comments, shake their heads and walk
away.
Some boldly ask, “Who are they?” Others don’t care. I
can’t tell them. Next of kin don’t even know.

The story you are about to read occurs with countless
regularity in Alaska. Although this story centers on the highway
death of a teen, these kinds of stories cut across all ages, genders
and economic stratas.
As part of a never-ending effort to make Alaska a safe
place in which to live, work and play, law enforcement authorities
across the state also have a very unpleasant task to perform: the
delivery of messages of sorrow to families.
As you will read, there is no “easy” way to deliver this
message. A death occurs, or a serious injury happens, and a family
needs to be notified.
The shock of seeing a law enforcement official at the door
hearing such a message is devastating.
The impact of the message never really settles.
If the victim is the primary household support, the family
faces the question of survival - both emotionally and financially.
If the victim is a valued employee, the business owner is
faced with the loss of leadership, strength and economic support.
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But I know who they are. Kids, 16 and 17. Kids out
having fun. Kids who just left a school dance. Kids
experimenting. Kids playing with speed. Kids who lost.
I know who they are.
The evidence is gathered. The car is on the wrecker.
The decedents are in the hearse. The most dreaded task
lies ahead.
How do I tell them? What do I say? I have done this
before. I hate it. Fifteen miles to go and I’ll be at their
home. I rehearse, again and again, the technique that
I’ll use and the words that I’ll say. The images of their
lifeless bodies and their horrified expressions haunt me.
I don’t know these people. Mom’s a stranger. Dad’s
a stranger. I can’t call on the clergy. I don’t know their
faith. I can’t call on their relatives. They’re strangers
too. I’m on my own.

January 27, 2000, Bastien Rd., Nikiski: 45 year-old Danny Atkins and 48 year-old Diane Atkins were killed
when their snowmachines struck two spruce trees that had fallen across Bastien Rd. during a windstorm. Both
snowmachiners were wearing helmets at the time of the crash, but alcohol was determined to be a factor.

I curse. I don’t like my job tonight.”
The 15-mile trip is going too fast. I don’t want to go.
I don’t want to tell them. I hate my job.
A half-mile to go. I’ve memorized and rehearsed the
words along the way. It will be easy now. I just have to
remember my lines.
My training has taught me one thing about these
kinds of tasks. When Mom and Dad answer the door,
don’t dilly-dally. They know it’s not good news and
you’ve got to get it out.
There’s the house. The outside light is on. A car is in
the driveway. I wish they were away. I wish someone
else could tell them. I exit my car and walk up the front
steps. My heart pounds. I can’t breathe. I take a deep
breath. I take another. I knock on the door.
Seconds seem like minutes. The world slows down
around me. I need to get this behind me.
A woman peeks through the front window. She
opens the door with a nervous grin and gazes at the
man in uniform. “Good evening,” she says. “How may I
help you?”

They’ve just lost their son.
My shift is over. I pull into my driveway and sit in
my car. I think. I question. I curse. I’m angry for what
those kids have put me through.
I’m angry for what those kids have put their mothers,
fathers, brothers, and sisters through. I yell at them,
“Look at what you’ve done!”
I sit in my police car and I cry and I curse. I don’t like
my job tonight.

• Buckle Up
• Pay Attention
• Slow Down

“Ma’am, is your husband home?” I ask.
She calls to her husband and the three of us gather. I
can feel the anxiety building.
I begin to convey my message and only stutter. I’ve
forgotten my lines. “Get it out, get it out,” I say to
myself. They know. They’re reading my face. Her eyes
begin to water.

Alaska Highway Safety Offi ce
Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
P.O. Box 112500
Juneau, AK 99811-2500
(907) 465-4374
dot.alaska.gov/stwdplng/hwysafety/index.shtml

All time has nearly stopped. Struggling to form the
words, I finally say it, “I have some terrible news.
“Your son has been ...”
They know the rest. I don’t have to continue, but they
need to hear me say it.
She weeps. She collapses. Her husband holds back his
tears. He pretends to be stronger. He comforts her in
silence. Moments pass and then we talk. I explain. I
justify. I apologize. I offer help. I can’t help.

Alaska Occupational Safety and Health
or
Wage and Hour Administration
Department of Labor and Workforce Development
3301 Eagle Street, Suite 305 / 301
Anchorage, AK 99503-4149
(907) 269-4900
(907) 269-4955
labor.state.ak.us/lss/home.htm

May 13, 2000, Schrock Rd., Wasilla: 16 year-old Allen Hoversten was pronounced dead the the scene after he lost
control of his pick-up truck, veered into the ditch and was ejected from the vehicle. Allen Hoversten had a BAC
above the legal limit.
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“ It wasn’t supposed to happen this way;
The Story of

Kori Hornstein-Williams
September 29, 1976 - December 6, 1996

“I had the opportunity to
touch her hand, hug her tiny
frame, and look into those
eyes.”
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My daughter, Kori, was killed when a drunk
driver who ran a red light struck the car she was a
passenger in. She was 20 years old at the time of
the crash. The driver of the car she was riding in
survived the serious injuries she received from the
crash. I can’t imagine what it must have been like for
her at 19 years old to wake up in the hospital and be
told that her friend was dead.
I do know how it feels, as a parent, to open
your door to a police officer who asks you to sit
down because he has something serious to speak
with you about. So you sit, and the next thing
you know you’re on your knees in your kitchen.
Your head feels like its going to explode, the pain
is tremendous. With your arms wrapped around
your head you suddenly become aware of a horrific
screaming. It’s then that you realize those screams
are coming from you. You plead with that officer,
telling him that he has the wrong person that it
can’t be her, but it is. You’re shocked that you’re
still breathing and your heart still beats. It wasn’t
supposed to happen this way; you were supposed
to die first. You were supposed to protect her; you
were there when she was born. How could you not
have been there when she took her last breath? It
should have been you. As you pick yourself up off
the floor, you leave behind the person who answered
that door. You become a member of a club that you
didn’t apply to, and you are now on a roller coaster
ride someone else bought the ticket for. Your life
has been changed with the action of a stranger.
Kori’s younger sister, Sally, was 14 years old
when we buried their father. Nine short months
later we were burying Kori. Sally carried the burden
of believing she could have saved her sister if she
had been there. The truth is, I would have lost them
both. Sally grieved Kori not being by her side at her
wedding and when her babies were born.

“You don’t have to be an evil person to kill someone. You just
have to do two things: drink, then drive”...

I was supposed to die first. ”
Kori dreamed of being a mother and a pilot,
and she loved animals. Kori stood at 4’11 but had
a fiery personality. Left behind are the memories
of her cheerleading; she was also an accomplished
swimmer and ice-skater. She had the ability to master
the butterfly stroke and a triple axel by observing
others. I miss us dancing on the tables, her laughter
and us singing, “It’s in his kiss.” I miss her. I am
thankful and honored to have been given the gift of
time with Kori. I had the opportunity to touch her
hand, hug her tiny frame and look into those eyes. I
can tell you the last meal we ate together, the last “I
love you,” the last hug, and that last kiss. The last
time I saw her was just a few hours before she was
killed. She was asleep on the sofa; I sat down next
to her and kissed her. As I got to the door, I turned
and looked at her one last time. Something told
me to go back and give her one last kiss. I didn’t
because I didn’t want to wake her. I missed that
one last moment, that one last chance, for one last
memory.

“Left are the memories of her
cheerleading...”

Linda Hornstein

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:
Drunk Driver:

The wreckage of Kori’s car after it was struck by a drunk
driver running a red light.

Kori HornsteinWilliams
12-06-1996
Boniface &
Tudor,
Anchorage
Roger James
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“Even if you’ve lived an otherwise law-abiding life, you will still
go to prison for a long time, if you kill someone while driving
drunk.” Superior Court Judge Eric Sanders, July 1997
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Anchorage F ire Department
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Shelly Maddux cried as she remembered the day her 5-year-old daughter died in her arms, killed in a February
2003 rollover in the Vienna Woods subdivision outside Wasilla. A Palmer Superior Court jury convicted her
boyfriend, Bruce Tice, 36, of Wasilla, of manslaughter, assault, reckless endangerment, reckless drinking and
driving...

DUI Mini-Stories
Palmer Police Department

“Twelve million undergraduate students drink FIVE BILLION cans of beer each year on college
campuses and we know all of them didn’t wait for college to start. Please don’t drink and drive.”
--Commander Thomas Remaley, Palmer Police
A drunk driver who tried to end her life by running a red light was sentenced to 5 years for killing Clara
“Joyce” Hunter, 73, a great-grandmother passing through the intersection of Northern Lights and C St., as
she was returning home from a night of bingo, on May 27, 1993. Christine Raphael, the impaired driver,
was sentenced to an additional two years for seriously injuring Hazel Ballinger, the driver of the car in which
Hunter was riding. “Raphael decided she didn’t want to live anymore,” Traffic Sgt. Greg Stewart said, “She
ran the light deliberately.” Her BAC was at least 0.247 at the time of the crash. (ADN: April 7, 1994)
Gene Burch, 59, didn’t know that he’d never make it home as he was driving north on Boniface shortly after
11:30 p.m. after finishing his shift as a bus driver for People Mover, in July of 1996. Adam Milazzo, 27,
was driving a Ford Probe and ran a red light at 80 mph and smashed into the pickup driven by Burch at the
intersection of Northern Lights and Boniface Parkway. Burch’s pickup was shoved about 100 feet and Burch
was pronounced dead at the hospital. Milazzo was convicted of second-degree murder, driving under the
influence, felony eluding and assault. Toxicology screenings discovered that Milazzo, who was seriously
injured, had a blood alcohol content of 0.19 as well as marijuana in his system. Burch drove school buses for
the Anchorage School District before being hired at People Mover. He had driven buses his whole adult life.
(Court View)
Ronald Isgrigg had no business getting behind the wheel of his Cadillac on December 17, 1993. With seven
convictions for drunk driving, Isgrigg’s license had been revoked until 2014. He decided to drive anyway.
He tried to pass another car on Spenard Road, lost control and smashed head-on into a Chevrolet driven by
Stacey Hibdon. She was injured, as well as her passenger Mitchi McNabb, as he was thrown face first into
the windshield and suffered injuries serious enough to warrant reconstructive surgery. Isgrigg’s blood alcohol level was measured at 0.265. This would lead to Isgrigg’s eighth conviction for drunken driving. Superior Court Judge Karen Hunt sentenced Isgrigg to five years in prison. (ADN: April 15, 1995)
while intoxicated. Tice will spend at least 15 years in prison for killing 5-year old Kristin. In a sentence five years
over the maximum, Palmer Superior Court Judge Eric Smith sentenced Tice to 25 years in prison. The Wasilla man
will be eligible for parole in 15 years. (Court View)
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“ I realized that my right foot was
The Story of

Rex San Diego
CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:
Drunk Driver:

Rex San Diego
6-14-2008
Westchester
Lagoon,
Anchorage
Mr. Correnti

My name is Rex San Diego and I am originally
from the Philippines. I moved with my family to America
twelve years ago and lived in Los Angeles for a time. I
had a desire to try something different and traveled to
Alaska, the Last Frontier, with only fifty dollars in my
pocket.
I had the good fortune to find work at a fish
cannery in King Cove, my first job in Alaska. After a
few months I moved to Anchorage and found a job in a
halfway house. Like other people, I want to work hard to
get what I could not get in the Philippines. Sometimes I
would work two or three jobs to save money so I could
buy a house and after a couple of years I had enough
money saved so I could buy one. It was the happiest
moment of my life. Part of my happiness was being
able to show my mother that I could do it and she was
very proud of me. But then something very unexpected
happened.
On my way to work one morning, at around 6:00
a.m., I saw a bright light coming toward me. I was on a
one-way street, so I was very surprised and confused.
Things happened so quickly that the next I remember
is that I was trapped in my Expedition. My right wrist
bone was broken and I could not move my leg. It took
the EMTs an hour to get me out of my car and I realized
that my right foot was injured, with the bone sticking
out. I had been hit head-on by a drunk driver.
All I can think about now is how I can work again
to make my house payment. I thank God for my wife,
who at the time was only my girlfriend. Her family has
helped me a lot. I am alone here, as most of my family is
still in California. Her mom and dad have saved my life.
I was so depressed that sometimes I would think maybe
it would have been better if I had died in the crash. My
wife and her family gave me the will to fight and I did.
We are having a hard time financially and my
house is now in foreclosure because I was unable to work
for three months. When I went back to work I could not
work two jobs because of my injuries.
I just leave it all in God’s hands. I hope I can see
justice in this. I am still waiting for the case to finish so
we can all move on. It is hard but I hope drunk drivers
get harsher sentences for their crimes, even if they are in
the military. They should be treated the same as civilians.
Rex San Diego
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Mr. Correnti, the drunk driver who hit Rex, pleaded to Assault in the Second Degree and received 36 months with 24 suspended and 3 years of probation. He also pleaded to DUI and received 45 days with 42 suspended.

injured, wit h the bone sticking out. ”
Overview of Mandatory Minimum Penalties
First Offense
Minimum jail time
Minimum fine
Ignition interlock device
Cost of imprisonment**
License revocation
Second Offense
Minimum jail time
Minimum fine
Ignition interlock device
Cost of imprisonment**
License revocation
Third Offense
Minimum jail time
Minimum fine
Ignition interlock device
Cost of imprisonment**
License revocation
Fourth Offense
Minimum jail time
Minimum fine
Ignition interlock device
Cost of imprisonment**
License revocation
Fifth Offense
Minimum jail time
Minimum fine
Ignition interlock device
Cost of imprisonment**
License revocation
Sixth Offense
Minimum jail time
Minimum fine
Ignition interlock device
Cost of imprisonment**
License revocation

Misdemeanor
72 consec. Hours
$1,500
12 months
$330
90 days
Misdemeanor
20 days
$3,000
24 months
$1,467
1 year
Misdemeanor
60 days
$4,000
36 months
$2,000
3 years
Misdemeanor
120 days
$5,000
Entire probation
$2,000
5 years
Misdemeanor
240 days
$6,000
Entire probation
$2,000
5 years
Misdemeanor
360 days
$7,000
Entire probation
$2,000
5 years

Felony*
120 days
$10,000
Entire probation
Not applicable
For life
Felony*
240 days
$10,000
Entire probation
Not applicable
For life
Felony*
360 days
$10,000
Entire probation
Not applicable
For life
Felony*
360 days
$10,000
Entire probation
Not applicable
For life

* Third or subsequent DUI or Refusal convictions may be misdemeanors or felonies,
depending on when the prior convictions took place.
**This amount is subject to change by regulation. Defendant must pay surcharges too.
Source: Alaska Court System PUB-11

A single DUI can cost $20,000 to $25,000 by the time a person
is finished paying court costs, attorneys’ fees, and increased
insurance fees.
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“ The victim is very badly injured and the
“Shapes of Grief ”
by Patricia Mata-Celis, RN

Stories From

Grief comes in all kinds of shapes. As a clinician, it is absolutely heartbreaking when we have to
care for a victim of an alcohol-related collision in one
room, while simultaneously caring for the perpetrator
in the other room. Most of our victims will ask “How
is the other driver?” and we are not at liberty to share
their status or explain what actually happened to cause
the collision. It is quite challenging to remain objective.
So many times the victim of a drunk driving
incident is very badly injured, maimed or killed, and the
perpetrator walks away without a scratch. When blood
alcohol levels are high, people’s physiological response
to stress is very different. The intoxicated individual’s
muscles do not tense up as they do in a non-impaired
person, because their inhibitions are relaxed and they
do not sense the pending danger immediately preceding
a crash or other incident. They are almost like a marionette doll, so limber and flexible, and therefore not as
susceptible to the major injuries caused on impact.

A Trauma Room
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One particular incident occurred when a young
man was getting out of his parked car on an icy
street, and the drunk driver lost control of the car and
swerved, hitting the man and pinning him against his
own vehicle. The young man, a new husband and father, ended up losing his leg as a result of the accident.
As we were treating him, we knew we would not be
able to save his leg, yet had to remain calm and provide
a high level of professional care while balancing our
own emotions. When the victims of the incidents are
told that the perpetrator was inebriated, that affects
how they deal with the grief of their own injuries. Anger is the usual response, followed by all of the stages
of grief. It is a tragic and all too common occurrence.

“What in life can be more frightening than a police officer with
bowed head and reluctant gait approaching the home of parents
of an overdue teenager?” (Lieutenant Dave Parker, APD)

perpetrator walks away without a scratch. ”
When alcohol-related incidents happen, a physician and charge nurse are responsible for sharing with
the family of the patient the severity of the injuries or
the news that the victim has not survived. As nurses,
we are responsible for cleaning and dressing the victim
to try and ensure the family is not overly traumatized
by the sight of their loved one in such a dire condition.
It is a very difficult process for everyone involved.
Another aspect of dealing with inebriated patients is the violence that ensues when they are brought
into the Emergency Department. As the years go by,
it has become a great challenge to stay out of harm’s
way when these patients arrive. Some have blood
alcohol levels of .30, .40, or higher and are extremely
violent to clinicians trying to move them to safety. We
have three isolation rooms in our Emergency Department, and they are almost constantly full. Inebriated
and otherwise combative patients are restrained safely,
yet the process of transferring them from the police
car, ambulance or Community Service Patrol van is a
dangerous one. Often, all available department clinicians are called to assist when the inebriated patient
becomes violent. This affects the overall effectiveness
of the department, causing a ripple effect due to loss
of efficiency and emotional recovery time from such
encounters.
All inebriated individuals involved in alcoholrelated incidents are brought to the Emergency Department first, medically examined and treated if
needed, and then transferred to either the Fairbanks
Correctional Facility or the Detox Center. The impact
on our department is monumental, both financially and
emotionally. After 37 years as a nurse, with 15 years
here at Fairbanks Memorial Hospital, dealing with inebriated patients is one of the most difficult aspects of
my work. I love nursing; I love caring for patients and
therefore I continue my work amidst these challenges.

Emergency Medical Services brings a patient to the
Fairbanks Memorial Hospital Trauma Room.

A patient receives treatment in the Emergency
Department.

”A designated driver is a sober person, not the MOST sober person.”
(Jennifer Messick, Anchorage Muni DUI Prosecutor)
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“It ju st broke her hea rt when we
“Comfort in Hard Times”

Fairbanks

by Carolee Porter, RN

CRASH DETAILS

One night comes to my mind, when a man was
hit and killed by a drunk driver. The mother of the
man found out through family and friends, but because
it was a case under investigation we were not able to
tell the mom anything for a long time. She sat in the
Emergency Department waiting room very patiently,
waiting to hear and hoping for the best. It just broke
her heart when we told her that her son had been
killed. When she came in to view the body she was not
able to touch him due to the fact that he was considered
evidence.

Number of DUI crashes in
2009:
Total fatalities:

17
20

Average BloodAlcohol Level
of the offenders:

.18

Busiest day for DUI
crashes:

Sunday

Average age of offenders:

34

There was a whole waiting room of people that
were here to support her, and her minister came to be
with her. That was such a comfort to her. To this day
I have so much respect for the minister for coming here
in the middle of a very cold night to be with this family. Put yourself in that mother’s position -- sitting and
waiting, not knowing, but having the gut instinct that
all is not well. We couldn’t even verify that the man
was her son until the Alaska State Troopers gave us
permission. As Emergency Department staff, we send
a doctor and a nurse to tell the families, and so there is
someone to stay with them and answer questions. This
patient was a grown man, but he was still his mother’s
baby.

Carolee Porter, RN, cares for a patient.
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The Division of Motor Vehicles deals daily with the impact of people who make the poor decision to
operate a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol through the administrative revocation process.
(Whitney Brewster, Alaska Director, DMV)

told her that her son had been killed.”

The Forget Me Not Foundation would like to thank Fairbanks Memorial Hospital for
their continued support of our Mission to put an end to drunk driving in Alaska.
(Nancy and Royal Bidwell)
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“ There are a lot of us who are still
Tom’s Mother Christi remembers....

The Story of

Tom Rowinski
November 14, 1962 - September 6, 1999
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Tom, as an infant on his first night home, after his
first two weeks of life were spent in the hospital
trying to get big enough to come home. “I remember him looking up from my arms with a look that
said, ‘I recognize all this noise. I am home.’ I remember how there were some of Tom’s classmates
that began breathing again when Tom would enter
the room. There are a lot of us who are still working at breathing in his absence. I remember Tom
as an adult developing a whole array of skills and
discipline that made it possible to spread that love
and confidence to an astonishing number of people, each one of them his best beloved and needed
friend. Of course Tom had a galaxy of plans that
were cut short; yet that which he had time to do
was certainly done well. I remember how Tom
could always pull out the effort to do everything
his older brother, Lee, and sister, Anne, could do;
whether it was skiing, skating or writing his full
name to get a library card when he was three, or a
year later swimming two lengths of the pool so he
could get permission to go to open swim without
an adult. (We watched him anyhow.).”

Tom’s sister Anne remembers....
“Tom, not just by one big thing, but by the little
things that float into my mind. Such as the time
Tom and I were driving around town and I said, ‘I
don’t know where that road goes.’ And Tom said,
‘Well, drive down it and then we will both know.’
Or the time we were going off to separate colleges
and he tugged on my braids and gave me a quick
kiss goodbye.”

Studies have shown that an average of one arrest is made for
every eighty-eight instances of driving over the legal limit.

working at breathing in his absence. ”
Tom’s Father Lu remembers....
Labor Day, 1999, when a drunk driver killed his
youngest son, Tom.
“Tom’s gone, but not really. I’m reminded of
him daily by the reminiscent moves and looks of
strangers. A haircut, a smile, a piece of clothing, a way of walking --simple things--bring back
a glimpse of a young man who was loveable and
loved. The places he lived and worked, the tree
planted by his Special Olympics friends, the tree
planted by neighbors, the skis and surfboard in our
barn, the note left on a post where he died years
later by a friend, are all there as daily reminders.
The son he left whose generous spirit and loving
nature remind us of Tom, are part of our welcome
memory. And so while those memories of him are
still here, for us, some part of Tom remains.”

The one commitment of his heart that
remained ever constant in his adult life
was his love for his son, Tad.

“I hope you will think of Tom, his unfulfilled
dreams, and the many like him when you have
your next drink.”

CRASH DETAILS

-L.J. Rowinski

Victim:
Date:
Location:

It was 7:00 p.m. that extraordinarily beautiful Labor
Day, after Tom had visited his parents and barbecued
chicken with more dear friends, that Tom was riding his
motorcycle out the Steese highway to visit his brother.
As he crossed Farmer’s Loop Rd/Fairhill Rd. on a
green light, Kim Mueller, who had spent the day
drinking in a bar in Fox, turned his truck across the
Steese, in front of Tom with the usual truck versus
motorcycle result.

Drunk Driver:
Blood-Alcohol
Level:

Tom Rowinski
9-6-1999
Steese Hwy
& Farmers’
Loop,
Fairbanks
Kim Mueller
.215
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Nationally, the average BAC for a first offender was .16, and .18
for a repeat offender.
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“ “Before those tears have even dried,
Where’s the Outrage?

An Editorial

It was inevitable. When a town like ours fills its local
newspaper with column after column and page after
page of DWI arrests and convictions, day after day,
week after week, month after month, year after year
... it should surprise no one when, sooner or later,
something really bad happens. It happened one July
weekend in 2000 when a drunk driver killed six people
in one horrific crash on Chena Hot Springs Road.
It happened again last week. At a time when every
youngster in town was already celebrating the coming
carefree days of summer vacation, when every parent
was anticipating the promise of full summer days with
family and friends, one family’s worst nightmare came
true -- their beautiful 13-year-old son was slain by a
drunk (allegedly) driver -- a very drunk driver who
chose to drink and drive, then hit and run, then offer a
bribe! Were it not for a courageous citizen who chased
the perpetrator down and called the police, this man
might be at it again tonight*. Just how safe are you
and yours from him and his ilk?
Now, days later and before those tears have even dried,
we are mourning a second innocent drunk driving
victim – another fine young man struck down in the
prime of his life. Where is the outrage, Fairbanks?

Pete Eagan

President MADD, Fairbanks
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It boggles my mind that we, the collective citizenry,
continue to tolerate drunk driving to the extent that
we do. Sure, the penalties are slightly tougher than
they were 25 years ago – but it’s quite apparent that
they aren’t a satisfactory deterrent, as evidenced by the
cross-section of our community convicted of driving
drunk.
Nearly every aware American has an opinion on the
two-year-old Iraq war and the tragic loss of American
lives, some 1600-plus and counting. Not to minimize
this in the slightest, but how many of us are aware
that in this same span of time, drunk drivers have
killed some 35,000-plus freedom-loving Americans
on America’s roads. Where is the outrage? Wake up,
Fairbanks, it’s time…

* The story of Saul Stutz, the 13 year-old who was struck by a
drunk driver, can be found on page 107.

we are mourning a second victim. ”

The children of Goldstream Road, in Fairbanks, created this
poster after the death of 13-year-old Saul Stutz.
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“ T h a n k G od f o r t h e
A DUI fatality. Sounds pretty impersonal,
doesn’t it. Just another DUI statistic. Yeah? Well,
here’s the rest of the story.

The Story of

Saul Stutz

A 61-year-old, single man is prone to heavy
drinking in bars with work buddies and others, often
beginning after afternoon union calls. He often makes
the rounds to several bars, en route to his home outside
of town. No priors, but has probably done it, without a
mishap, hundreds of times before. His own testimony
corroborates this, and he does it this day. A final single
drink at his third stop, an out-of-town establishment a
few miles from home. Then, homeward bound, westerly,
fatefully, in his trusty old truck. A drunk driver? Yes,
a very drunk driver. BAC? .237! Nearly three times
the legal limit. Ten-plus drinks if consumed in an
hour – many more if over a few hours. Or, in drinking
vernacular, “ a coupla beers.”
A couple of neighborhood boys – a thirteenyear-old boy and his nine-year-old brother – are riding
their bikes, heading in the same direction, well off
the side of the road. A neighbor, a Good Samaritan,
eastbound, passes the boys, then sees the drunk driver
bearing down in his truck. Seconds later, an uneasy
feeling – he checks his rearview mirror, and observes
the old truck climbing back onto the road from the
roadway sideslope – he sees only one boy. He whirls
around, fearing the worst. The old truck barrels on,
maybe even speeds up.
The older boy lies crumpled on the ground,
fatally injured, his bicycle crushed. The younger boy,
narrowly missed. Help comes from across the road, so
the Good Samaritan goes on the chase, the old truck
already out of sight. High speeds, then higher yet.
Finally, the old truck, in sight. A deft maneuver, the
old truck forced to a stop. The drunk driver, caught by
the neighbor, agrees to drive back to the scene of the
crime. Instead, he does a 360 and heads for home. The
neighbor follows him to his home, parking crossways to
block the exit.
Again, the neighbor confronts the man. This
time the man pulls a wad of cash from his pocket. He
offers it, twice, suggesting “ awww, just forget about
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From 1980 through 2009 APD has investigated 589 fatal collisions which resulted in 637
deaths. Of those 589 collisions, alcohol was a factor in 332 or 56.4% of them, either in the
victim, the driver who caused the accident or both. (Municipality of Anchorage)

G o od S a m a rit a n . ”
it.” Revolted, the neighbor seeks a phone at a nearby
residence, and calls the Troopers. The boy dies,
and a community nightmare begins to unfold. The
community comes out, angry and upset. Still, several
more DUI deaths “happen” that summer.
The family and friends are devastated. The
ugly court battle begins, but thank God for the Good
Samaritan. Finally, a plea bargain and a 20-year
sentence. Then, two re-sentencings after appeals are
granted. Finally, four-plus years after the crime, the
20-year sentence is essentially upheld. But, there are
no winners in that courtroom – just lots and lots of
sadness, all the way around ... It didn’t have to be this
way. This should not have happened.
Many people could have stopped this drunk
driver – he was likely legally drunk very quickly. But
did any of his companions stop him? No, they enabled
him, and ignored his frightful behavior. Maybe it
mirrors their own, or maybe they just don’t see the
danger. After all, an awful lot of people do this, so
what’s the big deal?
A couple of ironies to end the story. One of the
last people to interact with the drunk driver, at his last
stop, was a person who sold him a raffle ticket for some
kids group. So, he buys a ticket to support the kids.
Then he drives off, horribly drunk, ... and kills a child.

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:

Saul Stutz
05-23-2005
Goldstream Rd.,
Fairbanks

Drunk Driver:
Blood-Alcohol
Level:

E. Bottcher
.237
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The real irony? As awful as this story is, this
man wasn’t even convicted of a DUI. The DUI charge
(.237 BAC!) was dropped in the plea bargain (homicide
to manslaughter). So, this boy’s tragic death isn’t
even another DUI statistic. Just a horrible crime (an
“accident,” they’d like you to believe), and a “rest of the
story.”
Now, you think this – any of this – couldn’t
happen to you or a friend or loved one? Well think
again.
Don’t drink and drive. Don’t let others drink
and drive. And teach your kids.
Pete Eagan
“Take this day to consider that 421 Alaskans were killed by drunk drivers
from 1995-2005. Our communities and families will never be the same
without them.” (Lt. Gov. Sean Parnell)
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It too k a bout f ive se con ds to
My name is Candace Albin. I want Mr. Healy
to know exactly who I am.

The Story of

Candace Albin
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I am the motorcyclist that Mr. Healy hit while
he was driving intoxicated. I am a wife and mother. I
have a son who was five years old at the time. At the
time of the crash, I was on my way home from town
with my son’s school snack because it was his snack
day the next day. I was two miles from home, and thank
God, ALWAYS wear full protective riding clothing
and full face helmet.
I am a 31-year-old woman who was enrolled in
paramedic class. I was halfway through a 16-month
program when Mr. Healy chose to drink to excess and
drive a vehicle. My job as an EMT is to go to people
who are sick and injured and help them to my fullest extent of training. I never thought that I would
be a patient in my own ambulance, let alone a Flight
Care Helicopter. Because of Mr. Healy’s choices, I was
not able to complete my paramedic class. I have since
started the class again and will be done in December of
2009. I should have been done in December of 2008. I
had paid for the education already, and that money was
wasted.
I want Mr. Healy to know what I felt as the
crash occurred. This was not an accident. This was
a choice Mr. Healy made to drink and then drive. It
was 100% preventable! As I was coming towards Mr.
Healy, he flashed his brights at me twice. I did not flash
my brights back at him because there was no reason to.
Mr. Healy states that he didn’t see me. If he didn’t see
me, why did he flash me? My motorcycle was in 100%
working order, AND had an extremely loud air horn
which I had no time to use. From what I could tell by
the dimness of his headlights, Mr. Healy appeared to
be about a quarter mile away from me. I later learned
that the headlights on his uninsured vehicle (at the
time) were crazed over on one side and taped together
on the other. When Mr. Healy started to turn, he was
only about 50 feet away from me, not a quarter mile.
These are my thoughts as the crash occurred.

Three out of ten people you know will face the possibility of being directly involved in an alcohol-related traffic crash during
their lifetime.

st a rt to fe e l t h e pa i n.“
1. I actually said to myself, “Oh shit, I’m going to die.”
2. When I hit the passenger side of the car, I was
thrown off the motorcycle into the air. It was dark
outside and I wasn’t able to see where I was. At this
point, I was still not injured; I was just flying in the air.
3. When I went into the air I was able to count to
three slowly before I hit the ground.
4. While I was in the air I was also able to think, “Just
hurry up and hit the ground and die. I don’t want to
suffer.”
5. When I hit the road and realized that I was still
alive, I thought, “Shit, I’m still alive.” It took about
five seconds to start to feel the pain.
6. I landed in the middle of the road. I was able to
think that if I was still alive, I better get out of the
road before someone else came along and ran me over.
7. I was able to get onto my left side and push with
my left leg and pull with my left arm until I got to the
side of the road. When I got to the shoulder of the
road, I stopped. The headlight of my motorcycle was
still working and it was shining on me when I stopped.
While I was crawling off the road, I was screaming for
help. I couldn’t figure out why the driver of the car
wasn’t coming to help me. I didn’t think he would be
very injured since he was driving and I hit the passenger side of the car. I found out later that Mr. Healy
had continued up the driveway and gotten out of the
car and hid in the residence, leaving me alone in the
road!!

“I knew my arm was broken.”

8. The passenger of the vehicle did come out to the
road and held my hand. I could smell the alcohol on
his breath also. I later learned that the collision broke
his ribs and possibly dislocated his shoulder. And being
the person that I am, I felt bad for injuring him, even
though it wasn’t my fault.

Alcohol-related collisions kill 43 people a day - the equivalent of
two airplanes crashing every week.
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“ I n e v e r wa nt e d t o b e a
9. I was able to tell the person who showed up on the
scene first, to call 9-1-1 and tell the dispatcher everything I said. I knew my arm was broken, but I also
thought that I may have a broken ankle and broken hip.
It turns out that I didn’t, but it still hurt very badly.
The young teenage girl that was with her mother
should never have been subjected to something like
this. I heard what she said on scene. She said “I can see
her bone!” Even though I already knew that, I started
to cry.

Candace’s motorcycle after the crash.

10. After my husband was contacted by the police, he
showed up on the scene. Nobody’s spouse should ever
have to see their “other half ” lying on the ground and
screaming in pain. He actually held my broken, splinted arm while I was being back-boarded and loaded into
the ambulance by my co-workers. He saw my bone
sticking out through the skin as he held it in his hands.
I’m thankful for the passers-by and rescue personnel
who helped he and I during the event.
11. I now know that Morphine doesn’t work on me. I
received a total of 15 mg by the time I got to the hospital and it didn’t touch the pain. Just made my head a
little fuzzy. I still felt everything!
12. I was flown to the hospital because of the nature
of my injury. I never wanted to be a patient in a helicopter. Thank you, Mr. Healy.

Mr. Healy’s car after the crash.
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After I was flown to the hospital, the ER had to
try to reduce my fracture twice. I then went in for surgery and had three temporary pins put in place. One
week later, I had a second surgery to place a plate and
ten screws. One pin was left in place until my cast was
removed. The pin was pulled and that was extremely
painful also. I then went through about two to three
months of physical therapy. It was painful but necessary. My arm works pretty good now, except for some
rotation that I wasn’t able to get back. I still have a
numb leg almost twelve months later. The doctor said
it would take about a year to get all the feeling back in
it.

Most drunken driving and alcohol-related crashes are
caused by heavy drinkers, alcoholics, and repeat
offenders.

pa t i e nt i n a h e l i c o p t e r. ”
I am wishful to hear that Mr. Healy has learned
his lesson about drunk driving, but I really can’t be
assured that he will stop. He might lose his drivers
license or get some jail time, but that won’t stop him if
he really wants to drink and drive. Next time, an innocent person might be killed.
Can Mr. Healy live with that? About a month
after my accident, my son told my husband, “That’s
okay if mommy died. We can find a new mommy with
the same face.” How do you think that made me feel?!
We understand his innocent statement, and we know
the truth. It’s heartbreaking to hear!! Our family has
been through hell, but Mr. Healy hasn’t yet suffered!

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:

Candace Albin
04-16-2008
E. Deckerville
Rd., Caro, MI

Injuries
Sustained:

Broken Arm

Drunk Driver:

Gary Healy

I will not let the actions of a drunk control
what I do for the rest of my life!
I win, not you, Mr. Healy.
Candace Albin

“I WILL get on a motorcycle again.”
Candace and her family now live in Fairbanks, Alaska.

It’s easy to forget that drunken driving statistics represent
real people and real lives.
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“ It took the Jaws of Life TWO hours
There is no escape from the pain of the loss
of my son Aaron! Yes, time does heal the intensity
of the wound but the scar remains forever. The scar
looks different on each of my family members...for
some of us it’s mostly healed only to be reopened as
we celebrate another birthday or Christmas without
him. For me it’s a deep scar within my heart. I am a
mom without my child, my only son, and that scar will
remain with me until I meet Aaron again in heaven.

The Story of

Please don’t misinterpret or judge me please! I
count as my blessings my loving husband Joel, my two
beautiful daughters Andrea and Kelly, a wonderful sonin-law, Michael and three fantastic grandkids, Aaron ,
Anna and Parker. I am blessed, but I miss the joy of
living on earth with Aaron!

Aaron Lueders
October 24, 1979 - December 31, 2000

Aaron with his sisters,
Kelly and Andrea, three
days before his death.

Aaron with his
friend Emily and
cousin Katy.
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New Year’s Eve, 2000, my life changed forever!
I had talked with Aaron in the afternoon; he was
on his way home to Bella Vista, Arkansas, to spend
New Years Eve with our family. He had stopped in
Fayetteville, which was his old hangout to check out
the sound equipment and tech setup for the New Years
celebration. At about 2:00 a.m., he started going north
on I-540 towards home. He was traveling in the left
lane of the northbound lanes when he was hit head-on
by a drunk driver going southbound in the northbound
lanes. The drunk driver was driving a late model, dark
brown pickup, with his lights off.   Witnesses said they
watched in horror as the truck passed them, calling
their friends in the cars behind them to look out, and
stay to the right. It was a horrific crash, with the
truck impaled into the side of Aaron’s car, killing him
instantly. It took the Jaws of Life two hours to get him
free of the wreckage.
During that time, the drunk driver was
standing, trying to remain upright. His BAC was taken
and read only .10, but he was so incapacitated that
he didn’t know he had wrecked his truck, let alone
killed my son. He was taken to jail that night and
went before the city court the next day. A year of
legal nightmares began that day; not of our doing,
but of an inept legal system. It took fifteen extremely

In 2000, there were 13 fatal car crashes in Anchorage. Five of
them involved alcohol and/or drugs...

to get him free of the wreckage. ”
trying months for the trial to begin, and then just four
hours of court time and 15 minutes of jury time to
render a guilty verdict. The State of Arkansas is a
1/6th state, meaning the convicted felon will only
have to serve 1/6th of the term given and then he will
be on parole for the balance, but free to go on with
his life. He ended up serving only two of the eight
years in the state penitentiary and came back to live
in northwest Arkansas.
As for my husband and I, we tried to maintain
our general contracting firm as long as possible. The
heartbreak and reality were too much, so in 2005 we
dissolved our corporation. During the first five years
after Aaron was killed, we vacationed in the mountains.
Being a part of God’s amazing creation just seemed to
ground us and put our lives back into perspective.
Alaska has been our healing place! It is quite
ironic that my husband and I relocated to a place called
Healy, Alaska, as our first home in this gorgeous state.
Sweet new memories and fantastic friends have allowed
our healing to continue, and for that we are forever
grateful!

Date on a Hill

By Aaron Jonathan Lueders

I thought I saw your face in a crowd, but no.
Where were you?
Sometimes I walk to where you are,
reminiscing in the past,
but reality rings out like a shot
and draws me back.
Now I wander aimlessly,
my conscience right beside me.
Strange without you here
bringing a smile to my face.
I miss you.
I look towards the future.
Towards our date on a hill.
Where I can see you again,
radiant as the sun.
But for now, until that day,
I’ll fight the good fight,
and keep on going.
pressing on towards the promise
of better things.
For Now.

Poem posted by Aaron’s cousin Katy on her blog:
January 2006

Ellen Lueders

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:

Aaron Jonathan
Leuders
12-31-2000
Arkansas
Johnnie Catron

Date:
Location:
Drunk Driver:
Blood-AlcoholLevel:

0.10%
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Aaron’s car after the crash.

The average blood-alcohol content of those five impaired drivers
was .182.
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Helping to make this publication a reality...

1720 Abbott Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99507
907-349-7506
wwww.atpublishing.com
“We want to thank A.T. Publishing and West Coast Paper for their support and their professionalism in
bringing this project to completion.”
Nancy and Royal Bidwell,
Forget Me Not Foundation
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October 15, 2000, Parks Hwy: 20 year-old Dalton Thomas was killed and a passenger was
injured when he lost control of the car, veered off the highway and rolled numerous times.
Thomas had been consuming beer while he was driving from Anchorage to Nenana...

Stories you might find interesting...

Our Mission:

“To enhance the health and well being of Alaska’s people through programs aimed at saving lives and preventing injuries on
Alaska’s highways.”

After Anchorage Superior Court Judge Milton Souter sentenced Steven Powell to 26 years in prison and
urged him to get help for his alcohol problem, Steven Powell asked the judge, “Well why even bother…your
honor?” said Powell, who has been convicted of drunken driving a dozen times. Powell, 39, was sentenced
for driving drunk in January 1999 and causing a three-car crash on Tudor Road. Four people were hurt, two
seriously. He was found guilty of two first-degree assault charges, reckless endangerment and felony drunk
driving. (Anchorage Daily News, December 6, 2000)

“Adults don’t intend to hurt or kill when they buy alcohol for young people. But when Ronald Frank and
Michael Hunter bought alcohol for teenagers in July of 2001, they did just that, “ Alaska District Judge
Nancy Nolan said. In a sharp statement on how society should condemn the crime of furnishing alcohol
to minors, the judge handed down harsh punishments for both men. Frank and Hunter supplied alcohol to
teens at a party before their fatal car crash with Officer Justin Wollam, 28, an Anchorage Police Officer, on
the Glenn Highway. Also killed in the crash was Heidi Weilbacher, 14, Makayla Lewis,16, and Robert Esper,
16, the drunk driver.
Nolan sentenced 31-year-old Frank, who pleaded no contest last year to two misdemeanor counts of
furnishing alcohol to a minor—to the maximum penalty of two consecutive years in prison and a fine of
$10,000.
Hunter, 32, who pleaded no contest to one count of supplying alcohol to a minor, was given a sentence of
one year with 120 days suspended, 80 hours of community work service and a 10-year probation. (Nicole
Tsong, Anchorage Daily News: February 21, 2002)

Doctors for Designated Driving is proud to announce our first retail store recipient, The Brown Jug of
Alaska, of the Platinum Key of Life Award for fighting drunk driving through the promotion of designated
driving. Brown Jug’s program, led by Ed O’Neill and O.C. Madden III, exemplify corporate citizenship,
as well as the spirit of partnering for safety that Doctors for Designated Driving strives to highlight and
promote. (Doctors for Designated Driving, www.dfdd.org, January 2009)

The passenger had purchased the alcohol for Thomas and allowed him to drink in her
presence. The passenger faces charges of: Furnishing Alcohol to a Minor and Criminally
Negligent Homicide. (AHSO)
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“ I was informed that this would
The Story of...

James D. Killingbeck Jr.
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On April 26, 2007, at approximately 10:30 p.m.,
my son was in a tragic auto collision. This happened
on the corner of 84th and Lake Otis. My son, James
D. Killingbeck Jr. (Jimmy), was driving home from
work that evening. I remember expecting my son
home around 10:45 p.m. that night, for he is a creature
of habit and always returns home at that time of the
night. If for some reason he stays later, Jimmy is sure
to call to inform me of getting off later. Calling once
again when he left Arby’s to inform me that he was on
his way home from work to ease my mind why he was
not home.
I noticed at around 10:50 p.m. that night, that
my son was not home from work. I immediately went
to calling his cell phone, texting him and trying to
phone his work place to find his whereabouts. Jimmy
is also responsible by the fact that he always answers
my phone calls or is sure to call me back immediately.
Well that night there was no response from him by any
of the methods of trying to contact him. That is when
I was certain that something tragic had happened to
my one and only child.
Approximately midnight that same night, I
received a phone call from a nurse in the emergency
room at Providence Hospital, who could not tell me too
much. To be honest, I really do not remember what the
nurse told me about the incident. I do know that I was
put on the telephone with the officer who arrived on
the scene of the auto collision. At that moment I was
assured that my son was alive but in critical condition
and that he was involved in what is basically known
as a head-on auto collision. I was informed by the
officer that they could not reach me sooner, for my son
did not know where he was and could not remember
his parents name(s) or home phone number. I do not
remember too much from that evening. I know that I
collapsed at the foot of my bed, where my boyfriend
was and who drove me to the hospital as soon as
possible.

“I wish you could have known the impact your decision to drink and
drive was going to make on so many lives before you got behind
the wheel that night.” (Mark Hall, Anchorage Fire Chief) (see full
statement on page 95)

impact my child’s life forever. ”
Upon my arrival at the emergency room at
Providence Hospital, I did not find my son waiting in
his “cubical”, immediately setting me off on another
scare. I was informed that my son was taken down
to have tests run on him to see what damage could
be found. At that time I was informed by the officer
from the scene that my son was involved in a serious
auto collision due to NO fault of his own but due to
the negligence of a drunk driver. I was later informed
the defendant was Christopher Jones and that his BAC
tested at a .282. Upon impact, beer cans fell out of Mr.
Jones’ vehicle.
Upon the first sight of my son, I saw the
horrific cuts and bruises on his body. I tried to comfort
my son as I always have and only in the way that a
mother knows how. I so much wanted the pain to stop
for my son and how I wished that it would have been
me to suffer for him. Jimmy never gained enough
consciousness to acknowledge who I was or to tell
anyone of the pain he was in.
Not only did I receive the most dreaded phone
call that a parent wishes to never receive, I had to call
family in the middle of the night to inform Jimmy’s
father of the details of what I did know at the time.
And to call grandparents to inform them of the
condition of their first grandchild, which at the time,
all I could inform the family was that Jimmy had a
compound tibia fracture and a broken femur.
There was the visit that night with Dr. Duddy
who came in to do a further assessment of my son’s
condition. This is a sight that I will never forget,
for Jimmy had to be taken completely off all pain
medications to do a full and complete assessment. Dr.
Duddy informed me then that a surgery was needed;
two steel rods would be placed in my son’s left leg. At
this moment, I was informed that this would impact
my child’s life forever - the steel rods would inhibit my
young child of 16 to further grow without having a
permanent limp.

“I was assured that my son was alive but in critical
condition and that he was involved in what is basically
known as a head-on auto collision.”

“Upon the first sight of my son, I saw the horrific cuts and
bruises on his body.”

“Victims nationwide in the last five years from drunk driving
total 76,646 Americans” (Colonel Audie Holloway, Alaska State
Troopers)
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” The young man here with me now

“With my son’s dedication and motivation he did go back
to school for his senior year; which was not an easy year for
him.“
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Jimmy did not wake up completely (or should I
say become more alert) and to actually have his eyes open
until Friday morning approximately 9:00 a.m., upon his
release from the Adult Intensive Care Unit. My child
spent the next 17 days in the hospital.
For the first four days of my son’s hospital stay,
he did not know that I was his mother. I remember
sitting there with him and asking him who his mother
was and asking if I could possibly be her. I cannot
explain the pain that I felt when my son looked at me and
shook his head, stating that I could not be his mom.
There was so much that we had to re-teach my
son, all due to the negligence of one person not caring
for anyone, or even his own life. (For that same day,
Mr. Jones tried to commit suicide; which clearly states
how much he cares about his own life.) I had to potty
train my son. I had to wipe my 16 year old young man’s
bottom after going to the bathroom. There were several
times that I would leave the hospital long enough to get
a change of clothes and return to find him sitting in his
own urine or not fed; for my son also needed to be hand
fed – as feeding had to be re-taught as well.
The defendant, Mr. Jones, was not arrested during
my son’s hospital stay. In fact, ten days after the auto
collision, a warrant was put out for Mr. Jones’ arrest, but
he was not found for five days or so. This I know, for I
would call up to the police station on a daily basis and
was informed when the warrant for his arrest was put
out.
Do not get me wrong; I am grateful for my
son’s life and proud of the fact that he was released for
Mother’s Day 2007, which was the best gift a mother
could receive that year, all things considered. But it was
also not easy, even then. After Jimmy’s release from the
hospital, I had to find “baby-sitters” to take care of him
while I was at work. I had to find him rides to physical
therapy three times a week and often I would have to get
off early from work to pick him up.
We were told by the doctors that my son would

“As a former prosecutor, I’ve seen the tragedies caused by people who decided
to get behind the wheel drunk. We in the legislature have to do everthing we can
to protect the innocent public from these drivers.” (Senator Hollis French)

is someone new and different. ”
not be able to go back to school to attend his senior
year of high school, drive, or walk for at least a year.
But I am here to say that with my son’s dedication and
motivation he did go back to school for his senior year,
which was not an easy year for him. I had to have several
appointments with his school counselor.
It has been over a year since this tragedy has
happened to our family. Jimmy has undergone three
surgeries, due to the injuries caused by the negligence
of Christopher Jones. But still, Jimmy does not have
complete feeling in his left leg. The doctors are not sure
when, or even IF that will ever come back, due to nerve
damage.
I tell folks, including my son, that the last time
I saw my son was the morning of April 26, 2007; for
the young man here with me now is someone new and
different.
In fact, my son is re-learning lots of things – like
relearning who his mom is. This is one of the hardest
things, for a child to forget his parents. Jimmy now has
a short temper, which has not been an easy task to deal
with as a parent. In fact, Jimmy had a very good memory
before the auto collision.....now it pretty much is not
there. I am reminded on a routine basis that he is not
his old self and it is all due to someone else’s negligence,
something that was completely out of the hands of
Jimmy or me.
As for the final plea agreement, I cannot say
that I am satisfied with the agreement. That answer
comes from a mom who lost the child that she knew
the morning of April 26, 2007 and I honestly do not
think that there could be an agreeable plea agreement. I
personally feel that the defendant got off more lightly
with this sentence than my son did, who is forever
changed. I feel it is important that the defendant be
held accountable for his actions, for the injuries to my
son, and for the horrific impact on my life. I worry that
the defendant will kill someone next time – this was his
second DUI.

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Location:
Drunk Driver:
Blood-Alcohol
Level:

James D.
Killingbeck Jr.
4-26-2007
East 84th & Lake
Otis, Anchorage
Christopher
Jones
.282

Tammy Lojewski
“Out of 1.5 million arrests of impaired drivers each year the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration reports that onethird are repeat offenders.”
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Fairbanks Police Deptartment

I know of few other social phenomena as pervasive and destructive as drunk driving. While
only a tiny percentage of people choose to be, say, burglars, a large percentage can and do find
themselves “innocently” behind the wheel of a deadly vehicle in an impaired state. As those
people learn (usually the hard way) that such conduct is wrong, a whole new generation of
new drivers comes up, naive to the perils and consequences of drinking and driving. Only
through vivid memory of the cost of drunk driving can we hope to go from where we are to
a society where a drunk driver is a rare event. The Victim Memorial Publication is a heavy
contributor to that effort.
Laren J Zager,
Chief of Police
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At .02 BAC, the average person will experience the typical effect of
some loss of judgement and altered mood, predictably resulting in a
decline of visual functions and ability to perform two tasks at the same
time. (NHTSA website)

Foundation Supporters

Slayden Plumbing & Heating, Inc.
is a proud sponsor
of Forget Me Not Foundation
We applaud their efforts
to raise public awareness
of the consequences of
operating under the influence
of alcohol and drugs.

www.slaydenplumbing.biz
1999 Richardson Hwy, North Pole, Alaska 99705
Phone: (907) 488-3359 Fax: (907) 488-2711
3230 East Palmer/Wasilla Hwy, Wasilla, Alaska 99687
Phone: (907) 376-7690 Fax: (907) 376-7891

“Let’s all work together to stop the insanity of impaired driving.
It’s a dead end in our book.” (Royal & Nancy Bidwell)
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“ What price should a man pay for cutting
The Story of

My first born son, Justin Lee Nelson, is dead.
On August 31, 2001, I lived every parent’s nightmare –
a drunk driver, a head-on collision and my beautiful son
dead at age twelve. How shall I explain Justin’s life to
you? Look carefully at me; take a good look at me and
you will see Justin. Our physical characteristics are
identical. We shared not only a physical likeness, but a
shared personality – our humor, our love for Christmas,
our love to talk, our love for the movies, our love to be
together. In short, we were soul mates with a special
bond that is forever gone.
Every parent’s dream is to see their child excel
and obtain their goals. Justin might have been an
athlete, a man with a great professional influence, a
mentor or perhaps, just perhaps, he would have been
lucky enough to be average. To be average and have
an ordinary life and experience the joys of sporting
events, driving a car, attending his high school prom,
graduating from high school and college, experiencing
marriage or the joy of seeing the birth of his child. All
these hopes died with Justin, at age twelve.

Justin Lee Nelson
March 3, 1989 - August 31, 2001
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What price should a man pay for cutting short a
so promising young life? I wish Justin were here with
his ability to see the best in the worst situations. He
was wise beyond his years because he had the ability
to bring the best out of everyone he encountered. He
showed his affection for me and for everyone around
him. He had a child-like ability to forgive. All these
traits I learned from my twelve-year-old son and I will
aspire to achieve them in my lifetime. I wish he were
here to help with my dilemma on what should happen
to Mr. Williams. An exchange? Twelve years in prison
for twelve years of Justin’s life – that hardly seems fair.
Justin had so much more time to live. Empowered with
the knowledge that this is Mr. Williams’ third offense,
I think the justice system should prosecute to the full
extent of the law.
In the beginning of my statement, I asked you
to look at my face to see Justin. However, I failed to

Life is priceless. And, in many instances, losing a life on Alaska’s
highways, or any state highway, is totally unnecessary.

short such a promising young life ? ”
mention that my face is different today than it was before
August 31, 2001. The facial surgery covers most of my
external scars. Glass still remains in my arms. My wrist
will require more surgery due to scar tissue that keeps
my wrist from regular movement. Today, I am dulled by
the physical pain, but agonize with the pain in my soul
that my young son is gone from me forever.
What will be the outcome of this traumatic life
event for my family? What psychological harm has
manifested itself in my remaining son Jacob’s mind?
To this day, he needs to hear my voice in order to be
reassured that I’ll be home soon. He worries daily that
another wreck will happen and in a flash another family
member will be gone. Will he grow to harbor resentment
that he has lost his brother and that will impede him all
his life? Will he ever be able to repress the thought of
“If only my brother were here, he’d…..”

“Every parent’s dream is to see their child
excel and obtain their goals.”

Jacob asked if we could still celebrate Justin’s
birthday. Of course we will, my son, but Justin will
never again be able to blow out the candles. The candles
stopped at twelve.
My entire adult life has been a model example of
accountability. I am accountable to my God, to my family,
to my employer, to my community, and most importantly
to my deceased son that the American justice system
will hold Mr. Williams accountable for his recklessness,
carelessness and his reprehensible lack of judgment. My
accountability demands that I hold steadfast to my beliefs
in the judicial system and that justice will prevail for
Justin; that Justin’s life was not in vain, but will serve as
a model for other families, so they can enjoy a freedom –
a freedom that the likes of Mr. Williams will never kill
again.
Mr. Williams didn’t consider the ramifications
of the choices he made on that day. He had options; he
didn’t have to drink and drive. The choices he made
voided any rights that my son had on August 31, 2001.

“We were soul-mates with a
special bond that is forever gone.”

Attitude determines behavior. Behavior determines driving habits. Driving habits determine survival on our highways.
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“ All these hopes died with
Every person in the courtroom has choices, but those
choices rarely affect the rights of another human
being. My God-given right to protect my son on that
fateful day subsides with time. Justin’s rights were
taken from him! Mr. Williams is solely responsible for
the ache in my heart that I will feel for the remainder
of my life and should, therefore, be held accountable
in accordance with the laws of North Carolina, the
laws of the United States and the laws of mankind as a
whole.
A mother’s love is undying and I give you my
solemn vow that the day I am laid to rest will be the
only peace I’ve known since my beloved Justin was so
maliciously taken from me by Mr. Williams. I grieve at
his lack of compassion – not once through this entire
ordeal have we heard a hint of remorse, a spoken word
of regret, a letter of sympathy – such a small token
may have eased our tortured souls and allowed our
gaping wounds to heal. His silence, his neglect, his
carelessness and his drunkenness will haunt my family
and me for the rest of our lives.

Justin with his mother and his younger brother,
Jacob.
Justin’s Grandpa, James Wisher, rode in
honor of Justin in Forget Me Not Mission’s
Throttle Thunder Relay from Fairbanks to
Soldotna in 2007 and in 2009. Mr. Wisher
currently resides in Ninilchik.

Julie Fuller

My Fishing Prayer
God grant that I may live to fish
Until my dying day.
And when it comes to my last cast,
I then most humbly pray:

CRASH DETAILS
Victim:
Date:
Drunk Driver:
Previous DUIs:

Justin Nelson
08-31-2001
Mr. Williams
2

l

When in the Lord’s safe landing net
I’m peacefully asleep,
Then in His mercy may I be judged
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good enough to keep.
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Alcohol-impaired driving is the most frequently committed violent
crime in the US., according to the National Highway Transportation
Safety Administration, 2003.

Justin, at age twelve. ”
The Cord
We are connected,
My child and I, by
An invisible cord
Not seen by the eye.
It’s not like the cord
That connects us ‘til birth
This cord can’t been seen
By any on Earth.
This cord does it’s work
Right from the start.
It binds us together
Attached to my heart.
I know that it’s there
Though no one can see
The invisible cord
From my child to me.
The strength of this cord
Is hard to describe.
It can’t be destroyed
It can’t be denied.
It’s stronger than any cord
Man could create
It withstands the test
Can hold any weight.
And though you are gone,
Though you’re not here with me,
The cord is still there
But no one can see.
It pulls at my heart
I am bruised...I am sore,
But this cord is my lifeline
As never before.
I am thankful that God
Connects us this way
A mother and child
Death can’t take it away!
Author Unknown

Motor vehicle crashes remain the number one cause of death among teens in the U.S. In fact, teen drivers
(ages 16-19) are involved in fatal crashes at four times the rate of adult drivers (ages 25 to 69).
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I n L o v i n g M e m o ry o f
Aaron Jonathan Lueders, Dec. 31, 2000
Allen Hoversten, 16, May 13, 2000
Andre Marsh, October 28, 2000
Annette Knofel, 59, July 26, 2009
Beulah Dean, 80, February 2000
Brett Stevens, 33, August 28, 2002
Kara Joe, 17, August 3, 2000
Chaz Crabb, 17, July 23, 2002
Chelsie Foster, September 22, 2000
Chris Marrs, 28, October 13, 2000
Clara Joyce Hunter, 73, May 27, 1993
Dale Polkarney, January 30, 2010
Dalton Thomas, 20, October 15, 2000
Dean Allen Cummings, 29, May 26, 2002
Deborah Bell, 17, December 2009
Diane Bahnson, 53, June 11, 2005
Donna Jones, March 8, 2000
Dr. Roger Gollub, 53, November 19, 2008
Duanne McKinnon, June 5, 2000
Floyd Mack Jr., 4, November 7, 2001
Frank Carpenter, 19, May 1997
Gayle Berube, 29, January 9, 1995
Gene Burch, 59, July 2006
Georgiana Chercasen, 49, October 1998
Glen Hanway, April 29, 2000
Gordon Shannigan, November 8, 2000
Gunther Matthew Burt, April 21, 1996
Heather Dowdy, 17, September 30, 2000
Jacob Pulliam, 24, April 30, 2000
Jesse Hertz, 28, June 17, 2000
Jessie Withrow, 20, July 3, 2000
Jonathan Johnson, 19, October 20, 2008
Justin Lee Nelson, 12, August 31, 2001
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L o ved On e s L o st...
Kenneth Peterkin, 17, 1963
Kristin Michele Maddux, 5, February 2003
Louis Clement, 23, November 5, 2009
Lucas Goodhand, 18, August 8, 2000
Lyman Reese Smith, May 31, 1999
Mark Willard, June 6, 2000
Martha Grace Brown, 41, July 2006
Michael Samuel Weinstein, 37, Sept 1999
Michelle Byrum, March 18, 1997
Oliver Riley, 23, June 16, 1985
Pamela Miller, 2006
Pamela Trine, 41, May 14, 2000
Regan Drake, 45, January 9, 2000
Richard Dee Carter, 23, March 24, 1987
Robert Paxton Jr, 32, September 6, 1990
Robin Rich, 15, November 1, 1980
Rock Spraig, August 12, 2000
Robert McDonald, September 12, 2000
Robert James Wolverton, 32, Oct 30, 2001
Samuel Bernard Friemering, 37, Aug 1997
Saul Stutz, 13, May 2005
Shannon Wolf, 3, August 23, 1993
Shelly Reed, 17, November 5, 1983
Simonne Croppi, 65, May 7, 2000
Stephen Strain, 35, January 31, 2006
Susan Armstrong, 35, November 1996
Taylor White, 17, June 5, 2009
Timothy Oates, 47, December 2007
Todd Delaruelle, 35, February 7, 2000
Tom Rowinski, 37, September 6, 1999
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I n L o v i n g M e m o ry o f
Often, DUI crashes claim more than one
victim. Below is a list of crashes, by date,
and the victims they claimed. Anyone--at
any age--can be killed by a drunk driver,
illustrated by the listed ages of the victims.
1970
Cheryl Iverson, 17
Gloria Buenafe, 17
Chris McDannel, 17
December 5, 1981
Scott Gerrish, 13
Wesley Gerrish, 10
August 17, 1991
Michele Stround, 22
Kristie Boyd, 22
July 4, 1993
Jamie Farr, 13
Brian Langley, 13
Mark Langley, 42
March 1994
Leigh Ann Barnes, 32
Lindsey Hurst, 10
August 27, 1994
Otis Richey Jr., 16
Freddie Cook Jr., 15
Brett Dwyer, 18
June 1996
Carrie Warriner, 19
George Crawford, 20
J-D Stuart, 23
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L o ved On e s L o st...
December 6, 1996
Kori Rae Hornstein Williams, 20
Sheila Holloway, 27
January 27, 2000
Danny Atkins, 45
Diane Atkins, 48
April 19, 2000
Ladd Macaulay, 57
Martin Richard, 50
July 2, 2000
Jacky Moore, 39
Christy Simon, 29
Kristine Fuit, 47
Harvey Grau, 27
Christopher McFadin, 21
Bruno Guglielmi, 24
July 12, 2000
Kevin Blake, 15
Kenneth Cramer, 11
July 9, 2001
Officer Justin Wollam, 28
Heidi Weilbacher, 14
Makayla Lewis, 16
Robert Esper, 19
May 26, 2002
Dean Allen Cummings, 29
Kimberly Francis Patchett, 30
Edward Johnson, 63
January 12, 2007
Veronica Turner, 19
Tiffany Samuelson, 18
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Forget Me Not Foundation
Royal and Nancy are both long-time Alaskans. When they were preparing for retirement in 2005, they
decided they wanted to give something significant back to their communities in their retirement years and settled on
DUI issues. Drunk driving and underage drinking are a huge problem in Alaska and they thought they could make
a difference. Nancy’s experience of losing here 17-year old daughter, Shelly Reed, to a drunk driver in 1983 was the
catalyst for the decision. Hence, Forget Me Not Mission was born. Today it operates as Forget Me Not Foundation.
Nancy came to Alaska with her Air Force family in 1950 and lived on Elmendorf AFB until 1961. She
graduated from West High in Anchorage and attended Anchorage Community College, majoring in commercial
art and design, then UAA to study computer science. She worked for Anchorage Daily News as a district manager
for several years and the Anchorage School District as Parent Resource Coordinator. She is very proud of starting
the Readers Are Leaders reading program for the school district. She also worked for the Alaska State Troopers for
several years before retiring from the State of Alaska in 2002.
Royal came to the Last Frontier in 1963 with the U.S. Army at Fort Wainwright. He attended UAF for three
years, then went to work for Yukon Supply Company, which was sold to Amfac in 1972 and served as branch manager
until 1979. He had his own residential construction company from 1979 until 1983 and then opened a new branch
for Portland based Familian Northwest, a plumbing and heating, pipe, valve and fitting wholesale supply house. He
retired from there in 2002 and entered into a contract with the Greater Fairbanks Community Hospital Foundation as
Construction Projects Coordinator. That contract was completed in 2006, when he and Nancy hit the road with the
Forget Me Not Mission.
Their future plans include creating a scholarship fund, building a memorial to the victims of drunk driving
crashes and promoting and supporting the Every 15 Minutes programs. They are committed to raising funds for
projects and activities which will increase public education and awareness and support the efforts of law enforcement
and our public schools in their efforts to stop impaired and underage drinking.
“We would be remiss if we did not remind the reader that Forget Me Not Foundation requires money to keep
this mission alive. We are a very low overhead operation. There is just the two of us and we have no payroll, rent, or
utilities. If you can make a donation to this cause, we make it easy; you can do it on our secure website, call us with a
credit card, or mail a check. Whatever you do, you have our profound gratitude.”
We welcome your comments about the book.
Contact us:
Phone
907/978-7809 or 907/978-8595
E-mail
royal-nancy@hotmail.com
stopdui@forgetmenotmission.com
Write to us
5068 Pinnacle Ridge Circle
Wasilla, AK 99654
Visit our site: www.forgetmenotmission.com
Follow us on Facebook:
Forget Me Not Mission, Inc.
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Founders of the Forget Me Not Foundation:
Royal and Nancy Bidwell

“If we can prevent one person from getting behind the wheel while
impaired and then driving, then we believe we’ve made a 100% difference.”

Together We Can Make a Difference
Help Stop The Insanity of Drunk Driving
By Nancy Bidwell

Now that you have read the statements and stories written by the victims of drunk driving, you probably wanted to
cry and maybe you even stopped reading. You probably got angry too. Our purpose was not to make you cry, but you
should be angry, you should be outraged! Our point was to make you understand how many people are devastated by
a single drunk driver.
Incidents of death and destruction resulting from drunk driving are represented as “accidents,” but we prefer to call
them “crashes,” since no one force-feeds alcohol to people and then compels them to drive. These are their choices.
The stories we collected and compiled in this book recount the consequences of their choices.
It’s a dangerous road out there and anytime you are on the road, you are sharing it with impaired drivers. As you read
these stories you may have felt there was little you could do.
But be assured, there is something you can do!
Drunk driving can be prevented. Tackling it requires the involvement of every concerned citizen. You can take
action to make your community a healthier and safer place. Join a growing number of people across Alaska who have
joined us in coordinated efforts to prevent drunk driving in their communities.
Support Forget Me Not Foundation and make a difference!

We want this message to be heard loud and clear:

Alcohol and Gasoline do not mix, and if they are mixed,
tragedy can be the result!
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An Amazing Educational Opportunity
From the very first moment, when Nancy and Royal introduced the idea for their publication, I was hooked. I thought the
opportunity for my students to get hands-on experience with: research, editing, layout and design, and deadlines would be
an invaluable part of their Journalism course. An added benefit was the chance my students would have to work closely
with powerful stories of the victims of drunk driving crashes. Beyond the practical skills I hoped my students would gain,
it was also my hope that they would take the message of the project to heart and become part of the solution to stop the
insanity of drunk driving in Alaska. Thank you Nancy and Royal for bringing this great opportunity to the students of
Chugiak High School.
Trevor L. Snyder, Journalism Teacher, Chugiak High School
1st Hour Journalism:
Fourth Row: Jordan
Thompson, Jeremy Duke,
Aleksanders Pasinskis,
Victoria Houser, Chelsea
Rembert, Chris Tucker and
Jacob Conrad
Third Row: Bryce White,
Dylan Blood, Ian Brown,
Michael Oien, Chris Wood,
Chase West and Trevor
Snyder (CHS Journalism
Teacher)
Second Row: Royal Bidwell,
Heather Harpel, Kyle
Walker, Steven Farabaugh,
Erin Johnston and Jacqui
Lockman
First Row: Jessica Eelbode,
Jordan Fullmer and Yuliya
Korolova

5th Hour Journalism:
Third Row: Kimberly Smith,
Mariah Paulson, Wesley
Rabung, Jacob Wert, Mallory
Grant, Anna Myers, Patrick
Kingsley and Andrea Mejia
Second Row: Dane Stamnes,
Grant Sullivan, Douglas
Leavelle, Vincent Lewis and
Vincent Valencia
First Row: Kaelee Dooley,
Kalyn Hubert, Manda Brown,
Ashley Brenton, Ashley
Huffman and Nancy Bidwell
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“Tell me and I’ll forget; show me and I may remember; involve
me and I’ll understand.”
--Chinese Proverb

The ALASKA HIGHWAY SAFETY
OFFICE reminds you to buckle up. It’s your
best defense against an impaired driver.

